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Forward
Care to Join in a Grand Adventure?
Welcome to the world of Mythic Realms, Utah’s largest and longest running Live Action Role-Playing organization. When
you join in the grand adventure the only limit is your imagination. Create your own fantastic persona and “role-play” as a
unique character in a dynamic world. Your character will grow and experience exciting melee combat, fantastic magic
spells, and curious intrigue. You will meet many other real people who are also role-playing their own unique characters.
You may form alliances, join guilds or make enemies; it’s all up to you!
By adventuring with us, you will join the greatest Live Action Role-Playing game in the world. We have a
medieval/fantasy world just waiting for you to explore. It truly is a mythical realm created for you and your friends to
enjoy.
Our goal at Mythic Realms is to build a medieval town here in Utah. We hope that as our numbers grow we will eventually
be able to buy or lease land for camping events. For now, we set up large tents and pavilions in the forest to represent towns,
and play some events at local haunted houses Nightmare Mansion and Castle of Chaos. We try to make everything as
believable as possible using props, makeup and realistic performances by our actors.
Mythic Realms was created in 1998 by a dedicated group of fantasy Role-Playing Game (RPG) enthusiasts to provide all
participants with an exciting, realistic live role-playing system that is enjoyable for people with all types of backgrounds and
skills. Our game development staff has vast experience in Live Action Role-Playing (LARP) games, tabletop RPG’s,
computer/console RPG’s, and is familiar with a huge library of fantasy books, films and art.
As you take time to read through the rule system, please understand the “spirit of the law” we are trying to convey. We
cannot cover every rules exception, or example. The rules system as a whole is only there to give us guidelines to a more
enjoyable (and believable) medieval fantasy world. We tried to take the time to make this book easily understood and “user
friendly.” If you have any questions about the rules, or Mythic Realms, you may look us up on the web at
www.mythicrealms.com. Please post your questions on our general forum. You may also come to any event, or open house.
Contact us at (801) 856-6034, or email mythicrealms@gmail.com.
Disclaimer - The fictional world of Mythic Realms contains monsters, magic, and melee. All the methods of magic and
melee proposed in this book are for the purpose of role-playing and are purely recreational activity. All references to
witches, demons, monsters, nobility etc. are for roleplaying purposes only and are not in any way to represent real life
peoples, places or religions. Some people may find magic, melee, supernatural elements and/or religious overtures
inappropriate. We, the staff and owners, neither condone nor encourage the occult, the practice of magic, the use of
drugs, or violence. We also discourage the use of religion or references to higher powers in Mythic Realms. We are all
about using our imaginations, acting and having fun. Anyone who wants to participate at Mythic Realms must sign a
waiver, or have a legal guardian sign the waiver if under 18. Mythic Realms reserves the right to refuse service to any
person for any or no reason.
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Five Rules of Conduct
The following five rules are the most important rules you will read because they are the safety rules. These rules apply to all
PCs and NPCs alike. No exceptions to these rules are allowed, and any violation of safety rules will result in removal from
game. The most important rule in the game is safety, and these 5 rules exist to promote a safe game. At no point in time
should anyone be put in a position where they are incapable of moving themselves to safety.

Body Contact - Mythic Realms is very safe because we prohibit many forms of body contact. All contact between
players during combat must occur only with safety approved padded weapons and spell packets. Head, neck, groin, and
hands are not valid hit locations and targeting these locations is not allowed. If you are hit in any of these locations, please
inform your opponent of their mistake. If necessary, inform a Marshal. Some non-combat skills require limited body
contact, i.e. strength or searching. With such contact there should be a polite touch on the shoulder or elbow, not a forceful
grab. Body contact beyond this is only permitted with direct and explicit permission by the involved person, and must
continue to follow the rules on appropriate conduct. A handshake or a tap on the shoulder is acceptable. Please do not
invade others’ personal space in a way that might make another player uncomfortable. This can be a sensitive issue,
always err on the side of caution.

Hold - If you hear anyone call “HOLD!” stop whatever you are doing immediately and drop to one knee. Holds should
only be called when there is a real need, such as for safety or a very important rules clarification (that would alter the
play of the game significantly). Anyone may call a hold and everyone must stop. The hold will end with the person who
called the hold stating, loudly enough for everyone to hear “Is everyone ready? 3, 2, 1 lay on!” As we try to create a
seamless game experience to increase atmosphere and reality, please try and avoid calling a hold whenever possible. If
you need a hold for yourself, you may call a “personal hold” where you take yourself OOG for any reason needed. Holds
are mainly called for safety reasons. A hold is not a time to coordinate attacks, ready weapons, examine the monsters and
environment, or plan your strategy. Please try to ensure that holds are not used to confer any kind of in game advantage,
as this is viewed as cheating.

In Game (IG) Theft - Private property is important. If you want to sneak into someone’s personal tent or building,
you must have a Marshal present. Do not attempt to sneak into something on your own. Also, if you steal someone’s items
IG, it is your responsibility to return their physical representations to them within 15 minutes. For more information, please
see the Stealing and Searching section in Chapter 4.

Drugs - Mythic Realms prohibits the use of any illegal drugs. If you are found in possession of (or under the influence)
of such substances, you may be removed from the game. Smoking is not permitted for those under age. If you are aware
of someone breaking this rule, failure to report him or her may result in disciplinary action. Illegal acts will be reported
immediately and dealt with by local law enforcement.

Appropriate Conduct - This is a family friendly game. Inappropriate language, crude comments and acts of
lewdness are not acceptable. Local, state and federal laws are to be followed. There is no coed sleeping for those under 18.
When in doubt about appropriate conduct, defer to a member of the Mythic Realms staff.
If you are unsatisfied with any aspect of the game please discuss with a marshal or a Mythic Realms staff member
directly. This should be done after the event or during the event in private. If you have some issue with the conduct of
another player, please bring the issue to them in the form of a polite reminder. Take further issues to an appropriate staff
member or marshal. Remember to keep things civil, as we are all friends here. Complaining and whining during an event
where everyone can hear makes a miserable experience for everyone, and Mythic Realms is about FUN.
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Policy Statement on Prevention of Sexual Harassment
Sexual Harassment is a form of sex discrimination that violates Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual
harassment.
Sexual Harassment can occur in a variety of ways
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The harassed person and the harasser can be of either sex towards either sex.
The conduct need not be specifically aimed at the harassed person; harassment can also affect a third party
bystander.
Creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive environment.
Deliberate touching, inappropriate leaning over, or cornering.
Sexually suggestive leering, looks, and gestures.
Pressure for sexual favors.
Sexual jokes, teasing, remarks, or questions.
Whistles, hooting, lip smacking, and animal noises.
Tales of sexual exploits.
Comments about a person’s body in a sexual way.
Indecent exposure

Confront the person immediately and directly to convey clearly that the conduct is unwelcome or immediately inform any
of the Mythic Staff. This policy statement in itself cannot prevent a single incident of inappropriate conduct or sexual
harassment. It is our commitment to conduct ourselves appropriately, and to hold those accountable that choose to act
otherwise.
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Chapter 1 - Getting Started
Quick-Start Guide
The steps for creating a character are as follows.
Step 1 - Create a Character Concept
Step 2 - Choose a Race
Step 3 - Choose a Talent

Step 4 - Choose Skills
Step 5 - Purchase Skill Levels
Step 6 – Check-in and Play

Races of Cyrillia
Race

Option 1

Option 2

Makeup Requirements

Asurkian
Elentari
Knockmilna
Xelaque
Grungnir
Hrungnor
Thorgg
Barbarian
Fey
Halfling
Human
Orc
Parthan

Arcane Armor
Weaponsmithing
Hide
Alchemy
Scrollmaking
Armorsmithing
Strength
Rage
Healing Touch
Tinker
Disguise
Waylay
Dual Wield

Truevision / Identify
Dual Wield
Quick Search
Invisibility / Neg. Ethereal
Hunker Down
Vigor
Survivor
Runecrafting
Invisibility / Neg. Ethereal
Pick Pockets / Conceal
Medicine
Rage
Survivor

Elf Ears, Metallic Colored Runes by Eyes
Elf Ears
Elf Ears, Black Face Tattoo
Elf Ears, Black Skin
Ruddy(red) Face
Ruddy(brown) Face
Grey Skin
Colored Dots on ½ Face
Elf Ears, Glittery Skin
Bushy Eyebrows, Red Nose
-noneGreen Skin
Cat-like Features

Notes
Any race may choose Diversified Training for their Racial utility. Skills highlighted in green are the
preferred utility skills of their associated Talent. Characters that have not chosen the associated Talent will
have to pay an extra Cross Talent Cost to Purchase levels of this skill.

Step 1 - Create a Concept - What kind of heroic character you would like to play? You may choose any type of medieval
hero; the wizardly apprentice, the honorable warrior, or the gold-hearted scoundrel for example. The World of Cyrillia
section identifies places in the world your character might be from, and gives many ideas for character concept based on
region. The ‘Book of Heroes’ and ‘The Book of Secrets’ may also give you some idea of the advanced paths that your
character might strive towards as a long term goal. The best option is to read about the world in the Mythic Realms Library
located on www.mythicrealms.com, or come to an open house and talk with one of our many helpful players. Look at the
Mythic Realms Character Form in the appendix for questions that may help you put together your ideas. Having your
Character Form approved will give you a free novice level lore chosen by the plot team.

Step 2 - Choose a Race - Your race will determine the types of makeup you must wear, and determines what choices you
have for your Racial utility slot. More information on races will be found within chapter one under the Races of Cyrillia
heading. It is strongly recommended that you read that section before making your choice, to ensure that you pick a race that
suits the role play vision of your character.
All races start with 6 health.
You may select 1 Utility Skill from your Races of Cyrillia table above.

Step 3- Choose a Talent - Every heroic character is talented in one area, having the potential to become a powerful
Arcanist, Mystic, Fighter or Rogue. Your character’s initial Talent will indicate which group of skills your character leans
towards, which powerful abilities your character will eventually be able to attain, and whether or not your character is able to
use certain types of armor or certain minor spells.
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Talents
Talent

Arcanist

Mystic

Combat Skills

Utility Skills

Starting
Proficiencies

Holocaust / Earthquake /
Anticipate Blow

Phase / Transcend the Physical

Light Armor

Elemental Spell Casting

Lore Mastery

Detect Magic (spell)

Elemental Sheath / Empower
Spell

Invisibility / Negate Ethereal

Illuminate (spell)

Grant Dodge / Parry

Arcane Armor

Trip / Repel

Runecrafting

Restore Spirit / Heroism /
Obliterate / Enslave

Healing Touch

Light Armor

Mystic Spell Casting

Grant Wellbeing / Shadowform

Detect Magic (spell)

Vitality / Fear

Truevision / Identify

Detect Affection (spell)

Charm / Cause Betrayal

Scrollmaking

Restrain / Immobilize

Medicine

Defend You / Weaken You

Fighter

Slay / Twin Strike / Fortitude

Strength

Light Armor

Weapon Proficiency

Rage

Medium Armor

Parry

Survivor

Heavy Armor

Defend

Hunker Down

Shield

Trip

Armorsmithing

Maim

Weaponsmithing
Vigor

Rogue

Knockout / Counter / Knockback

Waylay

Light Armor

Backstab

Quick Search

Dodge

Pick Pockets / Conceal

Medium Armor
+1 Damage with
Daggers

Repel

Disguise

Daze

Hide

Restrain

Dual Wield
Alchemy
Tinker

Notes
Skills highlighted in green are the preferred utility skills of their associated talent, and cost 5 skill
points more for the first 3 levels to characters not of that talent. Skills highlighted in red are Force
skills, which are only available to characters of the corresponding talent. They become available to
purchase at 100 skill points.

Note - You may choose to take skills from outside your starting talent freely. The exception is Force Combat skills, which
eventually become available as your character grows in power, but are only available to characters of the associated Talent.
Also, preferred Utility skills cost more for characters of a different Talent.
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You only receive the starting proficiencies from the talent you choose. If you want your character to gain the Talent
Proficiencies of more than one Talent, then you may wish to take the diversified training Utility Skill.
You may select 1 Combat Skill from the Talent Table. You may not choose a Force skill.
You may select 1 Utility Skill from your class Talent list.
Arcanists possess the natural talent to master the ‘School of Arcane Magic’ and cast spells which channel the power of the
elements or imbue allies with increased offensive or defensive capability.
Mystics possess the natural talent to master the ‘School of Mystic Magic’ which allows them to channel the calming and
restorative powers of life.
Some may stray down the forbidden path of Necromancy; a dark and powerful road of suffering and despair which inevitably
ends in the gruesome and horrific death of those that dare walk it, and that of those closest to them. Necromancy is illegal in
most lands.
Fighters possess great physical strength and martial prowess on and off the battlefield.
Rogues excel at the arts of stealth and guile, attacking from behind, and debilitating their foes.

Step 4 – Choose Skills - Skills are broken into two broad categories; Utility Skills & Combat Skills. Utility Skills enhance a
character’s combat abilities or provide options outside of combat, while Combat Skills are the main way in which a character
fights battles.
Each character begins with 2 Utility Skills (1 Racial Skill, 1 Talent Skill) and 2 Combat Skills (1 Talent Skill, 1 Any
Combat Skill).
You must first choose one of the Utility Skills favored by your Race. The Race you chose in Step 2 has two favored skills for
you to choose from. Alternatively, all races have a third option for their favored racial skill, the Diversified Training Utility
Skill. When viewing the chart on the previous page, you will find that some skills are highlighted in yellow. These skills are
difficult to learn for anyone who does not possess the Talent from which the skill originates. Characters who do not possess
the associated Talent will need to pay an extra Cross Talent Cost when purchasing levels of this skill, even if that skill is one
of their two racial options.
Next choose your character’s Combat Skills. The first combat skill you choose must be one of the Combat Skills
associated with the Talent you selected in Step 3. You cannot choose a Force Combat Skill as your Talent Combat Skill.
Remember that Force Combat Skills are only available to members of their respective Talent, and only after they have
reached 100 skill points.
Your other two choices may come from skills associated with any Talent. The two Combat Skills that you choose do
not need to be associated with your Talent. As an alternative, you may also choose the ‘Sidestep’ skill as one of your combat
skill choices. A description of the ‘Sidestep’ skill can be found in the All Talents section at the beginning of Chapter 2.
Note - Should you prefer to do so, you may also choose to leave any of your skills unassigned so that you can make your
choice of skills at a later point however, you may not later assign these as Force Skills, even after you have reached 100 skill
points.

Step 5 – Purchase Skills - All starting characters have 20 Skill Points (SP) to spend amongst the skills chosen in Step 4.
As your character grows more powerful you will gain more skill points, and you will gain additional skills as well. For now,
however, you must purchase your skills from amongst the 5 skills chosen in Step 4. Again, all starting characters begin with
20 SP.
First, you may spend between 0 and 8 Skill Points to purchase levels of your two chosen Utility Skills. Next, you may spend
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the remaining skill points (between 12 and 20) to purchase levels of your three chosen Combat Skills
(Optional) Step – Complete The Character Questionnaire – In the Getting Started section of the Mythic Realms website,
you will find the Character Questionnaire. This questionnaire can be completed and emailed to mythicrealms@gmail.com so
that your character’s background, adversaries, and ambitions can become part of the story. Additionally, players who
complete the Character Questionnaire almost always receive an additional Lore Skill related to their character’s background
as a reward for completing the questionnaire.

Step 6 - Check-In & Start Playing - When you Check-In at the beginning of your first event, you’ll be given your starting
coin, as well as a bit of information about the current story. All characters begin with 20 copper coins, as well as any
additional Commoner Equipment which they bring with them (such as basic Armor, Weapons, Implements, Costuming, and
so on).
Players who have already participated as an NPC may also choose to spend Mythic Points in order to start their adventuring
career with extra coin, potions, magical scrolls, or other pieces of adventuring equipment.
(Optional) Step 7 - Level Up - All characters start with 20 Skill Points. If you have already played your character at least
once, you may be able to increase the level of the skills that you have purchased. As you continue to play and gain skill
points, you will be able to unlock powerful new abilities for your character, such as increased health, more skill choices, and
even the ability to take a Heroic Class. Details on leveling up your character can be found in the Leveling Up section of
Chapter 2: Character Mechanics.
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Races of Cyrillia
Cyrillia is a world of high fantasy which, in addition to humans, also includes Elves, Dwarves, Fey, Orcs, and many other
races. Each unique race has its own flavor, advantage, and make-up/costuming requirements.
Choose a race and kingdom of origin for your character, and attempt to make a choice that compliments your
character concept.
Make-up: Most PC races require racial makeup of some sort. Please try to conform as closely as possible to the make-up
requirements listed for your chosen race. If you are unable to do so you will be requested to NPC or may not be able to use
your racial utility skill for that event. If you have a question, please ask a Marshal.
Asurkian - This race of elves is known for their cold demeanor, their gift for magic, and their hunger for knowledge.
Make-up: Must wear pointed elf ears and metallic colored runes around the eyes.
Utility Skills: Arcane Armor, Truevision / Identify, Diversified Training
Barbarian - This race of human-kind is known for their vast temper as well as their devotion to ancient tribal ways.
Make-up: Must have a pattern of non-black dots covering half of their face.
Utility Skills: Rage, Runecrafting, Diversified Training
Elentari - This race of elves is known for their combat prowess and dedication to military tradition
Make-up: Must wear pointed elf ears.
Optional Make-up: May have a black tattoo on one arm.
Utility Skills: Dual Wield, Weaponsmithing, Diversified Training
Fey - This race of faerie creatures is known for their mysterious, flighty nature and their talent for magical healing.
Make-up: Must wear pointed elf ears and have glittery exposed skin.
Optional Make-up: May wear wings and/or horns.
Utility Skills: Healing Touch, Invisibility / Negate Ethereal, Diversified Training
Grungnir - This race of dwarves is known for their defensive fighting ability and their ambitious record keeping.
Make-up: Must wear reddish make-up on the face for a ruddy complexion.
Optional Make-up: May wear a beard, large ears and/or a large nose.
Utility Skills: Hunker Down, Scrollmaking, Diversified Training
Halfling - This race of human-kind is known for their short stature, their love of adventure, and gift for the thieving arts.
Make-up: Must have big, bushy eyebrows and a rosy nose.
Optional Make-up: May have hairy feet.
Utility Skills: Tinker, Pick Pockets / Conceal, Diversified Training
Hrungnor - This race of dwarves is known for their honorable pride and their excellent tradition of Armor Smith.
Make-up: Must wear brownish make-up on the face for a ruddy complexion.
Optional Make-up: May wear a beard, large ears and/or a large nose.
Utility Skills: Armorsmithing, Vigor, Diversified Training
Human - Humans represent men and women from all walks of life who were born to families outside the ferocious
bloodlines of the barbarians or the adventurous bloodlines of the Halflings.
Make-up: None required.
Utility Skills: Disguise, Medicine, Diversified Training
Knocmilna - This race of elves is known for their mastery of the wilderness and their great dexterity.
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Make-up: Must wear pointed elf ears and a black tattoo on one side of their face.
Utility Skills: Hide, Quick Search, Diversified Training
Orc - This race of brave monsters is known for their clannish bravado, their ferocious anger, and their brutish fondness for
bloodshed.
Make-up: Must have green exposed skin.
Optional Make-up: May have pointed teeth and/or tusks.
Utility Skills: Rage, Waylay, Diversified Training
Parthan - This race of feline beast-men is known for their superior grace, their impressive speed, and their loyalty to their
own kind.
Make-up: Must have cat-like features, whiskers and cat ears.
Optional Make-up: May have a tail.
Utility Skills: Dual Wield, Survivor, Diversified Training
Thorgg - This race of mountainous brutes is known for their great strength, their love of competition, and their tenacious
ability to survive in any situation.
Make-up: Must have gray exposed skin.
Optional Make-up: May have horns and/or bone protrusions. May have metallic colored hair.
Utility Skills: Strength, Survivor, Diversified Training
Xelaque - This race of elves is known for their untrustworthy reputation, their fondness for deception, and their talent for
alchemy.
Make-up: Must wear pointed elf ears and black exposed skin.
Optional Make-up: May have white or silver hair.
Utility Skills: Alchemy, Invisibility/Negate Ethereal, Diversified Training

Official character sheets are created, updated, and maintained by Mythic Realms Staff. You may find the Mythic
Realms Quick-Start Character Planning Sheet available at the very back of the rulebook, useful when planning your
character.
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The World of Cyrillia
Two Continents, One World
The sister continents of Lairroth and Terath are separated by a narrow land-bridge of scorched desert and sweltering jungle.
Lairroth in the north is a land constantly recovering from apocalyptic destruction, where a few desperate lights burn in the
constant waves of darkness. Terath to the south has escaped such destruction and has developed into an empire of feuding
kingdoms, where intrigue and diplomacy kill thousands. The heroes of Cyrillia travel back and forth between these two lands
via magical portals, and find adventure in both.
More Information about the World of Cyrillia can be found within the Mythic Realms Library at www.mythicrealms.com.
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Terath
The southern continent of Terath is a vast bastion of military strength and magical power. In Terath, Kings and Emperors
struggle for dominion, Dukes and Barons strive to manipulate their enemies in an endless game of court politics, and hidden
figures pull the strings from the darkest corners. In Terath, legends rise and fall like the setting sun, dragons rule over men as
indomitable masters, and the vile and villainous forces of forgotten realms seek to cloak the world in fire and ruin.

The Known History of Terath
Terath's known history began thousands of years ago when ships filled with humans fled The Great Plague of Rhoum. The
ships were spread across many continents, but the ones that landed here became the great Kingdom of Terath. The first King
(Valahorienne) was a dragon. He formed many baronies throughout the land and made peace with the Elves of the eastron
forests. Over time, many Kings and Queens have ruled the Kingdom of Terath, but it has always remained a true vassal to the
Rhouman Empire, now spread over many continents throughout Cyrillia.
Over a thousand years ago, a Queen determined that dragons should no longer rule in the Terathian Kingdom. Many dragons
moved to the northwest and established homes under the rule of the Great True Dragon Cureanon. No longer could those that
were at least half-dragon rule a Barony or become King/Queen. Peace with the dragons has been tenuous, with border wars
occurring many times in the past, but rarely in the last 300 years.

Recent History of Terath
An ancient and powerful enemy known as "The Forsaken" returned in recent years and usurped the Barony of Southwatch,
destroying their people and killing Queen Octavia Lucius in the wars that followed. The Forsaken were ultimately defeated
and condemned to live in The Forsaken Tower within the borders of what is now the Xelaque Kingdom of Haven. This tower
was destroyed using powerful ritual magic, and it is believed that nearly all of the Forsaken were slain.
In the year 208PB, Baron Kajorelle of Westerland took Queen Octavia's place as the ruler of Terath, and appointed
many Kings and Queens instead of Barons and Baronesses. He named himself The High King of Terath and gave more
independence to his neighboring kingdoms than had ever been given before.
In the year 209PB, The Empire of Terath began to seethe with political turmoil as the foundations of a world-shaking
war began to build across the continent. Alliances were forged, treachery became commonplace, and rumors of Demonic
creatures began to fill the darkness.
In the year 210PB, Terath found itself at war, with the primary lines drawn between those who supported the prideful
High King Kajorelle, and those that supported the King of Ebrus, a Black Knight known as Fallion 'The Red'. As the war
came to a boiling point, a great host of Dragons flew down upon every great city on the continent and burned thousands of
innocent common people to death with their terrible Dragon Fire. These dragons killed Fallion 'The Red' and demanded that
The High King surrender his throne. High King Kajorelle refused and attempted to begin a war against the dragons, but one
of his own knights engaged the High King in battle and forced him to submit to the demands of the dragons. The Kings were
banished from the land; The Great True Dragon Cureanon returned and proclaimed that he would serve as the Steward of
Terath. His demand was that the war be halted, or else the dragons would return to destroy every last breathing man and
woman on the continent.
The Year 211PB was spent in recovery while a tenuous peace settled over the continent, as the growing hatred and
fear of the dragons replaced the rivalry each of the neighboring kingdoms once held for each other. The old empire and its
traditions had been sundered, and the Great True Dragon Cureanon declared that a new age had begun. New kingdoms arose,
as old ones began to crumble.
In the midst of hopelessness and ruin a new Kingdom was founded by a Heroic King from Lairroth. King Aleric
Falconcrest formed this new nation at the heart of Terath, and this kingdom, Falconcrest, has become the setting for most
adventures in the land of Terath.
In the year 212PB, the divided kingdoms of Terath found themselves threatened by a legendary creature known as
Typhon, The Father of Monsters. Swarms of wretched beasts crawled up from the sea, entire rivers became poisonous and
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corrupted, and armies of Ogres, Trolls, and Goblins marched together as one mighty horde. Although many of the kingdoms
refused to recognize her claim to the High Throne, Queen Embla Vanir stepped forward to lead the defense of Terath during
Typhon's Invasion. Together, the unified armies of Terath defeated the horde and reclaimed their lands.
At the very dawn of the year 213PB the Kings and Queens of Terath received a summons from the ruler of The
Rhouman Empire. Emperor Gnaeus Bestia Nos Validus demanded that the armies of Terath immediately march to the aid of
the empire. Choosing to recognize the ancient mandates, nearly all of the rulers of Terath answered the call and sent their
soldiers to the seat of imperial power; The Continent of Verath. Those left behind struggled to defend themselves from the
roaming beasts left behind by Typhon's shattered horde, and sought desperately to protect their people from the predations of
a great and terrible red dragon.
Akeron - The south-western kingdom borders Haven, Falconcrest, and Westerland. Formerly known for its mercantile
empire, it struggles to rebuild after a coup lead by a Spiritualist known as the Seer. His death cult decimated the populous,
leaving behind a people striving to return their kingdom to its former glories. Akeronians still hold craftsmen and their trades
in the highest regard. Some of Terath’s greatest weapons and armor were crafted there.
Play a character from Akeron if you want to be• From a merchant family
• A freedom fighter
• A student of the spirit world
Hadrianus - The eastern kingdom of Hadrianus is bounded on 3 sides by water. Its people are skilled sailors and insatiable
adventure seekers. Military service is required of all Hadrians upon reaching the age of majority, around 16 years old.
Hadrians love battles and will never shirk a fight they feel will challenge them, but also feel that the benefits of exploration
and adventure will bring the most glory to themselves and their nation. After the War of Kings resulted in the destruction of
the Hadrian capital city, Vanir, Queen Embla made the decision not to try to rebuild it. Instead, its ruin serves as a reminder
of what the dragons have done and what future generations of Hadrians must strive to prevent. The nation built in Vanir's
stead a mobile capitol ship, the Glory, which serves as home to the royal family and also as the flagship of the impressive
Hadrian navy.
Play a character from Hadrianus if you want to be• A Viking warrior
• A proud explorer
• A skill sailor
Myzentius - Until very recently, the kingdom of Myzentius was the Mercenaries Guild of Terath. If a job was contracted to
be done, legally or perhaps otherwise, it was done through Myzentius. They specialize in guard duty for merchants and
kingdoms alike and are extremely efficient. Even after the war of kings the Myzentians still control the large majority of
business in Terath due to their decades of experience and extensive network of spies, guilds and contacts.
Play a character from Myzentius if you want to be• From a proud martial lineage
• An ambitious mercenary
• A character with the mindset of might makes right
Ethlinspire - A Northern Kingdom of Terath, the ancestral home of the elven people. It is an elitist society with their
greatest focus on knowledge in all things, including different cultures. They are primarily isolated from the rest of the
continent, a large and magical wall with only a few entrances stretches from their border with Chindius and the Bay of
Longing to Narovo and the Elven Sea. The deeper (or more east) one goes into Ethlinspire, the more traditional the people
become.
As of August 212, an onslaught from the Father of Monsters, Typhon, resulted in the destruction of most of the country of
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Ethlinspire. A massive explosion and tidal wave submerged most of the coastal nation, leaving only the middle and upper
floors of the Tower remaining above water.
Play a character from Ethlinspire if you want to be• An Elf
• An advanced scholar or researcher
• From a meritocracy
Chindius - A northeastern kingdom, Chindus has no king. It is instead ruled over by a triumvirate. Once a colony of
Ethlinspire, Chindius collected the various disenfranchised or entrepreneurial souls from the capitol and eventually desired to
govern independently. During a week-long diplomatic row with the King of Ethlinspire, the first king of Chindius managed
to convince the elven nation of the logic in granting his nation's independence. Relations between the two countries have
been relatively good ever since.
Perhaps due to the kingdom’s open embrace of all peoples, Terath’s Gypsies often travel there to pass the winter. Stories tell
that even the Gypsie ancestors hold a fondness for Chindius and look over the kingdom.
Play a character from Chindius if you want to be• A clever academic
• A well-meaning rake or cad
• A character with ties to gyspsies
Ebrus - Ebrus is primarily a militaristic kingdom, with relatively firm views on gender roles. It is expected that at least one
male of each generation of each family will join the armies of Ebrus. Women are expected be domestic.
Within the kingdom, it is considered "woman's work" to handle money. Buying and selling with currency (rather than
bartering for or exchanging items) is considered a lesser profession and only women (or poor and desperate men) engage in
merchanting or street vending. The Kingdom as a whole also has a fair amount of respect for the Path of The Nightwalker,
which is followed by the majority of Ebran Knights, whose numbers were significantly diminished during The War of Kings.
Play a character from Ebrus if you want to be• A student of darker arts
• From a gender stratified society
• A ruthless soldier
Narovo - Narovo, like the Kingdom of Chindius, was once a colony of the Elven Nation of Ethlinspire. The ruling family of
Narovo is human, but parthan make up most of the citizenry of the country. Because of the off-putting climate and insular
nature of the parthan tribes, very little is known about their cultural practices. Rumors abound of the wealth of the mines of
northern Narovo, where gems of many kinds are found, including the rare and sought after prismatic gems used by ritual
casters, but few brave the blasted deserts to seek their fortunes there.
Play a character from Narovo if you want to be● A Parthan
● A desert nomad, miner, or archaeologist
● A zealous Earthwalker
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Lairroth
Lairroth is a realm which is desperately struggling to reclaim what has been lost whilst still holding on to what little vestiges
of civilization appear throughout the land. It is a war-torn realm on the brink of cataclysm. It is a land of immense danger,
vast intrigue, and ancient darkness.

The Known History of Lairroth
Over 200 years ago Lairroth experienced a cataclysm which warped the very fabric of reality. The histories claim that those
known only as The Heroes of Light had forged a time of peace and safety out of a dark and malicious age, only to be
betrayed by one of their own in a deceit so terribly potent that the very world hung in the balance. It is said that The Heroes
of Light pulled Lairroth away from brink of destruction, bringing shattered semblance of salvation, but at a terrible cost.
Cities burned, whole nations were frozen over, and the servants of destruction stalked the land. Those few people of Lairroth
who survived ‘The Betrayal’ bonded tightly together in small groups and rarely left their homes.
The wilderness reclaimed that which man had once taken for himself, and the untouched places of the world
vanished into darkness. The true histories of Lairroth faded from memory and were lost to time. Slowly, the nations of old
raised their flags again and new kingdoms grew out of the fog; yet even these mighty bastions are but minor shadows of the
glory of that which had come before. In the aftermath of the cataclysm, in the shadow of the betrayal, only the bravest few
have the courage to face the dangers that lie beyond the walls of their homes. Only one singular event in the last two
centuries has been terrible enough to truly rally the kingdoms and set forth the marching of armies.
In the year 206 Post Betrayal, a prince amongst demons rose from the dreaded realm known as The Abyss and
waged war against the living. In the southern kingdom of Nadrak, the lines of battle for The Dark War were drawn. The
walking dead ravaged the land, Dragons flew in the sky, and some believe that The Heroes of Light rose again to do battle
with the indomitable forces that threatened the realm once again. In the end, brave souls gathered from every kingdom;
sparking forgotten bonds of fellowship amongst the neighboring kingdoms, and the demon prince was defeated. An
unbreakable magical spell of historic magnitude, known as The Ascendant Ward, was cast upon all the land so that none
would ever be able to attain such dangerous power again.

The Chronophage
Beginning in 210 Post Betrayal, Lairroth experienced at cataclysmic event which is quickly becoming known as The
Chronophage. The nature of this magical affliction involved an extreme alteration of the flow of time in various regions
throughout the continent. Impenetrable walls of enchanted fog suddenly formed on the borders of every kingdom throughout
Lairroth, creating magical boundaries which isolated the kingdoms.
Within each of the separate realms time flowed at an independent rate, allowing for the neighboring kingdoms to
experience the shifting of day, night, seasons, and even constellations at completely different speeds. In some lands,
hundreds of years passed without word from the outside, while in others less than a single year went by. A combined effort
from heroes brought the Chronophage to an end, reuniting Lairroth once more. And yet the people of Lairroth are just
beginning to recover, slowly rediscovering their neighbors.
The Chronophage is believed by most to have been created as a purposeful magical weapon intentionally designed to
separate the Kingdoms of Lairroth from one another. This belief has been formed mostly due to the mysterious way that the
'Fog of Time' appeared directly upon the borders of various nations. Many theories exist to explain the potential reasons for
creating the Chronophage, but none have, as of yet, been verified.

The Kingdoms of Lairroth
A brief summary of the Kingdoms of Lairroth:
The Heartlands - The Heartland Kingdom is the primary bastion of safety and honor on the continent of Lairroth. The
Heartland people believe fiercely in tenets of freedom, integrity, valor, and sacrifice. Their land is the most fertile, and their
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people are the most generous. The Heartlands are ruled justly by the guidance of the Falconcrest royal bloodline, which
traces its roots back to the Kings of a golden age long passed. To be a Heartlander is to be part of something bigger than
yourself. The Heartland Kingdom is the first to oppose corruption, slavery, and dark magic when these forces are on the rise,
and the last to abandon its citizens when times are hard. Yet vicious threats are never far from Heartland settlements, and vile
forces never cease their attempts to wreak havoc on those of good nature. Citizens of all races can be found with The
Heartland Kingdom, although the majority of Heartlanders are Human.
The adventuring settlement of Falconreach lies within the Heartland Kingdom, and is the primary setting Adventures in
Lairroth. Thus a disproportionately large share of Lairroth events can be expected to take place within The Heartlands.
Play a character from The Heartlands if you want to beAn aspiring Knight
A good-hearted wizard
A commoner seeking adventure
Someone who believes in ‘Honor Above All’.
Calien - The human nation of Calien is a land known for its density of trade and high taste for luxury, and is governed by a
council of wealthy merchant houses known as the Seven Moons of Calien. Crimson velvet and fine lace, however, have done
little to disguise the darkness in Calien’s past. The nation is at a political turning point as it rises up out of the grasp of the
Vampire Lords who once dominated its people. This nation is also compromised by a lack of identity, as cultures clash from
east to west. In the capital city of Malene, ladies and gentlemen seek a refined and civilized way of living. On the eastern
peninsula, a culture of displaced islanders struggle to stabilize their dying traditions as their soldiers set down their katana
and begin to take up the broadswords of the west.
Play a character from Calien if you want to beFrom a merchant family
An Asian themed character
A prodigy of proper Victorian civilization
A struggling hero who had to fight vampires for your freedom
The Gladelands - The secrets of the Gladelands are deep and ancient. This is the boundless home of the Fey, who seem to
violently drift between slumbering and wakefulness as the ages pass. The channeling of Arcane and Elemental magic are
studied broadly in the dark forests of this land, and very few things are what they seem to be. Students of magic and of shade
from across the kingdom vie for the opportunity to join the Fey in their secretive glens, and many make the journey to the
Gladelands in hopes to participate in the legendary celebrations and reverie of the Fey people. As such, rare children of any
race can be found in The Gladelands, though to live in this land is to live a life of uncertainty, wonder, and secrecy.
Play a character from The Gladelands if you want to beA Fey
A prophetic hero
A student of elemental magic
Of mysterious or enigmatic origins
Il'lithoria - The elven kingdom of Il’lithoria rests in the south-western forests of Lairroth, bordered by the Elven Sea and the
Unquenchable Desert. This verdant kingdom is the merest shadow of its former glory. The affairs of the Il’Lithiorian
Kingdom are directed from the near empty city of Ethlinspire, where an Asurkian High King rules his scattered people with a
gentle hand. A royal from the each of the other elven races has been selected to unify the kingdom, as all races of elves call
these lands home. Still, much of the forest has become truly wild, and it is difficult to find the civilized places hidden within
the spanning darkness, though some rumors suggest that far more elves inhabit this fading kingdom than most might suspect.
The forest itself hides many secrets, and life in Il’lithoria is life lived in pursuit of the past. Stories of the living spirit of this
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ancient forest are staples of elvish childhood, but the lines between truth and myth have become blurred upon the pages of
history.
Play a character from Il’lithoira if you want to beAn Elf of any race
A druidic scholar
A secretive woodsman
A disciple of truly ancient traditions
The Kingdom of The Realms - In the farthest western reaches of Lairroth lies a rocky land of peaks and principles. The
Kingdom of The Realms is a place of deep caverns, and deeper traditions. In this Kingdom, the mighty Thorgg roam the high
mountaintops in search of freedom and glory, the Grungnir Dwarves make their homes in the low valleys and ruthlessly
defend these places from the creatures in the darkness, and the Hrungnor Dwarves pursue their ancient crafts in the caverns
below, always careful not to delve too deep. Since the Chronophage, many legends in The Kingdom of The Realms speak of
a terrible evil which rests within the darkest caverns. Powerful monsters can be found in all places within The Kingdom of
The Realms, and so many have learned the skills necessary to defend themselves. The elite leadership of is made up of
families of the Hrungnor race of dwarves, although the general stewardship of the Kingdom of The Realms technically falls
under the hand of a single king and his ruling council. Rather than being a single strong nation, The Kingdom of The Realms
is a network of cultures and family traditions, and often Humans and Orcs can be found living amongst the Dwarves and
Thorgg, but regardless of race, nearly all of the people of ‘The Realms’ value loyalty above all else, and consider debts to be
a matter of great importance and personal honor.
Play a character from The Kingdom of The Realms if you want to beA Dwarf or Thorgg
A monster hunter
A hermit from the high peaks
A blacksmith of considerable talent
Moradrim - The northern ice fields of Moradrim are separated into thirty-three territories constantly at war. Barbarians
march and flags fly high as each ruling warlord attempts to claim more territories and thus control the destiny of this warrior
kingdom. The Council of Thirty & Three holds the power to enforce tariffs, taxes, levies, and laws throughout Moradrim and
each territory held is another vote of influence on the council. In Moradrim, anyone can rise to power. The cold northern
kingdom is seen by many of the southern lands as a savage place, but the people there see themselves as the strongest in all
the land. The denizens of this kingdom also know that there is a great deal more involved in Moradrim life than strength of
arms alone. Subterfuge, diplomacy, manipulation, and betrayal are all a part of the intrigue that creates the makeup of life in
the north.
Play a character from Moradrim if you want to beA former slave
A savage warrior
A mercenary or bandit
A skilled adventurer with endless ambition
Nadrak - The arid Kingdom of Nadrak is ruled by law and order. Having finally set aside an ancient feud with a The
Heartlands, the people of Nadrak have begun to delve into their roots. While Nadrak was once a kingdom of the darkest
magical traditions, devastation and betrayal caused magical study to be publicly scorned for many generations. A history of
failure and mistrust has placed the governing of the kingdom in the direct charge of the Nadraki Military, who struggled to
subdue rising interest in the magical and necromantic traditions of the past. These conflicting interests were finally driven to
a head, and the kingdom has recently begun to embrace magical knowledge once more under the guidance of a new king.
And yet those who fear the influence of magic point to Nocturne as a sign of dangers yet to come.
Nocturne, the hellish city of night, rises as a silent, beautiful monument to the dangers of dark magic. Where the
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capital of Nadrak once stood over 30 years ago, the black sands of Nocturne nurture an independent city-state embracing art,
music, magic, and death. Yet for the people of Nocturne, only a few short years have passed since the city’s founding, due to
the influence of The Chronophage.
Play a character from Nadrak if you want to beA war-torn hero
A proud soldier with a dark past
A secret student of the necromantic arts
An inhuman traveler with an obsession for death
Sith - The nomadic land of Sith is brimming with customs and traditions which, at best, are considered strange and even
offensive throughout most of Lairroth. Everywhere you turn in Sith, nomadic caravans of tattooed traveling gypsies can be
seen roaming the countryside, whilst the patchwork roads are dotted with very few actual villages. There is no real national
infrastructure in this free-ranging nation, nor is there a standing military. This is a fact which causes Sith to be the target of
slave raids and banditry more frequently than the other nations. Sithia, the capital of this nearly non-existent kingdom, is a
city-state ruled by a council of elected officials, a form of government which seems inefficient and downright blasphemous
to both commoners and nobility in the other kingdoms.
Play a character from Sith if you want to beA wise gypsy
A nomadic rogue
An eccentric peddler
A spirited hero who believes in true freedom
Vrogosh - Gnashing teeth and rending claws, these are the images that come to mind when the common folk of Lairroth
think of Vrogosh. The new kingdom is named after an ancient Orcish warlord who was prophesied to return again to lead the
monstrous ones who roamed, restless in the wilds. The eyes of the entire continent turn to Vrogosh, timidly wondering what
form and direction the nation’s monstrous people will take. Minotaurs, Howlers, Parthans, Goblins, Trolls, Orcs,
Troglodytes, Ogres, Goliaths, and dozens of other strange creatures make up the vast majority of the Kingdom’s population;
and three strong leaders have wrestled the command of the fierce kingdom from the many challengers who wished to take
Vrogosh into their control. These three Suzerain Overlords, an Orc, a Troll, and a Minotaur, act as a united force to drive the
strength of Vrogosh forward.
Play a character from Vrogosh if you want to beA wild spirit
A bloodthirsty monster
A Parthan or Orc
Part of an up and coming civilization
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Chapter 2 - Character Mechanics
Every heroic character is talented in one area, having the potential to become a powerful Arcanist, Mystic, Fighter or Rogue.
Your character’s initial Talent will indicate which group of skills your character leans towards, which powerful abilities your
character will eventually be able to attain, and whether or not your character is able to use certain types of armor or certain
minor spells.
Your Talent determines your starting proficiencies, exclusive force skills, and preferential utility skill.
Characters cannot buy Force skills from another Talent.
While characters with one Talent may purchase the Preferred Utility Skills from other talents, they do so at an extra Cross
Talent Cost.
Purchasing levels of another Talent’s Preferred Utility Skill costs 5 extra skill points per level for the first 3 levels. This cost
comes from the total skill points available to that character, like points spent on combat skills, and does not affect the utility
point totals.

Starting Proficiencies
All adventurers are trained in all weapons - Anyone may use any weapon for base damage. All Adventurers are trained in
the use of Light Armor. The different types of Armor are described in detail in Chapter 4: Rules.
Arcanists begin with the ability to cast the ‘Detect Magic’ and ‘Illuminate Us’ Universal Spells at will.
Mystics begin with the ability to cast the ‘Detect Magic’ and ‘Detect Affliction’ Universal Spells at will.
Fighters are trained in the use of Shields, as well as Medium and Heavy Armor.
Rogues gains +1 damage to all attacks made with Daggers, and are trained in the use of Medium Armor.

Universal Spells
Detect Magic - Used by incanting on a 5 count, e.g. “I Summon the Wisdom of the Ages 1, I Summon the Wisdom of the
Ages 2....I summon the Wisdom of the Ages 5 to Detect Magic”... This spell grants the caster knowledge of the ‘Magic
Power Level’ of the targeted item.
Magic Power Levels:
• 0 - Mundane items created through production skills (Identify through 1 minute of study) / Residual Magic (nothing
to be identified it’s just the last remnants of magic remaining)
• 1 - Spells / Infusion (Identify spell to identify)
• 2 - Charged Items (Identify spell to identify)
• 3 - Ritual Effects, Daily Use Items, Most other magic items (Identify Ritual spell to identify)
• Artifact - Items of unknowable, vast, and variable power. (Legend Lore Ritual spell to identify)
Detect Affliction- Used by incanting on a 5 count, e.g. “I Summon the Wisdom of The Ages 1, I Summon the Wisdom of
the Ages 2....I summon the Wisdom of the Ages 5 to Detect Affliction” This spell will detect most poisons or diseases
present in any food or drink, as well as reveal the presence of most disease of poison currently afflicting a living creature
with a Poisoned, Diseased, or Nothing response. If this spell is cast upon any creature (living or dead) it will also reveal the
current status of that creature - Unharmed, Injured, Unconscious, Bleeding, Dying, or Obliterated.
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Illuminate - Used by incanting on a 5 count, e.g. “I Summon the Wisdom of The Ages 1, I Summon the Wisdom of the
Ages 2....I summon the Wisdom of the Ages 5 to Illuminate” This spell creates a magical light source which is represented
by a flashlight or a glow stick. The caster may not throw or otherwise use the phys rep for any combat purposes, and all
safety rules for light sources apply. No pulsing, flashing, or strobe light may be created with this spell. Illuminate lasts until
the next logistics (flashlight), the wielder of the light source ends it, or until it wears off (glow stick).

Leveling Up
As a player participates in Mythic Realms, through adventuring as a Player Character (PC) or by building the world as a
Non-Player Character (NPC), they begin to accumulate Skill Points. These skill points are spent to increase a character’s
power in many different ways, the primary being through the purchasing of skills. However, a character gains other benefits
as they accumulate skill points, regardless of which skills the character purchases.

Character Level Up Chart
20 SP
Starting
Characters

6 Health, 1 Talent Combat Slot, 1 Additional Combat Slot,
1 Race Utility Slot, 1 Talent Utility Slot

30 Skill Points

+1 Combat Slot

40 Skill Points

+1 Lore Access

50 Skill Points

+1 Utility Slot, 1st Retraining

60 Skill Points

Gain +1 Health

70 Skill Points

+1 Lore Access

80 Skill Points

+1 Utility Slot

90 Skill Points

+1 Combat Slot

100 Skill Points

Gain +1 Health, 1st Heroic Class, 2nd Retraining

150 Skill Points

Gain +1 Health, +1 Utility Access (20 sp), +1 Lore Access

200 Skill Points

Gain +1 Health, +1 Utility Slot, 2nd Heroic Class

225 Skill Points

+1 Lore Access

250 Skill Points

3rd Retraining

300 Skill Points

Special Utility/Combat Choice, +1 Lore Access, 3rd Heroic Class

375 Skill Points

+1 Lore Access

400 Skill Points

Gain +1 Health, +1 Utility Slot

450 Skill Points

+1 Lore Access

500 Skill Points

+1 Utility Access (40 sp), 4th Heroic Class, 4th Retraining

525 Skill Points

+1 Lore Access

600 Skill Points

Gain +1 Health, +1 Lore Access

675 Skill Points

+1 Lore Access

700 Skill Points

+1 Combat Slot, +1 Utility Slot, 5th Heroic Class
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As indicated by the chart on the previous page, your character grows in power as you gain skill points. You will be able to
take more damage by receiving increased health, you will be able to branch out and learn new skills, you will gain access to
knowledge in the form of Lore’s, and you may even be able to eventually obtain one of the mighty Heroic Classes listed in
the ‘Book of Heroes’.
When your character gains a new Combat Skill Slot or a new Utility Skill Slot, this shows that you have gained the
ability to choose one of the various Combat or Utility skills presented in this book, to become a permanent part of your
character. Once you have made your choice, you may begin purchasing levels of the skill by spending the Skill Points which
you have earned.

Character Level Up Chart
20 SP
Starting
Characters

6 Health, 1 Talent Combat Slot, 1 Additional Combat Slot,
1 Race Utility Slot, 1 Talent Utility Slot

100 Skill Points

8 Health, 1 Talent Combat Slot, 3 Additional Combat Slot,
1 Race Utility Slot, 1 Talent Utility Slot, 2 Additional Utility Slots,
2 Lore Access, (1 Heroic Class Access), 2 Retraining’s

300 Skill Points

10 Health, 1 Talent Combat Slot, 3* (Or 4) Additional Combat Slot,
1 Race Utility Slot, 1 Talent Utility Slot, 3* (Or 5) Additional Utility Slots,
1 Utility Access, 5 Lore Access,
(3 Heroic Class Access) , 3 Retraining’s

500 Skill Points

11 Health, 1 Talent Combat Slot, 3* (Or 4) Additional Combat Slot,
1 Race Utility Slot, 1 Talent Utility Slot, 4* (Or 6) Additional Utility Slots,
2 Utility Access, 7 Lore Access,
(4 Heroic Class Access) , 4 Retraining’s

700 Skill Points

12 Health, 1 Talent Combat Slot, 4* (Or 5) Additional Combat Slot,
1 Race Utility Slot, 1 Talent Utility Slot, 5* (Or 7) Additional Utility Slots,
2 Utility Access, 10 Lore Access,
(5 Heroic Class Access) , 4 Retraining’s

*The character may choose to gain either +1 Combat Slot or +2 Utility Slots when they reach 300 sp.
Characters continue to gain +1 Health every 400 skill points after reaching 600 sp.
Characters continue to gain +1 Combat Slot every 500 skill points after reaching 700 sp.
Characters continue to gain +1 Utility Slot every 600 skill points after reaching 700 sp.
Characters continue to gain +1 Lore Access every 75 skill points after reaching 150 sp.
Characters continue to gain +1 Retraining every 500 skill points after reaching 500 sp.
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If a character is ever able to accumulate 300 skill points, that character has a special choice to make regarding the new Skill
Slots they will acquire. Upon reaching 300 skill points, the character is able to choose whether they would like to either gain
1 Combat Skill Slot, or gain 2 Utility Skill Slots. This choice is permanent.
The chart also mentions ‘Utility Access’ with a listed number of skill points. This Utility Access allows a character
to spend skill points to unlock an additional Utility Skill Slot, above and beyond those which are normally obtained as a
character grows in power.
Note - Using Utility Access to purchase an additional Utility Skill Slot is not the same as spending skill points
purchasing utility skills for the purpose of the Utility Skill limitations described in the Purchasing Utility Skills section that
follows.

Spending Skill Points
The heroic characters in Mythic Realms are vastly different from the other people who inhabit the world of Cyrillia. Farmers,
soldiers, scholars, and even most NPC sorcerers or bounty hunters do not gain or spend skill points. These NPC’s rarely
possess the ability to increase their personal power as rapidly as PC’s, and often need days or even weeks to fully recover
from the type of arduous battles which the PC heroes would be able to recover from in a matter of minutes. Most NPC’s do
not return from death as easily as PC heroes, nor do they follow the same incredible skill progression path. An NPC black
smith might be able to create a +1 suit of Light Armor without being able to access the full benefits of the Armorsmithing
skill. An NPC thief might not possess the Rogue Talent (or any Talent at all), and an NPC Healer might have the power to
cast the Healing Touch and Force Restore Spirit spells, but be unable to use any other skills.
However, Player Characters follow the specific set of character creation rules which allow them to work together
enjoyably within the game; accessing a powerful blend of combat and utility skills that empowers them to become legendary
adventurers within the epic story of Mythic Realms. Using the character creation rules within this rulebook, players will be
able to utilize an ever growing pool of skill points which they obtain during the course of play to continuously increase the
power and effectiveness of their character.
In order to increase the level of a skill that your character possesses, you must spend Skill Points. The following
chart shows the costs for each new level, and is followed by an additional chart which displays the cumulative costs of skills
for your convenience.

Purchasing Utility Skills
Mythic Realms is an adventure game which focuses on Narrative Role Play driven by dangerous challenges, presented most
often in the form of combat. As such, between 60% and 100% of the skill points allocated to your character must be spent on
Combat Skills. This means that all characters may spend no more than 40% of their skill points on Utility Skills.
Note – Our character sheet determines these values automatically, so updating your character will be very easy.
If you decide to play a character which focuses heavily on Utility Skills, this may limit you as you build your character. In
some circumstances, you may find it vital to know which skills count as Utility Skills and which count as Combat Skills. In
general, only skills which occupy ‘Utility Skill Slots’ when you purchase them are considered Utility Skills. Some examples
of the maximum ratio of Utility Skills as a quick reference guide for those players who wish to play characters focused on
utility are as follows:
20 Skill Point Character = Maximum of 8 SP for Utility Skills
30 Skill Point Character = Maximum of 12 SP for Utility Skills
50 Skill Point Character = Maximum of 20 SP for Utility Skills
70 Skill Point Character = Maximum of 28 SP for Utility Skills
90 Skill Point Character = Maximum of 36 SP for Utility Skills
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Purchasing High Level Skills
Mythic Realms is a game which allows your character to participate in infinite growth, far beyond what it is possible to
contain in a single skill chart. Once a character obtains the highest level of any Combat Skill listed on the chart, they may
continue to purchase additional levels of the skill. Some Utility Skills have a maximum of 3 to 5 levels. However, many
Utility Skills may be purchased continuously even after attaining the 10th level. These Combat and Utility Costs may be
found in ‘The Book of Heroes’.

Retraining
Once a character chooses to learn a particular skill, the choice is generally permanent. As the number of skills that a
character can learn is limited, skill selection is very important. However, as a heroic character grows and gains new abilities,
they also eventually have the potential to retrain one of their skills.
Once a character reaches 50 skill points, they are able to use Retraining for a single combat or utility skill. This
allows them to receive a full refund of all the skill points they have spent on the skill, and thus grants them the ability to
choose a different skill to fill the now empty skill slot.
A player may choose to wait, and retrain one of their skills at a later time, rather than doing so right when they reach
50 skill points. However, please note that the new skill must meet any requirements of the old skill.
Characters gain the ability to use Retraining again when they reach 100 sp, 250 sp, 500 sp and every 500 sp after
that.
Example 1 - A player with a Human character who previously selected Medicine as their Racial Utility Skill, and chooses to
use Retraining for that skill must choose from amongst the other Human Racial Utility skills (Diversified Training or
Disguise)
Example 2 – A player has decided to retrain one of their Combat Skills which they selected at character creation. Even
though a Force Skill is available to the character, the character cannot choose a Force Skill to replace their previous skill by
using Retraining, as these skills could not have been purchased with that specific Combat Skill Slot. However, if the
character is planning on taking the Monk Heroic Class, the player could choose to drop one of their skills in order to free up
space for the Evade skill later on, as that would have originally been allowed.

The Soul Forge
There are a pair of magical gateways, one in Lairroth and the other in Terath, that transport visitors to an isle of unknown
origin or location where it is possible to rewrite the skills, talents, and even the race of a character. This isle has become
known as the Soul Forge. While it is incredibly difficult for most common folk to find, PC Characters may utilize The Soul
Forge whenever they choose in order to make changes to their character sheet. More information regarding the Soul Forge
can be found within The Mythic Realms Library at mythicrealms.com, and in the Book of Heroes: Class, Artifice, & Ritual
Magic.

Skill Progression
Combat Skill Progression - Combat skills are the primary offensive, defensive, and support skills used in combat. They are
the bread and butter of a character’s adventuring career, being available for use more frequently than most other skills. When
a character purchases the 1st level of Combat Skill, that character gains a ‘Battle’ use, granting the ability to use the skill
once in every battle. Each additional level grants the character one ‘Bonus’ use, which allows the character to use the skill
one more time each day. At the 5th level, and every 5 levels thereafter, all of the daily ‘Bonus’ uses that the character has
gained are traded in for an additional ‘Battle’ use, allowing the character to use that combat skill an additional time in every
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battle. A character can never expend more than one of their ‘Bonus’ uses of a particular skill in a single battle.
Whenever a character uses a combat skill, they expend their ‘Battle’ uses first, utilizing their ‘Bonus’ uses when their-per
battle uses have already been expended.
Example - A character that possesses level 9 in a Combat Skill can use that skill twice in every battle of the day, and an
additional time throughout the day during 4 different battles. In a given battle, this character could use both of their per
‘Battle’ uses, and then would be able to use only one of their four ‘Bonus’ uses.
Force Combat Skill Progression- Force Combat Skills are the most powerful skills that a character can obtain. Each
individual Talent (Arcanist, Fighter, Mystic, or Rogue) is linked to a particular Force Skill. To be eligible to purchase the
Force Combat Skill available to the Talent your character possesses, your character must reach 100 skill points. At this point,
the character is eligible to purchase the first level of their Talent’s Force Skill. They become eligible to purchase another
level each time they obtain another 100 skill points. e.g., a character with the Rogue Talent and a skill point total of 401 sp
would be eligible to purchase up to four levels of Force Knockout / Counter / Knockback.
The Force Combat Skill Sidestep can be purchased by any character regardless of Talent, and does not have a skill
point requirement for any level.
The use of any Force Combat Skill is exhausting, even for heroic characters, and it is difficult to bring such power to
bear more than once in a given encounter. In fact, it is never possible to gain a per ‘Battle’ use of any Force Skill. Instead
each level of a force skill grants one use of the skill per day. A character may never use more than half of their total uses
of a Force Combat Skill in a battle (rounded up, minimum 1).
Utility Skill Progression- There are a number of different types of skill progression for utility skills. Some Utility Skills
only have three or five levels. The benefits granted by these skills vary. Sometimes they may grant daily powers, or even
static abilities, depending upon the particular skill. Unlike Combat Skills, these skills have a maximum level, and thus do not
allow for infinite progression.
Bonus Skills - ‘Bonus’ skills are those skills which are granted to a character through combat skills, magical spells or items.
A ‘Bonus’ skill which is granted to the character can be used once (usually within a certain window of time, such as 5
minutes). A character who receives multiple ‘Bonus’ of the same skill can only use the ‘Bonus’ skill once in a given battle,
even if the ‘Bonus’ was received from a completely different source. Thus, a character can never expend more than one
‘Bonus’ use of a particular skill in a single battle.
However, the character can certainly receive and utilize ‘Bonus’ Skills of a different kind during the same battle, for
instance, benefiting from both a ‘Bonus’ Parry and a ‘Bonus’ Dodge in the same fight.
Example - A character who possesses level 7 of the Dodge skill has 2 ‘Battle’ use of Dodge, and 2 ‘Bonus’ uses available. If
they apply a Dodge Polish to their armor, they gain a ‘Bonus’ Dodge which must be used within the next 5 minutes. If they
then receive a Grant Dodge spell, they gain another ‘Bonus’ Dodge to use within the next 5 minutes however, even though
they possess 2 ‘Bonus’ uses of Dodge, and have gained another 2 ‘Bonus’ uses of Dodge from the spell and polish, that
character is still limited to maximum of 3 uses of dodge in the current fight. (2 ‘Battle’ uses & 1 ‘Bonus’ use).

Lore
Lore represents specific focused knowledge beyond that knowledge that a character has gained throughout the course of
game-play. A character can learn many interesting bits of information, and can acquire much knowledge simply by playing
the game however, Lore goes even further by helping characters answer mysteries, solve complex challenges, and display
their mastery of a certain topic. During the course of play, a Marshal will often ask players if their characters possess a
certain Lore, and then reward those characters that do with pertinent information about the current adventure.
As a character accumulates skill points, they gain Lore Access, which grants them the opportunity to purchase an
additional rank of a given Lore. Characters gain their first Lore Access once they accumulate 40 skill points. They gain their
second Lore Access once they accumulate 70 skill points, and gain their third when they accumulate 150 skill points.
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Additional Lore Access become available once each time a character accumulates 75 skill points after reaching 150 skills
points. Purchasing a Rank of Lore costs 2 skill points.
Each time a character uses Lore Access to purchase a rank of Lore, they can choose to begin learning a new category
of Lore, chosen from the list below, or they may choose to advance an existing Lore which the character already possesses.
There are three levels to advance through for each Lore- Novice Lore, Adept Lore, and Master Lore.
Once a character has acquired at least Novice Lore in a chosen category, the character can choose to use a newly
acquired rank to specialize their knowledge about a specific Lore towards a particular topic instead of increasing to Adept
Lore or Master Lore. There is no limit on the number of specializations that a single character may have, nor restrictions on
the number of specializations may a character have in any singular category of Lore. Specializations can be almost anything,
but must be approved by the plot team.
Example - After reaching 40 skill points, a character could purchase their first rank of Lore to obtain Novice Monster Lore
and then advance to Adept Monster Lore using the Lore Access granted upon accumulating 70 skill points. Upon reaching
150 skill points, they might choose to purchase an additional rank of Lore, but instead of Advancing to Master Monster Lore,
they could choose to specialize in Lycanthropy.
As a completely different choice, that same character could have used their three ranks to purchase Novice
Geography Lore, specializing in ‘Cartography’ and specializing in ‘Merchant Routes’.
Players who submit the Mythic Realms Character Form (located in the Appendix) will gain one free Novice Lore, in a
category chosen by the Plot Team.

Lore Categories
Abyssal - Demons, The Abyss, and forbidden demonic magic.
Anatomy - Anatomical features of various creatures, magical and otherwise.
Arcane Magic - Elemental and Defensive power within the arcane school of magic.
Craftsmanship - The attributes of physical items, their history, and creation. (Read Note)
Dragons - Draconic Myth & Legend.
Geography - Terrain, landmarks, national boundaries, and geology.
Heraldry and Regimes - Factions of power, national history, and organizational structure.
Martial Traditions - Military strategy, combat instruction, and martial history.
Monsters - Behaviors, strengths, and weaknesses of various creatures.
Mystic Magic - Restorative and purifying power within the Mystic School of magic.
Necromantic Magic - The necrotic power of death within the Mystic School of Magic.
Nature - Wilderness, agriculture, and survival in the wild.
Politics and Etiquette - Courtly behavior, noble maneuvering, and law.
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Undead - Zombies, Vampires, and other dark creatures of the night.
Underworld - Black Markets, smuggling, and criminal lifestyle.

Note - Mythic Realms does not have a skill for crafting mundane items such as those made by black smith or carpentry
however, this does not mean that your character cannot be a skilled artisan. If you would like your character to be a
legendary cook, we recommend that you come to an event with delicious food to share! If you would like your character to be
a skilled candle-maker, we encourage you to buy interesting candles and adorn your camp with them during Full Weekend
Events. The Craftsmanship Lore grants a character knowledge about physical items, including information about how they
might be created, but does not give a character the skill to make those items, and does not specifically grant the character
knowledge about the Artificing skill.
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Chapter 3 - Skills by Talent
All Talents
All characters have the ability to fill their skill slots with any of the following skills, regardless of Talent.

Sidestep (Force Combat) – A character with this skill may expend a use of it and call ‘Sidestep’ to defend against any
single melee or ranged attack, including effects with the ‘Force’ keyword. Certain unique or rare abilities (such as Terror,
Assassinate and ‘Dire’ keyword) cannot be sidestepped. Sidestep may occupy any of your character’s combat slots other
than your starting talent combat slot. Unlike other Force Combat skills, you may purchase as many levels of the Sidestep
skill as you wish regardless of your characters skill point total. A character may never use more than half of their total uses
of a Sidestep Skill in a battle (rounded up, minimum 1).

Diversified Training (Utility) - Each level of this skill grants a character one of the following abilities.
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Alchemy - Grants the character the ability to use ‘Trained Only’ Alchemy items, such as poisons and Alchemy
items.
Armorsmithing - Grants the character the ability to use ‘Trained Only’ Armorsmithing items, such as buffs,
polishes, and improved armor.
Diversified Crafting – Grants the character the ability to once a logistics craft a level 1 production item from one of
the diversified training crafts they possess from this skill. For instance, if a character has the Diversified Training
Medic skill, the character is able to produce a ‘First Aid Salve’ once a logistics. They must submit their production
the same why all crafters do.
Lock Picking / Disarming Traps - Grants the character the ability to use standard Tinkering tools to pick open level
one locks in 1 minute, and the ‘Disarming Traps’ ability from Tinkering.
Medic - Grants the character the ability to use the ‘Status’ and ‘First Aid’ skills from Medicine at will, as well as
‘Trained Only’ Medicine items.
Multi-Talented - Grants the character the starting proficiencies of all Talents they do not already possess. (+1
damage with daggers, ability to use all armor and shields, Detect Magic, Detect Affliction, Illuminate) listed in
Chapter 2.
Runecrafting - Grants the character the ability to use ‘Trained Only’ Runecrafting items, such as runes of energy,
and special Runecrafting weapons and armor.
Scrollmaking - Grants the character the ability to use ‘Trained Only’ Scrollmaking items, such as scrolls of
invisibility, and Scrollmaking bracers.
Tinkering - Grants the character the ability to use ‘Trained Only’ Tinkering items, such as bombs.
Weaponsmithing - Grants the character the ability to use ‘Trained Only’ Weaponsmithing items, such as certain
weapon stones, and improved weapons.

Artificing (Utility) - Artificing is the path of creation and infusion. The culmination of a lifetime of study in a given craft.
Artificing may only be taken after you have reached level 5 of a given production skill, and is taken as a specific skill tied to
that base production skill. You may take this skill multiple times, each time a different artificing skill tied to a different base
production skill. Someone who has both Armorsmithing 5 and Weaponsmithing 5 might take Armorsmithing Artificing and
Weaponsmithing Artificing. Artificing does not grant more production points, but it does let the character learn to use their
Production Point’s (PP) in new and interesting ways. For example, Armorsmithing Artificers can learn to make mythical
armors, craft protective magic items, and enact temporary enhancements beyond the normal rules. More details of this skill
may be learned in game, and a detailed description of the skill can be found in the ‘Book of Secrets’.
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Ritual Magic (Utility) - This legendary skill represents the highest attainment of magic, which only the most powerful
and dedicated of Mages may begin to explore after a lifetime of magical pursuits. In order to learn Ritual Magic, you must
have at least 5 levels of Force spells, representing your mastery of the most powerful of mundane magic. Generally this will
mean at least 5 years of active play with that character. Ritual Magic allows a character to learn powerful spells that can lay
waste to a dozen men at once, send messages across vast distances, travel between the planes, or even bring back the dead.
More details of this skill can be learned in game, and a detailed description of the skill may be found in the ‘Book of
Secrets’.
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Arcanist
Arcanist Combat Skills
Elemental Spellcasting (Combat, Target Any) – This skill allows a character to cast damaging elemental spells, either
in a concentrated flurry of packets or spread out across the day. It also allows At Will Elemental Spellcasting for a constant
stream of offensive magic. A character using elemental spellcasting may choose their damage type when casting their spells
by using the appropriate incant and saying the damage type and amount when throwing a spell packet. Here are the different
incants based on damage type chosen.
I Summon Fire to Burn You #
I Summon Earth to Stone You #
I Summon Air to Shock You #
I Summon Water to Freeze You #
At Will Elemental Spellcasting - Elemental Spellcasting allows a character to cast damaging elemental spells as
often as they choose for a base of 3 points of elemental spell damage by incanting on a 5 count, e.g. “I Summon Air 1, I
Summon Air 2, I Summon Air 3, I Summon Air 4, I Summon Air 5 to Shock You 3”. Such spellcasting is more fragile than
others, so if you take damage while casting, or use another skill or item, the spell is disrupted and must be started again.
‘Bonus’ uses grant 1 strike per day. A character may trade in their ‘Battle’ uses of Elemental Spellcasting for one of
the following options.
● Strike - If you take this option you gain 1 Strike per battle. An Elemental Spellcasting Strike allows a character to
quickly cast for either +3 damage for 3 packets or +6 damage for 1 packet, chosen at the time of the attack. To use
this strike you must say the incant appropriate to your chosen damage type, followed by the damage type and
amount. e.g. “I Summon Fire to Burn You 9” The Strike is used whether the attack hits or misses. If the 3 packet
option is taken all 3 packets must be of the same damage type and must be used in immediate succession within 10
seconds or the remaining packets are wasted. e.g. “I Summon Water to Freeze You 6, Freeze You 6, Freeze You 6”
You may take this option multiple times, but may not use more than 1 Strike on any single attack. This is the skill
granted by ‘Bonus’ in Elemental Spellcasting.
● Heightened Strike - If you take this option, all Elemental Spellcasting Strikes do more damage, increasing by an
additional +4 damage for the 3 packet attack and an additional +8 damage for the 1 packet attack. A character who
took this option twice would use Elemental Spellcasting Strikes for +11 damage for 3 packets or +22 damage for 1
packet.
● +1 Damage - If you take this option you do a static +1 damage with At Will and Strike Elemental Spellcasting. This
is added to your base damage stacks with almost any other form of damage. A character who takes this option twice
would cast At Will and Strike Elemental Spellcasting Spells for +2 damage.
Example - Berek has Elemental Spellcasting 18, which gives him 4 ‘Battle’ trade in options, and 3 ‘Bonus’ strikes per day.
He may also cast elemental spells at will for a base of 3 points of damage. He decides that he wants to use 1 of his options
for a permanent +1 base damage, so now he may cast at will for a base of 4 damage. He has 3 options left. He uses one
option on Heightened Strike. Now all of his Strikes will be +7/3 packets and +14/1 packet instead of +3/3 and +6/1. He uses
his remaining 2 options on 2 strikes a ‘Battle’. Now he casts at will for 4 damage 2 ‘Battle’ uses and 3 ‘Bonus’ he can cast
for 11 damage 3 times, or 18 damage 1 time.

Grant Dodge / Grant Parry (Combat, Target Person) – This spell grants the target either one ‘Bonus’ Dodge or one
‘Bonus’ Parry, chosen at the time of casting, to use in the next 5 minutes. You cannot benefit from more than one ‘Bonus’
effect of a given type in any single battle, and any not used before 5 minutes is wasted. Incant: I Summon Time & Space to
Grant Parry/Grant Dodge

Elemental Sheath # / Empower Spell # (Combat, Target Person/Weapon) – This spell grants the target 3
attacks/packets of increased weapon or spell damage [Stackable Increase], chosen at the time of casting, to use in the next 5
minutes. The base damage improvement is +3 with either spell, but upon gaining a new ‘Battle’ use you may choose to
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permanently exchange that ‘Battle’ use for a +3 damage enhancement whenever you cast Elemental Sheath/Empower Spell.
You may make this exchange multiple times and they stack. So a character with level 11 might choose to cast it 3 ‘Battle’ for
+3, or to trade in their battle uses for increased damage, allowing them to cast 2 ‘Battle’ for +6 or 1 ‘Battle’ for +9.
Elemental Sheath # - Elemental Sheath imbues a weapon with improved damage and a specific damage type for the
next 3 attacks. The spell-caster may choose the element at the time of casting, but must use the appropriate incant for the
element which they have chosen
I Summon Fire to Flame Sheath #
I Summon Earth to Earth Sheath #
I Summon Air to Air Sheath #
I Summon Water to Ice Sheath #
If the character has traded in at least 1 ‘Battle’ use for improved damage they gain the ability to enchant weapons for
‘Magic’ damage as well, using the following incant.
I Summon Earth to Magic Sheath # (minimum 6)
Empower Spell # - Empower Spell imbues a character with improved direct healing or damage for the next three
packets, without changing the damage type. The target cannot stack this spell multiple times. Incant: I Summon Time and
Space to Empower Spell #

Repel You / Trip You (Combat, Target Defined) - These spells allow a caster to either knock back a foe with a blast of
air, or knock an opponent down, chosen at the time of casting.
Repel You (Target Any) – The target of this spell must immediately takes 10 quick steps directly away from the
caster navigating sideways, around obstacles, or through a crowd if necessary. Safety issues or lack of space may prevent the
target from taking the full 10 steps backward. If so, they should stay at the furthest point of their travel for the time it would
have taken them to take 10 steps back before proceeding forward again. Repel may be used on a door being held closed by
static strength. In this case all those holding the door closed will take the effect. Incant: I Summon Air to Repel You
Trip You (Target Person) – The target of this spell must immediately drop prone or to a knee for 10 seconds. Incant: I
Summon Earth to Trip You

Freeze Your Limb / Fireburst (Combat, Target Defined) - These spells allow a caster to either freeze an opponent’s
limb in ice, or unleash a wave of flame, chosen at the time of casting.
Freeze Your Limb (Target Person) - The target of this spell must either pin a foot to the ground for 10 seconds if the
spell targeted a leg, or hang their arm down to the side if an arm was targeted. They may pivot on the foot if their leg was
targeted, but may not move it except for safety reasons. Attacks striking a held object on the frozen limb (such as a sword or
shield) still count if an arm was targeted. Incant: I Summon Water to Freeze your left/right foot - Freeze your left/right arm.
Fireburst (Target Any) - This spell is thrown as a ‘Mass Packet’ effect. The user may throw up to 10 packets in a
single throw for a base of ‘Burn 5’. Effects that increase elemental spellcasting damage increase this damage. Each target
which is struck by at least one packet takes the called amount of ‘Fire’ damage. There is no additional effect if the target is
struck by more than one packet, and only one defense needs to be called regardless of the number of packets the target is
struck with. Incant: I summon fire to Fireburst, Burn ‘X’

Force Holocaust / Force Earthquake / Force Anticipate Blow (Force Combat, Target Defined) - These
spells represent the pinnacle of Arcane magic, allowing the caster to throw an overwhelming bolt of fire at a single foe, a
wave of earth against many foes, or create a magic shield that can turn aside the most powerful of attacks. You may choose
which spell to use at the time of casting.
Holocaust, Force Burn 100 (Target Any) – This spell allows a character to throw a single packet for 100 points of
fire damage. This damage is not increased by effects that improve damage. Incant: I Summon Fire to Holocaust, Force Burn
You 100
Earthquake, Force Stone 40 (Target Any) – This spell is thrown as a ‘Mass Packet’ effect. The user may throw up to
10 packets in a single throw for ‘Force Stone 40’. This damage is not increased by effects that improve damage. Regardless
of how many packets hit the target, they will only take the effect of the spell once, and only need to use 1 defensive skill to
defend against it. Incant: I Summon Earth to Earthquake, Force Stone You 40
Force Anticipate Blow (Target Person) – This spell grants the target one ‘Bonus’ Sidestep to use in the next logistics.
Incant: I Summon Time & Space to Anticipate Blow
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Arcanist Utility Skills
Phase / Transcend the Physical (Utility, Target Defined) - These powerful defensive spells remove the caster from
combat, and even allow them to force others out of combat as well. You gain 1 use per day of Phase or Transcend the
Physical for each level of this skill, choosing which to cast on the fly. At the 5th level, and every 5 levels thereafter, you
instead gain 1 use per day of Create Planar Transcendence.
Phase (Target Self) - This spell makes the caster nearly invulnerable for the duration of 5 minutes however, they are
unable to move or affect the world. Upon casting this spell the caster must cross their arms over their chest and plant their
feet. The caster may not uncross their arms or move their feet except for safety reasons. While this spell is active the caster
is invulnerable to nearly all attacks and effects up to and including ‘Dire’ effects by calling “No Effect”. Exceptions to this
are Negate Ethereal, Negate Magic, Natural Forces such as gravity still affect the caster and possibly other rare effects.
While this spell is active the character may not use any skills, spells, abilities, items, incant or otherwise interact with the
physical world (such as opening doors or stopping other characters from passing by) while Phased. Another character may
push past a Phased character without needing any strength, and the Phased character cannot resist. The caster may end
Phase before the end of the 5 minutes by uncrossing their arms or moving their feet. The character may begin calling
defenses while phased, but must immediately break phase. Incant: I Summon Time and Space to Phase
Transcend the Physical (Target Self) - This spell makes the caster nearly invulnerable to weapon attacks & effects
for the duration of 5 minutes however, limits their ability to affect the world. While the spell is active the caster is
invulnerable to all melee or ranged weapon damage except for attacks using the ‘Magic’, ‘Cleanse’, ‘Drain’, ‘Pass’ or
‘Siphon’ damage types. The caster is also invulnerable to all other effects delivered through a weapon (including beneficial
abilities). Natural Forces such as gravity still affect the caster, as do all ‘Force’ effects. Any skill or effect which is delivered
with a spell packet, (such as spell casting, bombs, or poisons) still affect the caster normally. Upon casting this spell the
caster must cross their arms over their chest yet may still move during the spell. The caster may not uncross their arms
except for safety reasons. The caster may not use any skills, spells, abilities, attacks, offensive items, incant or otherwise
interact with the physical world (such as opening doors or stopping other characters from passing by) while Transcended.
Another character may push past a Transcended character without needing any strength, and the Transcended character
cannot resist. The caster may still use non-offensive items (e.g. salves, potions, buffs, polishes, oils, stones, some scrolls,
etc.) while Transcended, though the caster must have the item in hand when the item is used. Negate Magic and Negate
Ethereal effects immediately end this spell. The caster may end Transcend the Physical before the end of the 5 minutes by
uncrossing their arms. If the caster receives damage, doing so does not end the spell. The character may begin calling
defenses while transcended, but this immediately ends the spell. Incant: I Summon Time and Space to Transcend the
Physical
Create Planar Transcendence (Target Self, Target Person) - The caster throws a spell packet at a target. The target
and the caster both put on orange headbands and go Out Of Game for the duration of 5 minutes. The caster and target
should move off to one side of the active play area so as to not distract from the In Game combat or play. If the spell packet
misses or the target defends against it only the caster goes Out Of Game. For the duration of the spell, the targets may not
be perceived, and have no knowledge as to what is happening around them in the physical world. Neither target may
choose to end this spell early. The caster and target may speak/exchange items/cast spells on each other while under the
effect of this spell, but either target may refuse any item or effect. Any timed effects (such as a timed spell, Bleeding or
Death count, Rage, etc.) that were in place when the spell was cast pause their time count until Create Planar
Transcendence ends. All standard mind effects (such as Fear, Betrayal, all forms of Enslave, Necrether, etc.) cease under
the effects of this spell for the duration of the spell. Any transportation effects (such as Teleport, Recall, Disappear, etc.)
have no effect while under Planar Transcendence. Incant: I Summon Time and Space to Create Planar Transcendence

Invisibility 5 / Negate Ethereal (Utility, Target Person) - These spells cloak the caster in magical invisibility, force
a target into the physical world, or strips a target of all magical powers for a duration. You gain 1 use per day of Invisibility 5
or Negate Ethereal for each level of this skill, choosing which to cast at the time of casting. At the 5th level, and every 5
levels thereafter, you instead gain 1 use per day of Invisibility 30 or Negate Magic, choosing between them at the time of
casting.
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Grant Invisibility 5 / 30 - The target of this spell becomes invisible and inaudible for 5 or 30 minutes. You must
wear a yellow headband while under the effect of this spell, or a glowing yellow headband if it is used at night. While
invisible the character may not use any skills, spells, abilities, items, incant, speak or pick up objects however, they may
interact with objects, such as opening a door or untying a rope. They may end invisibility early by removing the yellow
headband, but may not attack or perform other actions until they do so. The character may begin calling defenses while
invisible, but must immediately remove the invisibility headband. Incant: I Summon the Wisdom of the Ages to Grant
Invisibility 5 / 30
Note - While you do not make noise while invisible, any purposeful visible effects of your passing are still there. So
someone may still see a door open or a large rustling in the bushes, doubly suspicious is that those actions will make no
noise. Most acts of casual movement in an environment are not detectable, like the folding of grass under foot or the light
brushing of leaves on a tree. Also note that if you bump into someone while invisible they will know you are there. In general
it is strongly recommended that you try to be as unobtrusive as possible when using invisibility. Marshals may rule that
being too noisy or distracting while invisible may break your invisibility, so try not to draw attention to yourself. On the
other side of things, please try to be fair when searching for someone who has turned invisible. Always facing in the
direction of an invisible assailant, or always striking the precise location where the invisible person is lurking is considered
cheating.
Negate Ethereal - This spell draws its target more firmly into the physical world, and prevents effects that might
make the target out of phase for 5 minutes. This includes Phase, Transcend the Physical, Invisibility and Ethereal. This spell
changes the damage type of someone swinging for ‘Siphon’ to ‘Pass’. It does not block abilities that take a target fully out of
game, such as Create Planar Transcendence, Disappear or Recall. Incant: I Summon the Wisdom of the Ages to Negate
Ethereal
Negate Magic - This spell negates all spells and magical effects on a target, their gear, and makes them unable to
use any magic for 5 minutes. This spell effects the target the same way the Negate Ethereal spell would, as well as
preventing them from using any spell casting abilities. It also ends all level 1 spells and infusions, suppresses any level 3
spells and prevents the target from activating any items (magic or mundane) for duration of the effect. The target of this
spell may still use consumables. The character may still have spells cast on them by others, and a effects like Wellbeing or
Restore Your Spirit will remove the Negate Magic effect; this will not restore any spell effects on you before the casting of
Negate Magic. Incant: I Summon the Wisdom of the Ages to Negate Magic

Arcane Armor (Utility, Target Self) - This utility skill allows a character to use internal magical power to protect
themselves by creating minor magical barriers and magical arcane insights. Many characters learn to do this in very different
ways. For some characters, the ebb and tide of magical energies flow about them and protect them in a way that seems as
natural as breathing. For others, it requires devoted study of the arcane arts. Alternatively, there are even those who view
Arcane Armor as a physical extension of internal martial power. Arcane Armor is always active, much like normal armor,
and does not require an incantation to use, but is suppressed for 5 minutes by Negate Magic. Arcane Armor grants no
benefits when a character is wearing and benefiting from actual armor.
• Level 1 grants a total of +3 Hit Points and an 8 point damage ceiling.
• Level 2 grants a total of +4 Hit Points and a 7 point damage ceiling.
• Level 3 grants a total of +5 Hit Points and a 6 point damage ceiling.

Lore Mastery (Utility) - This utility skill represents the focused study of a specific body of knowledge. Each level of
Lore Mastery grants one level of Lore, or a specialization in a Lore you already possess, exactly as if the character had
gained a new level through skill points. See the section on Lore for more details.

Runecrafting (Utility) - This production skill allows the character to make Runes that have varying offensive and
defensive effects, as well as weapons and armor designed for casters. It is explained further in the section on Production
Skills.
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Mystic
Necromancy - Necromancy spells are not intended for use by PCs. They are generally used by deeply evil NPC villains and
adversaries. These spells draw on dark powers to fuel their magic, and unleash otherworldly horrors on the world through
their use. The casters of Necromancy (and those close to them) are doomed to fall victim to the uncontrollable face-melting
monstrosities that even minor use of this magic can accidentally unleash. These spells are illegal in most lands and players
are strongly advised to avoid casting these spells, as being caught casting them can label you kill-on-sight in the PC
campaign. Characters that are caught casting necromancy will be targeted for permanent death.

Mystic Combat Skills
Mystic Spellcasting (Combat, Target Any) – This skill allows a character to cast spells may hurt or heal the living or
damage the undead and demons, either in a concentrated flurry of packets or spread out across the day. It also allows At Will
Mystic Spellcasting for a constant stream of offensive magic. A character using mystic spellcasting may choose their
damage/healing type when casting their spells by using the appropriate incant and saying the type and amount when
throwing a spell packet. ‘Heal’ cures living creatures and demons and has no effect on the undead. ‘Cleanse’ damages the
undead and demons, bypassing damage ceilings however, rarely effects other creatures. ‘Drain’ damages living creatures,
bypassing damage ceilings, and heals the undead and demons. Here are the different incants based on type chosen.
I Summon Life to Heal You #
I Summon Death to Drain You #
I Summon Life to Cleanse You #
(Necromancy, Illegal)
At Will Mystic Spellcasting - Mystic Spellcasting allows a character to cast damaging ‘Drain’ and ‘Cleanse’ spells
as often as they choose for a base of 3 points of spell damage by incanting on a 5 count, e.g. “I Summon Life 1, I Summon
Life 2, I Summon Life 3, I Summon Life 4, I Summon Life 5 to Cleanse You 3”. Such spellcasting is more fragile than others,
so in either use, if you take damage while casting or use another skill or item, the spell is disrupted and must be started again.
There is no At Will form of casting ‘Heal’ type spells. ‘Heal’ is a ‘Battle’ use or ‘Bonus’ ability. For purposes of ‘Heal’
Strike you may use a base of 3 similar to ‘Drain’ and ‘Cleanse’. The base of 3 is modified by +Spell Damage weapons and
from the static damage increases gained from +2 Damage/Healing acquired through Mystic Spellcasting.
A ‘Bonus’ always grants a strike per day. A character may trade in their ‘Battle’ uses of Mystic Spellcasting for one
of the following options.
● Strike - If you take this option you gain 1 Strike per battle. A Mystic Spellcasting Strike allows a character to
quickly cast for either +5 damage/healing for 3 packets or +10 damage/healing for 1 packet, chosen at the time of the
casting. To use this Strike you must say the incant appropriate to your chosen damage/healing type, followed by the
damage/healing type and amount. e.g. “I Summon Life to Cleanse You 13”. The Strike is used whether the casting
hits or misses. If the 3 packet option is taken all 3 packets must be of the same damage/healing type and must be
used in immediate succession within 10 seconds or the remaining packets are wasted. e.g. “I Summon Life to Heal
You 8, Heal You 8, Heal You 8”. You may take this option multiple times however, you may not use more than 1
Strike on any single attack. This is the skill granted by ‘Bonus’ uses in Mystic Spellcasting.
● Heightened Strike - If you take this option, all Mystic Spellcasting Strikes do more damage, increasing by an
additional +4 damage/healing for the 3 packet spell and an additional +8 damage/healing for the 1 packet spell. A
character who took this option twice would use Healing Spellcasting Strikes for +13 damage for 3 packets or +26
damage for 1 packet.
● +2 Damage/Healing - If you take this option you do a static +2 damage/healing with At Will and Strike Mystic
Spellcasting. This is added to your base damage and stacks with almost any other form of damage. A character who
took this option twice would cast At Will and Strike Mystic Spellcasting Spells for +4 damage.
Example - Berek has Mystic Spellcasting 18, which gives him 4 ‘Battle’ trade in options, and 3 ‘Bonus’ Strikes per day. He
may also cast ‘Cleanse’/’Drain’ spells At Will for a base of 3 points of damage. He decides that he doesn’t need any +2s to
base damage, so he has 4 options left. He uses one option on Heightened Strike. Now all of his Strikes will be +9/3 packets
and +18/1packet instead of +5/3 and +10/1. He uses his remaining 3 options on 3 Strikes a ‘Battle’. Now he casts At Will
‘Cleanse’/’Drain’ spells for 3 damage and 3 ‘Battle’ and 3 ‘Bonus’ he can cast ‘Heal’/’Drain’/’Cleanse’ for 12
damage/healing 3 times, or 21 damage/healing 1 time.
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Grant Vitality 5 / Cause Fear (Combat, Target Person) - These spells bolster a characters vitality, allowing them to
take more damage, or else cause a target to flee in abject terror, and continue to regard the caster with fear afterwards, chosen
at the time of casting.
Grant Vitality 5 - The target gains a temporary ‘Health Barrier’ which lasts for 5 minutes, or until it is destroyed by
damaging attacks. This ‘Health Barrier’ grants 5 health to the character beyond their normal health total, and is lost first
whenever the character is damaged. The health gained from this effect does not count as healing, and cannot be restored
through healing effects. Incant: I Summon Life to Grant Vitality 5
Cause Fear (Necromancy) – Target must flee from the caster with all possible haste for 10 seconds, ignoring their
own In Game safety and focusing exclusively on trying to get away. Safety issues or lack of space may prevent the target
from traveling the maximum possible distance in these 10 seconds. If so, they should make their best attempt to flee for the
10 seconds. Additionally, for 5 minutes afterwards the target continues being afraid of the caster, with different characters
responding to this in different ways. A naturally brave character may hesitantly try to move forward and continue the fight.
A more group oriented character may only continue fighting with strong allies at their sides. A more cautious or cowardly
character may choose to hide or flee outright. Incant: I Summon Death to Cause Fear

Restrain You / Immobilize You (Combat, Target Person) - These spells allow the caster to paralyze their foes to
a given degree, ether by sapping their will to fight or by freezing them in a deathlike rictus, chosen at the time of casting.
Restrain You - The target of this spell must immediately pin their arms straight down at their sides at waist level for
10 seconds. You may still use skills, items, weapons, shields, and spells while restrained, but must keep your arms at your
side, as if bound in coils of rope. During this time you may only move your arms for safety reasons. Incant: I Summon Life to
Restrain You
Immobilize You (Necromancy) – The target of the spell becomes completely immobile and cannot move for 10
seconds. They must stay in the position they were in when struck by the spell, and may only move for safety reasons. While
immobilized the target is Helpless, and may be moved with strength, searched, killing-blown, etc. The target is aware of their
surroundings but cannot speak, use skills or abilities, or activate items of any type. Incant: I Summon Death to Immobilize
You

Charm You / Cause Betrayal (Combat, Target Person) - These spells allow a caster to manipulate emotions,
fostering trust and friendship or distrust and violent paranoia, chosen at the time of casting.
Charm You – The target is dazed and may not use any offensive skills, items, or abilities for 10 seconds, as their
mind becomes clouded. For 5 minutes afterwards, the target regards the caster as a friend and ally. This does not allow the
caster to command the target, but the target will generally attempt to defend the caster from attack, answer simple questions,
or aid in their passage, in keeping with the target’s own internal logic and morality. A magistrate with an unwavering
commitment to justice might still insist that a thief be brought to trial, friend or no, while a highwayman might think little of
turning on his own allies in support of his new “friend”. While charmed and even after, the target will not realize that they
have been charmed, and will forget seeing the caster throw the spell packet at them. Incant: I Summon Life to Charm You
Cause Betrayal (Necromancy) – The target of the spell becomes violent towards all around them, attacking friend
and foe alike indiscriminately and without thinking of their own safety. The target will attack those nearest to them. You are
expected to fight to the best of your ability, but do not need to expend daily resources (e.g. Force Skills, consumable items,
etc.). If you are already under the effect of a buff, or have a poisoned weapon, you are expected to fight using those
resources, but you will not further expend any unused resources. Incant: I Summon Death to Cause Betrayal

Defend You / Weaken You (Combat, Target Person) – These spells allow the caster to either sap the energy of the
target crushing their ability to fight, or infuses ability into the target allowing them to resist an effect.
Defend you – This spell negates an attack received by the target. The defended attack must have been an attack
without the ‘Force’ keyword, and must have taken place within the last 3 seconds. If there have been multiple attacks within
the last 3 seconds, the target decides which enemy attack was defended against. Certain rare or unique abilities (such as
Assassinate) cannot be defended. Incant: I summon life to Defend You
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Weaken You (Necromancy) – This necromantic spell immediately saps the target’s strength of body and of mind,
reducing all damage they attack for down to 1 damage for 10 seconds (both spell and weapon damage). For the duration no
effect may increase the damage above 1. This spell also prevents the target from using any ‘Force’ level skills besides
‘Sidestep’. At the end of the spell’s duration the target’s damage will return to its correct level. Incant: I summon death to
Weaken You

Force Restore Your Spirit / Force Grant Heroism / Force Obliterate You / Force Enslave
You (Force Combat, Target Person) - These powerful spells empower the caster to harm the undead and demons, pull allies
back from the brink of death, inspire great heroism and fighting prowess, extinguish the life force within a target, or strip a
target of their free will. The caster may choose which spell to use at the time of casting.
Force Restore Your Spirit - This spell represents the pinnacle of healing magic. If cast on a living target, this spell
cures all negative status effects and restores the target to full health. This spell even brings a targeted character out of their
death count to full health. Alternatively, when used upon the undead and demons, this spell harms the target possibly placing
them directly into their death count. Incant: I Summon Life to Force Restore Your Spirit
Force Grant Heroism - The target immediately receives the benefit of a ‘Grant Wellbeing’, curing all negative
status effects and restoring them to full health. The target also will gain the following effects. ‘Grant Vitality 5’, granting a 5
point ‘Health Barrier’, +2 to all weapon and spell damage [Stackable Increase], as well as immunity to fear/terror. This spell
has a duration of 5 minutes. Incant: I Summon Life to Force Grant Heroism
Force Obliterate You (Necromancy) - This spell represents the pinnacle of necromantic magic. If cast upon a
living creature, the necromantic power of this spell destroys the target, placing them directly into their death count. If cast on
the undead or demon target this spell cures all negative status effects and restores the target to full health. This spell even
brings the target undead or demon out of their death count to full health. Incant: I Summon Death to Force Obliterate You
Force Enslave You (Necromancy) - This spell represents the pinnacle of necromantic mind controlling magic. The
target of this spell will no longer retain their free will, becoming possessed by the will of the caster for 30 minutes. When a
target is under the effects of Force Enslave You the target will immediately attempt to support the endeavors of the caster,
attacking those the caster was attacking, defending the caster against attack or aiding in the caster’s escape. They will obey
any and all commands given by the caster to the ultimate best of their ability, though the target will not follow an order to
spend skill points or perform actions that break the Five Rules of Conduct.
Keep in mind that the target does not become a mindless drone when under the effect of this spell, but rather will use
all their cunning and guile in the service of the caster, as they are possessed by the caster’s will. In combat situations an
enslaved character will fight to the ultimate best of their ability, and use skills as dictated by the caster. The caster however,
must be sure to make their intent clear when issuing commands as it is not the responsibility of the character to interpret
vague or unclear orders.
While enslaved the target will not hold any knowledge the character would normally have, they are a vessel for the
will of the caster. By default the character will not remember any of their time under enslavement, or even that the spell was
cast at them, unless the caster chooses to order them to remember. The caster may not modify or alter the memories, nor
order the target to remember specific moments of the enslavement. The caster must choose to have the target remember all of
the enslavement or nothing. Incant: I Summon Death to Force Enslave You

Mystic Utility Skills
Healing Touch / Necrotic Blade (Utility, Target Person/Weapon) - This utility allows the caster to heal a living
target or enchant a weapon with necromantic power at will, with increasing effectiveness at each level. At the 3rd level it also
allows the character to cast Font of Life or Font of Death once per day, chosen at the time of casting.
Healing Touch - Healing Touch empowers the caster to channel healing magic into a target. The caster must plant a
foot, place a hand on the target and maintain contact for 30 seconds. Healing Touch is not interrupted if the target takes
damage, and the caster may speak, but the spell is interrupted if the caster takes damage, moves the planted foot, uses
another skill or item, breaks contact with the target, or if the target moves or is moved. Healing Touch pauses the target’s
bleed count while being used. After the 30 seconds have completed the target is healed for the possible following amounts
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dependent on level. Healing Touch heals for 4 at 1st level, 8 at 2nd level and 12 at 3rd level. Incant: I Summon Life to Healing
Touch … (wait 30 seconds) … Heal You #
Font of Life – After obtaining the 3rd level of Healing Touch this spell may be cast once per day. After the incant “I
Summon Life to Font of Life.” The caster may then cast “Heal You 4” At Will for the next 5 minutes by using the following
incant on a 5 count. “I Summon Life 1, I Summon Life 2, I Summon Life 3, I Summon Life 4, I Summon Life 5 to Heal You 4”.
Effects that increase healing damage do not increase the healing ability of Font of Life.
Necrotic Blade (Necromancy) – Necrotic Blade empowers the caster to channel death magic into a weapon. The
caster must plant a foot, place a hand on the target weapon and maintain contact for 30 seconds. Necrotic Blade is not
interrupted if the caster speaks, but it is interrupted if the caster takes damage, moves the planted foot, uses another skill or
item, or breaks contact with the weapon. Necrotic Blade allows the caster to use Wraith Blade at 1st level, Disease Blade at
2nd level, and Reaper’s Blade at 3rd level, chosen at the time of casting. Incant: I Summon Death to Necrotic Blade … (wait
30 seconds) … XXXX Blade (e.g. Wraith Blade)
● Wraith Blade - The target weapon may swing for ‘Pass’ damage 3 times in the next 5 minutes.
● Disease Blade - The target weapon may swing for “Cause Disease” 3 times in the next 5 minutes.
● Reaper’s Blade - The target weapon may swing for “Deathblow” 3 times in the next 5 minutes.
Note - The 3 swings do not need to be the next 3 consecutive swings, but may be any 3 swings chosen by the user within the
next 5 minutes.
Font of Death (Necromancy) - After obtaining the 3rd level of Necrotic Blade this spell may be cast once per day.
After the incant “I Summon Death to Font of Death.” The caster may then cast “Drain You 4” At Will for the next 5 minutes
by using the following incant “I Summon Death to Drain You 4”. Effects that increase drain damage do not increase the
ability of Font of Death.

Truevision 5 / Identify (Utility, Target Defined) - These spells allow the target to see through invisibility, identify
spells and other magical effects, or even divine the properties of magic items. You gain 1 use per day of Truevision 5 or
Identify for each level of this skill, choosing which to cast at the time of casting. At the 5th level, and every 5 levels
thereafter, you instead will gain 1 use per day of Truevision 30 or Identify Ritual, choosing between them at the time of
casting.
Truevision 5 / 30 (Target Person) - This spell allows the target to see and hear through invisibility and etherealness for
the durations of 5 or 30 minutes. The target must wear a white headband. This spell may also allow the target to see through
magical illusions or magical disguises at a Marshal’s discretion. Incant: I Summon the Wisdom of the Ages to Truevision 5 /
30
Magic Power Levels:
• 0 - Mundane items created through production skills (Identify through 1 minute of study) / Residual Magic (nothing
to be identified it’s just the last remnants of magic remaining)
• 1 - Spells / Infusion (Identify spell to identify)
• 2 - Charged Items (Identify spell to identify)
• 3 - Ritual Effects, Daily Use Items, Most other magic items (Identify Ritual spell to identify)
• Artifact - Items of unknowable, vast, and variable power. (Legend Lore Ritual spell to identify)
Identify (Target Any) - This spell allows the caster to identify the spells, charges, properties, and magical effects in
one item or creature of Magic Power Levels 0, 1 or 2. It will also reveal any activation phrases, if any, for those
items. This spell may also reveal other information about magical or mundane objects at a Marshal’s discretion.
Incant: I Summon the Wisdom of the Ages to Identify
Identify Ritual (Target Any) - This spell allows the caster to identify the spells, charges, properties and magical
effects in up to 5 different items, creatures or rituals of Magic Power Levels 0, 1, 2 or 3. It will also reveal any activation
phrases, in any, for those items. This spell may also reveal other information about magical or mundane objects at a
Marshal’s discretion. To use Identify Ritual the caster must plant a foot, place a hand on the object or objects to be identified
and incant “I Summon the Wisdom of the Ages to Identify Ritual.” The caster must maintain contact with all items or
creatures for the 30 seconds before completing the spell by calling “Identify Ritual”. Identify Ritual is not interrupted if the
target takes damage, and the caster may speak. The spell is interrupted if the caster takes damage, moves the planted foot,
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uses another skill or item, or breaks contact with the target(s). Incant: I Summon the Wisdom of the Ages to Identify Ritual …
(wait 30 seconds) … Identify Ritual

Grant Wellbeing / Grant Shadowform (Utility, Target Person) - These spells cure a target of all maladies,
transform them into an undead-like shade, raise a target in their bleed count, or infuse a target with the seed of necromantic
energy. You gain 1 use per day of Grant Wellbeing or Grant Shadowform for each level of this skill, choosing which to cast
at the time of casting. At the 5th level, and every 5 levels thereafter, you instead will gain 1 use per day of Lay on Hands
Restore Your Spirit or Grant Necromantic Resurgence, choosing between them at casting.
Grant Wellbeing – When cast on a target, this spell cures all negative status effects and restores the target to full
health. If this spell is used on a target in their death count the spell has no effect. This spell works on the undead and living
targets alike. Incant: I Summon Life to Grant Wellbeing
Lay on Hands Restore Your Spirit - After obtaining the 5th level of Grant Wellbeing this spell may be cast once
per day. To use Lay on Hands Restore Your Spirit the caster must plant a foot, place a hand on the target and maintain
contact for 30 seconds. The target then takes the effect of a Restore Your Spirit, healing a living target to full health and
curing all status effects, even from death count, or dropping the undead or demon to their death count. Lay on Hands Restore
Your Spirit is not interrupted if the target takes damage, and the caster may speak, but it is interrupted if the caster takes
damage, moves the planted foot, uses another skill or item, breaks contact with the target, or if the target moves or is moved.
Lay on Hands Restore Your Spirit pauses the target’s bleed/death count while being used. Incant: I Summon Life to Lay on
Hands … (wait 30 seconds) … Restore Your Spirit
Grant Shadowform (Necromancy) - The Shadowform spell allows the target take on many of the traits of the
undead for a duration of 5 minutes. The target must wear a black tabard or large sash covering their torso with the word
“SHADE” written in white letters a minimum of 6 inches in height on the front and back of the target’s torso. The target will
now be healed by Drain and Obliterate You spells and damaged by Cleanse and Restore Your Spirit spells. The target may
now regenerate on a 10 count while conscious (curing all negative status effects and restoring the target to full health). The
target may end the duration of Shadowform on a 5 count. “I remove Shadowform 1, I remove Shadowform 2… to a final 5
count. The target will remove the “SHADE” black tabard or large sash at this time. Incant: I Summon Death to Grant
Shadowform
Grant Necrotic Revival (Necromancy) - After obtaining the 5th level of Grant Shadowform this spell may be cast
once per day. This spell grants the target one Necrotic Revival to use in the next logistics. Necrotic Revival acts as a Force
Obliterate You restoring the undead or demon to full health and curing them of all status effects, or dropping a living
creature to their death count. After the spell has been cast on the target, they may activate the spell by calling “Necrotic
Revival”. The target may activate this spell even while unconscious or in a bleed or death count. Incant: I Summon Death to
Grant Necrotic Revival

Scrollmaking (Utility) - This production skill allows the character to make Scrolls that replicate spell effects, as well as
armor designed for casters. It is explained further in the section on Production Skills.
Medicine (Utility) - This production skill allows the character to make Salves that heal or toughen, as well as armor that
staunches bleeding. It also allows the character to perform analysis and first aid as well as miraculous acts of healing a few
times a day. It is explained further in the section on Production Skills.
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Fighter
Fighter Combat Skills
Weapon Proficiency (Combat, Target Self) - This skill grants increased proficiency with all melee and ranged
weapons, allowing the character to do more damage, either in a concentrated flurry of blows or spread out across the day. A
character may trade in their ‘Battle’ uses of Weapon Proficiency for one of the following options. Note that each ‘Bonus’ use
grants you 1 use of Strike per day.
● Strike - If you take this option you gain 1 Strike per battle. A Weapon Proficiency Strike allows a character to attack
for either +3 damage for 3 attacks or +6 damage for 1 attack, chosen at the time of the attack. You do not have to
make a special call when using this skill, you may add the increased damage to your normal damage total. The Strike
is used whether the attack hits or misses. If the 3 attack option is taken all 3 attacks must be used in succession
within 10 seconds or the remaining attacks are lost. You may take this option multiple times however, you may not
use more than 1 Strike on any single attack. This is the skill granted by ‘Bonus’ uses in Weapon Proficiency.
● Heightened Strike - If you take this option, all Weapon Proficiency Strikes attack for more damage, increased by an
additional +3 damage for the 3 attacks and an additional +6 damage for the 1 attack. A character who took this
option twice would use Weapon Proficiency Strikes for +9 damage for 3 attacks or +18 damage for 1 attack.
● +1 Damage - If you take this option, you attack for a static +1 base damage with all melee and ranged weapons. This
is added to your base weapon damage, which you attack for At Will and stacks with many other forms of damage. A
character who took this option twice would use all melee and ranged weapons for +2 base damage. Note that the +1
Damage option from Backstab and Weapon Proficiency do not stack with each other.
Example - Berek has Weapon Proficiency 18, which gives him 4 ‘Battle’ trade in options, and 3 ‘Bonus’ Strikes per day. He
is using a 2 handed sword for a base of 5 points of damage. He decides that he wants to use 2 of his options for a permanent
+2 base damage, so now he attacks with his 2 handed sword for 7 base damage. He has 2 options left. He uses one option on
Heightened Strike. Now all of his Strikes will be +6/3 attacks and +12/1 attack instead of +3/3 and +6/1. He uses his last
option on 1 Strike a ‘Battle’. Now he attacks for 7 base damage with a 2 handed sword, has 1 ‘Battle’ use and 3 ‘Bonus’
uses of Strike which he can attack for 13 damage 3 times, or 19 damage 1 time.

Parry (Combat, Target Self) – A character with this skill may call ‘Parry’ to defend against any single melee attack that
does not include the ‘Force’ keyword. Certain rare or unique abilities (such as Assassinate) cannot be parried. A character
must be wielding an unsheathed melee weapon or shield to use the ‘Parry’ skill.

Maim (Combat, Target Person) – A character with this skill may maim an opponent’s arm or leg by calling ‘Maim’ as they
attack. The skill is used up when it is called, regardless whether or not the attacking character’s weapon makes contact with
the target or target’s limb. If the target’s arm or leg is struck by the attack, the target must treat the struck limb as though it is
useless for the next 10 seconds. If an arm is struck, the affected character must drop any items they may be holding, and may
not use the maimed arm in any way causing the arm to hang uselessly at their side. The character is not required to drop a
carried shield however, any shield wielded by a maimed limb is considered crippled for the duration of the Maim and thus
the character must take the effects of any attacks delivered to the shield during this time. The character may discard the
shield if desired however, must take care not to drop the shield where it will create an obstacle for anyone. Any other
character may immediately take items that the maimed character drops. If a leg is struck, the affected character must walk
slowly with a limp. If both legs are struck the affected character may not walk and must drop to their knees for the 10 second
duration of Maim.

Trip (Combat, Target Person) – A character with this skill may trip up an opponent by calling ‘Trip’ as they attack. If the
target is struck on any location of their body by the attack, and is unable to defend against it, the target must immediately
drop prone or to a knee for 10 seconds.
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Defend (Combat, Target Person) –

A character with this skill may Defend an attack which strikes an ally by tapping the
target person with their melee weapon or shield and calling “Defend”. The defended attack must have been an attack without
the ‘Force’ keyword and must have taken place within the last 3 seconds. If there are multiple attacks within the last 3
seconds, the target of the Defend may choose which enemy attack will be defended against. Certain rare or unique abilities
(such as Assassinate) cannot be defended.

Force Slay / Twin Strike / Force Fortitude (Force Combat, Target Defined) – The pinnacle of Fighter training.
These abilities may instantly kill a foe through unerring precision or unrelenting force, destroy a possible multiple foes
through massive damage or resist some of the most powerful death affects.
Force Slay (Target Person) - A character with this skill may kill a foe by calling “Force Slay” while attacking the
target. If the target is struck by the weapon attack, and is unable to defend against it, the target falls immediately into their
death count. Rare powerful creatures are less vulnerable to Force Slay. The target may call “Reduced” taking the Force Slay
as 20 damage instead. If the attack misses or is physically blocked without the use of an In Game skill or ability, the Force
Slay will not be used or expended and the character may receive the Force Slay back for reuse after a short rest.
Twin Strike (Target Person) - You may make two consecutive weapon attacks of "Force 30 ‘X’" where ‘X’ is the
damage type you attack with at the time of the Twin Strike. The name of this ability does not have to be called and is treated
similar to the Weapon Proficiency Strike ability for call. Unlike Force Slay, if the attack(s) miss or are physically blocked,
with or without the use of an In Game skill or ability, Twin Strike is still expended. Twin Strike damage is not increased by
effects that improve damage, such as Heightened Strike from Weapon Proficiency or items.
Force Fortitude (Target Self) – This skill allows a character to reduce an effect which would normally place them
into their death count. A character with this skill may call “Force Fortitude” when targeted and struck by a death effect such
as Death Poison, Force Obliterate You, or Deathblow. The character will fall into their bleed count instead of their death
count. This skill may be used when unconscious or while in the bleed count. This effect last 10 seconds and will continue to
protect the user for its duration, if continually attacked with death effects call “Force Fortitude”. This ability does not work
on ‘Dire’ effects.

Fighter Utility Skills
Strength (Utility) - Strength grants static abilities which may be used At Will, as well as Feats of Strength which may be
used once per day per level of Strength.
Feats of Strength - A character may use a Feat of Strength for one of the following options, chosen at the time of use.
● Shield Cripple – Strike a shield with a melee or ranged weapon and call “Shield Cripple”. For the next 10 seconds
the targeted shield becomes useless. While the shield is still worn, all attacks which make contact with the shield act
as if the attacks had made contact with the bearer of the shield. When used with a Heavy Weapon, as defined in
Chapter 4 Rules, Weapons section, this ability gains the ‘Force’ keyword and becomes “Force Shield Cripple”.
● Deathblow - Strike a helpless target in the torso with a weapon you wield and call “Deathblow [type]”. This counts
as a completed killing blow.
● Break Locks - You may call “Feat of Strength” to break a lock on doors and chests instantly, as you kick or rend
them from their frames. At the 5th level of Strength and every 5 levels thereafter you may break +1 levels of locks.
For example a character with Strength level 10 may break a level 1 or level 2 lock. Using this ability immediately
triggers any traps. If the trap damages or affects the character in a way that would prevent the character from
finishing this action, the character fails to destroy the lock.
● Burst Rope/Bonds - You may call “Feat of Strength” to burst rope/bonds or other reasonable mundane restraints. At
Strength level 5 you may also break mundane rope bonds equal to a level 1 lock or Strength level 10 to break
mundane manacles equal to a level 2 lock, and so forth.
● Other Uses – Marshals may choose at times to call for Feats of Strength to be used to move objects or bypass
obstacles.
Static Strength - Static Strength abilities may be used At Will, by placing an empty hand on a target/object and calling
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“Strength #, I ____ (drag you/carry you/close this door/open this door/stop you/push past you, etc.)” Taking damage or using
a skill or item causes a character to immediately release any object they are attempting to hold or move. Rare powerful
monsters may not have this limitation. Remember the Five Rules of Conduct when using this skill. In contests of strength
between two characters, the tie always goes to the defender. So a character is holding a door closed they are considered the
defender. If someone is blocking a hallway, the defender is the one blocking the hallway.
Moving Helpless Characters – A character without Static Strength may use both hands to drag a single person at a slow
walk. At Strength level 1 you may drag two people at a slow walk or carry a person at a regular walk. At Strength level 2
you may carry two people at a regular walk or a person at a run. At Strength level 3 and above you may carry two people at a
run. A character may NEVER carry a person faster than both players are able to move. Strength may not be used to throw
characters regardless of Strength level. You may not use a person as an actual body shield against attacks. If an attack hits a
person you are carrying, both you and the person you carry take the effect(s).
● Holding Closed/Forcing Open a Door - You may hold closed or force open a door with Static Strength. To break
down a door with a lock see Feats of Strength. Also note that if you are holding a door closed and it is hit with a
Repel or Repel You spell, everyone holding the door closed will be affected.
● Blocking/Pushing Past a Character – Static Strength may be used to stop another character from moving past you,
or to push past another person. You CANNOT use Static Strength to pin someone to the ground, force them against
a wall, take their weapons, or drag them with you. Only helpless, unconscious, bleeding/dying, paralyzed, bound,
etc. people may be affected in such ways as listed. Remember to always follow the Five Rules of Conduct when
using these possible options.
● Combining Static Strength - Multiple characters may work together to accomplish one of the uses of Static
Strength. For example, 3 characters with Strength level 2 could join their efforts to hold a door closed for a
combined total of Strength level 6. Each character must be able to place a free hand on the target/object to add
together their Strength levels.
● Other Uses - Marshals may choose to call for Static Strength to move obstacles or defeat challenges, often in
combination with the uses of a Feat of Strength. Characters may also opt to use Strength as a role play aid in various
situations, though this use may be refused.

Vigor (Utility, Target Self) - By focusing on your internal toughness you may use of the Vigor ability once per day per
level, which heals the character to full health and removes any harmful status effects. At the 5th level, and every 5 levels
thereafter, the character instead will gain a single use of Heroism per day which the character can use to restore their health
to full, while also removing any negative status effects which are currently affecting them. Vigor can be used by a 5 count
calling “I Rest 1, I Rest 2, I Rest 3, I Rest 4, I Rest 5 – Vigor /Heroism”. If the character takes damage or uses any skill or
ability during the count, then they must start the count again from the beginning. You do not need a spell packet to use this
effect, and it is not considered magical so is not effected by Negate Magic, but rather represents the character’s ability to
shake off previous attacks.

Rage (Utility, Target Self) – By focusing the angers or inner turmoil a character may have the character will Rage which
grants the character once use per day per level. The character may use Rage to increase damage dealt at the cost of defense
for short periods of time by entering a state of anger and fury. At the 5th level of Rage and every 5 levels thereafter the
character instead will gain a Forceful Assault per day, usable only while raging.
Rage [Stance] – This ‘Stance’ has a duration of 5 minutes and is activated calling “Rage”. When in the Rage stance a
character is unable to use ‘Dodge’ or ‘Parry’ from any source however, gains +1 base damage [Stackable Increase] to all
weapon attacks and all spell attacks from Mystic or Elemental Spellcasting skills. If the character uses a Heavy Weapon, as
defined in Chapter 4 Rules, Weapons section, the weapon damage is +3 base damage [Stackable Increase] instead of +1
base damage. Rage may be chosen to be ended early on a 5 count, “I end Rage 1, I end Rage 2, etc.”
Forceful Assault – This ability allows you to add the ‘Force’ keyword to a single attack, usable once per day for
every 5 levels of Rage. If the attack misses or physically blocked, with or without the use of an In Game skill or ability, the
Force Assault is expended.
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Hunker Down (Utility, Target Self) - Hunker Down may be used to increase defense at the cost of damage for a short
period of time by adopting a defensive stance. Each level of Hunker Down grants the character 1 use of Hunker Down per
day. At the 5th level of Hunker Down and every 5 levels thereafter the character instead will gain a use of Force Fortitude per
day.
Hunker Down [Stance] – This ‘Stance’ has a duration of 5 minutes and is activated calling “Hunker Down”. When
Hunker Down stance a character decreases base damage by 2 with all weapon and spell attacks however, the characters
damage ceiling in improved by -1 point. If the character is using a shield the improved damage ceiling increases to -2 points.
The damage decrease from Hunker Down stance cannot go below the base damage for the weapon type, and the damage
ceiling cannot go below 3. Hunker Down may be chosen to be ended early on a 5 count, “I end Hunker Down 1, I end
Hunker Down 2, etc.”
Force Fortitude – (Target Self) – This skill allows a character to reduce an effect which would normally place them
into their death count. A character with this skill may call “Force Fortitude” when targeted and struck by a death effect such
as Death Poison, Force Obliterate You, or Deathblow. The character will fall into their bleed count instead of their death
count. This skill may be used when unconscious or while in the bleed count. This effect last 10 seconds and will continue to
protect the user for its duration, if continually attacked with death effects call “Force Fortitude”. This ability does not work
on ‘Dire’ effects.
Survivor (Utility) – Survivor shows of the physical dedication an adventurer has to their personal fitness and inner
strength. This skill makes a character hardier and more resistant to death. At 1st level the character is granted an additional +2
minutes to their death count. At 2nd level the character is granted an additional +30 seconds to their bleed count. At 3rd level
the character is granted an additional +1 base health, and only suffers half duration from unconsciousness effects, such as
Knockout, Waylay and Sleep effects. These benefits stack with other similar effects.

Armorsmithing (Utility) - This production skill allows the character to make Oils and Stones that enhance weapons, as
well as craft weapons of superior quality. It is explained further in the section on Production Skills.

Weaponsmithing (Utility) - This production skill allows the character to make Buffs and Polishes that enhance armor,
as well as craft armor of superior quality. It is explained further in the section on Production Skills.
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Rogue
Rogue Combat Skills
Backstab (Combat, Target Self) - This skill grants increased proficiency with all melee and ranged weapons, especially
from behind, allowing the character to do more damage, either in a concentrated flurry of blows or spread out across the day.
A character may trade in their ‘Battle’ uses of Backstab for one of the following options. Note that each ‘Bonus’ use grants
you 1 use of Strike per day.
● Strike - If you take this option you gain 1 Strike per ‘Battle’, only usable from behind. A Backstab Strike allows a
character to attack for either +5 damage for 3 attacks or +10 damage for 1 attack, chosen at the time of the attack.
You do not have to make any special call when using this skill, you may add the increased damage to your normal
damage total. The Strike is used whether the attack hits or misses. If the 3 attack option is taken all 3 attacks must be
used in succession within 10 seconds or the remaining attacks are lost. You may take this option multiple times
however, you may not use more than 1 Strike on any single attack. This is the skill granted by ‘Bonus’ uses in
Backstab. See Attacking from Behind below for more details.
● Heightened Strike - If you take this option, all Backstab Strikes attack for more damage, increased by an additional
+3 damage for the 3 attacks and an additional +6 damage for the 1 attack. A character who took this option twice
would use Backstab Strikes for +11 damage for 3 attacks or +22 damage for 1 attack when attacking from behind.
● +1 Damage - If you take this option you attack for a static +1 base damage with all melee and ranged weapons, from
in front and from behind. This is added to your base weapon damage, which you may attack for At Will, and it
stacks with many other forms of damage. A character who took this option twice would use all melee and ranged
weapons for +2 base damage. Note that the +1 Damage option from Backstab and Weapon Proficiency do not stack
with each other.
● +2 Damage from Behind - If you take this option you attack for a static +2 base damage with all melee and ranged
weapons, only from behind. This is added to your base weapon damage, which you may attack for At Will, and it
stacks many other forms of damage. A character who took this option twice would use all melee and ranged
weapons for +4 base damage when attacking from behind. See Attacking from Behind below for more details.
Example - Berek has Backstab 18, which gives him 4 ‘Battle’ trade in options, and 3 ’Bonus’ Strikes per day. He is using a 1
handed sword for a base of 2 points of damage. He decides that he wants to use 1 of his options for a permanent +1 base
damage, and another one of his options for a permanent +2 base damage from behind, so now he attacks with his 1 handed
sword for 3 base damage, and 5 base damage from behind. He has 2 options left. He uses one option on Heightened Strike.
Now all of his Strikes will be +8/3 attacks and +16/1 attack instead of +5/3 and +10/1. He uses his last option on 1 Strike a
‘Battle’. Now he attacks with his 1 handed sword 3 base damage from the front, 5 base damage from behind, and 1 ‘Battle’
use and 3 ‘Bonus’ uses of Strike which he can attack from behind for 15 normal 3 times, or 21 normal 1 time.
Attacking from Behind - To attack from behind you must be physically behind the target and able to see their
shoulder blades from the start of the swing until it makes contact. You may not reach around a target or over the shoulder to
have an attack count as attacking from behind. Ranged attacks are only required to be behind and able to see their shoulder
blades when you release the attack, not when the attack lands. If the target happens to turn while the ranged attack is in the
air the target still takes full damage.

Dodge (Combat, Target Self) - A character with this skill may call “Dodge” to defend against any single ranged attack,
spell or item that does not include the ‘Force’ keyword. Certain rare or unique abilities cannot be dodged.

Restrain (Combat, Target Person) - A character with this skill may deliver a debilitating blow by calling “Restrain” as the
target is struck by the attack. If the target is struck by the attack, and unable to defend against it, the target must immediately
pin their arms straight down at their sides at waist level for 10 seconds. The target restrained may still use skills, items,
weapons, shields, and spells while restrained however, they must keep the wrists attached to the waistline. During the
duration of Restrain the target may only move their arms for safety reasons.
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Daze (Combat, Target Person) – A character with this skill may deliver a dizzying strike by calling “Daze” as the target is
struck by the attack. If the target is struck by the attack, and unable to defend against it, the target may not use any offensive
skills, items, or abilities for 10 seconds. The target may still run away or use defensive abilities within the duration of Daze.
Repel (Combat, Target Any) – A character with this skill may use powerful forces to push an opponent back by calling
“Repel” as the target is struck by the attack. If the target is struck by the attack, and unable to defend against it, the target
must immediately take 10 quick steps directly away from the attacker. This may require navigating sideways around
obstacles, or through a crowd if necessary. Safety issues or lack of space may prevent the target from taking the full 10 steps
backward. If so, the target will stay at the furthest point of their travel for the duration it would have taken them to take the
10 steps back before proceeding forward again. Repel may be used on a door that is held closed by Static Strength. Also note
that if you are holding a door closed and it is hit with a Repel, everyone holding the door closed will be affected.

Counter Force X / Force Knockout / Knockback (Force Combat, Target Defined) - The pinnacle of Rogue
training are skills that allow a character to either turn an opponent’s own strength or abilities against them, render them
unconscious through a precise and powerful strike to a vulnerable area or Repel them away in a flurry of powerful forces.
You may choose which version of this skill to use at the time of the attack.
Counter Force X (Target Person) - Counter Force X is both a defensive and offensive skill. After blocking or being
struck with any attack from an enemy by an ability or spell that did not use the ‘Force’ keyword, you may call “Counter” as
the defense. You will not be affected by the attack, ability or spell and may use Counter to immediately return a weapon
attack of the ability you just received however, now a ‘Force’ keyword attack. So, for example, if an enemy necromancer
successfully targets the character with an Immobilize You spell, you can immediately call "Counter" and return a weapon
attack as a Force Immobilize You. The attack is not required to be used against the originating target, instead the attack may
be used against any target. The attack must be made within 5 seconds of the blocked/defended attack, ability or spell and you
must call the effect as you attack. Counter may be used against nearly any ability (even thrown poisons or bombs) and is
thematically representative of either pushing a foe's weapon into an unintended target, or using a nearby combatant as a
human shield. This skill is considered used when the defense is called. Missing the attack portion of the skill does not result
in the skill returning at the end of a short rest.
Force Knockout (Target Person) – A character with this skill may render an opponent unconscious by calling “Force
Knockout” while striking the target with a weapon attack. If the target is hit by the attack, and unable to defend against it, the
target is rendered immediately unconscious for a duration of 5 minutes. The target will remain unconscious for the full
duration, even if taking damage, unless the target receives healing such as Grant Wellbeing or Force Restore Your Spirit.
Rare powerful creatures may be less vulnerable to Force Knockout, and may call “Reduced” and take the Force Knockout as
a 10 second Daze effect instead. If the attack misses or is physically blocked using an In Game ability the Force Knockout is
not expended and you get your use back after a short rest.
Knockback (Target Any) – You may make two consecutive weapon attacks of "Force Repel". If the target(s) are
struck with the attack the target(s) must immediately take 10 quick steps directly away from the attacker. This may require
navigating sideways, around obstacles, or through a crowd if necessary. Safety issues or lack of space may prevent the target
from taking the full 10 steps backward. If so, the target will stay at the furthest point of their travel for the duration it would
have taken them to take the 10 steps back before proceeding forward again. Knockback may be used on a door that is held
closed by Static Strength. Also note that if you are holding a door closed and it is hit with a Knockback, everyone holding
the door closed will be affected. The name of this ability does not have to be called and is treated similar to the Repel ability
for call. Unlike Force Knockout, if the attack(s) miss or are physically blocked, with or without the use of an In Game skill
or ability, Knockback is still expended.
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Rogue Utility Skills
Hide (Utility) - A character with this skill may hide from others At Will, blending into available cover and fading from
view on a 5 count “I Hide 1, I Hide 2, etc...” Level 1 Hide allows you to hide at night while wearing a glowing blue
headband. At level 2 you may hide during the day while wearing a blue headband. At level 3 you may hide 1 other conscious
and willing person with you and you gain the ability to perform a Hidden Dash once each day. To hide, a character must
perform the required 5 count and place a blue headband during the day, or a glowing blue headband at night. This headband
must remain visible even after the character is hidden. To hide with another character both must hide within an arm’s reach
of each other, and must both have blue headbands for the day, or glowing headbands at night. Should one of the characters
choose to break Hide, the other character breaks the Hide as well. You cannot use skills or items while hidden, and must
choose to break Hide before doing so.
Hidden Dash - This ability allows you vanish from one hiding spot in order to conceal yourself in another. When
hidden, you may select a valid Hide location within your line of sight, and then call “Hidden Dash”. Immediately go Out Of
Game for a total of a 10 second duration as you travel to the new Hide location, re-entering the hidden state.
Note - That while Hide may remove you from sight, it does not muffle any sounds that you might make while hidden.
You may use the Hide skill in natural environments only, such as the wilderness or natural caverns, but not in a building or
in the middle of a town. Hide is a skill that utilizes natural camouflage. There needs to be enough natural cover to properly
use Hide, generally enough natural cover to cover at least ½ of your body. You may of course crouch or lie down to increase
the cover the environment provides you. This cover rule must be followed and will be enforced, so please do not attempt to
Hide next to a single tree in an open field, or out on an open road.
Role Play Note - Hide requires more of a suspension of disbelief than many other skills in Mythic Realms. Please be
consistent when attempting to find someone who may be hidden/invisible/etc. If your character is inclined to beat the bushes
when someone is hidden, please do so every time someone disappears to show a quirk or character consistency. If your
character is more likely to assume a character you are chasing has gone invisible, then that quirk or consistency used
against bushes for hidden targets may be different for invisible targets.

Dual Wield (Utility) - This skill allows a character to wield two weapons simultaneously. Level 1 Dual Wield allows the
character to use Light or Medium weapons in one hand and a Dagger in the offhand. At level 2 the character may use Light
or Medium weapons in one hand and Light Weapons in the offhand. At level 3 the character may use up to Medium weapons
in each hand equally. When fighting with two weapons, damage must be called for each weapon separately.

Waylay (Utility, Target Person) - A character with this skill has the ability to render a target unconscious by hitting the
target accurately from behind. The attacker must be behind the target and hit the target between the shoulder blades with the
normal striking surface of the weapon and call “Waylay ‘X’”, where ‘X’ is the level of the Waylay skill possessed by the
character. This skill may only be used with a Light Weapon. If the target is hit by the attack, and unable to defend against it,
the target is rendered immediately unconscious for a duration of 10 seconds. There is no limit to the number of times per day
you may use this skill however, you must wait 5 seconds between attempted uses of Waylay. Many monstrous creatures are
immune to Waylay 1, and a few monsters are immune to Waylay 2 however, only a rare few are immune to Waylay 3. A
character who is wearing a helmet is immune to Waylay 1, and may call “No Effect” when struck. At Waylay level 3 the
character is granted +1 level to the level of Waylay immunity. So, for example, a character with Waylay 3 that is also
wearing a helmet would be immune to Waylay 2.

Pick Pocket / Conceal (Utility, Target Any) - This dual skill allows a character to steal small In Game items from
other characters, hide items on their person, find hidden items on others and in the environment at large.
Pick Pocket - A character with this skill may attempt to steal items directly from another character At Will using
traditionally stickers to mark the theft. Items other than stickers, such as clothespins or pieces of Velcro may be used, but
must be approved by a Marshal beforehand while checking in at a logistics. To use this skill successfully, a sticker must be
placed ON the item the thief intends to pick without the owner noticing. Any exposed item may be picked, but only if it is
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logical to do so. For example, armor and weapons (other than daggers) cannot be picked. Items hidden under clothing, etc.,
may not be picked unless the thief can get the sticker under the clothing and onto the item. A sticker may be placed on a
pouch, pocket, etc., but may NOT be placed on the belt holding the item. Items concealed under armor, in boots, or in other
inaccessible areas cannot be picked. If a sticker is placed on a pouch, etc. the thief receives all items within that pouch, etc.
She may NOT pick which items to take and which to leave behind. If the thief places a sticker on a bag with divided areas,
that thief will only take the items in the area of the bag upon which the sticker was placed. If a character successfully places
a sticker on a pouch, pocket, etc. the character may choose to place an item INTO the pouch rather than removing items from
the pouch.
After placing a sticker on the object you intend to pick the thief may then inform the character they have been
picked. The target must surrender the stolen items. The thief may also request a Marshal retrieve the items that have been
picked. The Marshal may choose to refuse. If the Marshal refuses, the thief must inform the target character. A player who
notices a sticker on their equipment before they have been asked to surrender the stolen items may choose to remove the
sticker, thus foiling the attempt. If the sticker has fallen off or been taken off the item by the time the thief/Marshal informs
the target they have been picked, the pick is unsuccessful. If the target notices the pick sticker as it is placed, the target may
immediately announce their awareness of the attempted theft and the pick is unsuccessful. If the pick is successful, the
character must role play that they are unaware of the event of the pick until they would naturally realize that an object is
missing (reaches into pouch to pay for something, etc.).
Conceal - This skill allows a character to conceal items about their person, and find objects and traps hidden on
others and in the world at large. Concealed items are not found in a normal search unless the searching character has a
level of Conceal equal to or greater than that of level of conceal being used.
Items concealed on a person must be kept in a white pouch with the word ‘Conceal’ written on it. This pouch can
be up to 120 cubic inches in size, storing any number of concealed items. One dagger (melee or small thrown) may be
concealed per 3 levels of conceal. An incapacitated or helpless character has their effective level of conceal reduced by 2.
If a character dies and their body disappears, concealed items may be found within their equipment with a regular search.
Concealing an item on your character takes a 5 count “I Conceal 1, I Conceal 2, etc.” or as long as it takes to put the
object into its white pouch, whichever takes longer. Any character witnessing the character placing items into or removing
items from the conceal pouch will know that you have concealed items about your person, but not where you have concealed
the items. An object may be hidden at a lower level of Conceal than the character's maximum if the character wishes to do
so.
Conceal may be used to find concealed items, traps or passages in an area. The concealed items or passages are
generally marked with a large piece of white paper with ‘Conceal #’ indicating the level of conceal needed to notice the
designated area. Characters that discover a concealed object whose level of conceal is equal to or greater than the level of the
concealed object ‘feels a draft’ or other such indication that there is something hidden there, and will know they may search
for something concealed. The character may perform a timed 5 minute search of the area and inform the attending Marshal
of the level of Conceal possessed by the character. At the end of the search the Marshal will advise them of anything they
were able to find. When using Conceal to search for lock traps, the character must perform a full search count on a lock or
chest. Doing this search does not trigger the trap, but if the Conceal level being used is below the traps Conceal level, the
object appears to not be trapped.

Quick Search (Utility, Target Any) - Each level of Quick Search reduces the search time of a full search on a person by 5
seconds, to a minimum of 10 seconds. At the 5th level and every 5 levels thereafter the ‘area search’ time is reduced by 1
minute, to a minimum of 1 minute. This skill cannot be used in conjunction with the ‘Conceal’ skill.

Disguise (Utility, Target Self) - Each level of Disguise grants 1 Resist Mind Control per day and 1 complete Disguise.
Resist Mind Control – A character with this skill may call “Resist” if targeted and struck by a ‘Force’ level or
lower mind influencing spell or effect, such as Fear, Terror, Cause Betrayal, Charm, Enslave, etc. This skill does not work
on Necrether, and may not be applicable against other special mind influencing effects (marshal’s discretion).
Disguise – This skill allows you to create a complete alternate identity. Assuming, dropping or changing disguises
takes a minimum of 30 minutes, as the character removes and applies makeup, changes costuming and swaps out equipment.
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The character is required to have a significantly different appearance when using Disguise, allowing another player to
recognize the difference between personas at a glance and from a distance. A simple change of clothing/equipment is not
sufficient. Player Characters (PCs) are strongly encouraged to make the different disguises significantly different, including
possibility of different race. Once the character is in a disguise no amount of examination, magical or otherwise, will reveal
the subterfuge, though what is said might. If a disguised character is killed, the character will even pass through the Circle of
Life in the same disguise they died in. Take note and be careful not to profess knowledge of secrets held by one of your
personas when you are currently disguised as another.
A character may only be disguised as another PC race unless they have been given Plot/Marshal permission to do
otherwise. No character may disguise himself as a specific, existing character with the exception that they may appear as
recognizably themselves in different PC racial makeup. Every level of Disguise is assigned to a specific persona, which
remains the same. You may reassign one level of Disguise to a new persona per year. This takes place in April when your
membership is paid or renewed.

Alchemy (Utility) - This production skill allows the character to make Potions and Poisons that have varying effects, as
well as weapons designed to deliver poisons. It is explained further in the section on Production Skills.

Tinkering (Utility) - This production skill allows the character to make Bombs, Locks, and Traps. It also allows the
character to use specialized tools to open locks and disarm traps. It is explained further in the section on Production Skills.
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Other Skills
There are many other skills that you as a player may encounter In Game. These skills cannot be purchased by most
characters. To learn more about the possible ways to gain access to these skills, please read the Book of Heroes and Book of
Secrets however, it may be important for you to understand what these skills may do, in case you encounter them In Game.
Assassinate (Class/Monster Ability) - This attack is a melee ability which is delivered by striking from behind with a dagger. If
it is successful, the target immediately falls into their death count. This attack is similar to a ‘Dire’ effect in that defensive
powers and abilities do not protect a character from an “Assassinate” attack unless otherwise explicitly stated. There are
stories however, of powerful magical defenses that can be used to protect against assassination.
Dire (Keyword) – This keyword represents an effect of truly incredible and near unimaginable potency, even greater than
‘Force’ effects. ‘Dire’ is generally used to represent powerful ‘Ritual Magic’ affects, or a powerful near unavoidable attack.
Defensive powers, class abilities and items do not protect a character from a ‘Dire’ attack unless otherwise explicitly stated.
Disappear (Class/Monster Ability) - This ability allows the user to completely vanish from an area and reappear nearby. When
used you will hear the call “Disappear”. As soon as the skill is used the user will go Out Of Game for duration of 10
seconds. During this time the user can go anywhere they can physically get to. The user may not go through walls, wards,
closed doors or other In Game obstacles at a Marshals discretion. The user may return In Game under the effect of either the
Hide skill or the Invisibility spell. For 5 minutes after this skill is used the user is ‘Dazed’, this effect cannot be removed by
normal abilities (‘Grant Wellbeing’, ‘Force Restore Your Spirit’, etc).
Drain Life (Class/Monster Ability) - One of the more terrifying death altering effects known to exist. The death count of the
target of this spell is reduced by 4 minutes (to a minimum of 1 minute). This spell does not stack with itself, and is cast by
incanting, "I Summon Death to Drain Life".
Evade (Class/Monster Ability) - A character/monster with this skill may call “Evade” to defend against any single melee or
ranged attack that does not include the ‘Force’ keyword. Rare or unique abilities that cannot be parried or dodged also cannot
be evaded.
Health Barrier - ‘Health Barriers’ grant temporary health to the character beyond their normal health total, and is lost first
whenever the character is damaged. Receiving health gained from a ‘Health Barrier’ does not count as healing, and ‘Health
Barriers’ cannot be restored through healing effects. A character my only benefit from one ‘Health Barrier’ at a time. If a
character is affected by multiple ‘Health Barriers’, the barrier with the highest remaining value takes effect.
Pierce (Keyword) – This is a combat ability used with melee or ranged attacks. This attack is considered successful if it strikes
any part of the target or anything the target is holding, even weapons or shields. ‘Pierce’ attacks may be defended against
with defensive abilities such as ‘Parry’, ‘Dodge’, ‘Evade’, ‘Sidestep’, etc.
Reflect (Class/Monster Ability) - One of the more unique magical defenses. This spell acts as a defense against any spell that
does not possess the ‘Force’ keyword. When used you will hear the call "Reflect". The original caster of the spell then takes
the effect of the reflected spell. The original caster who received the reflect spell may use any appropriate defense to avoid
the spell. Reflected spells can be re-reflected however, the target remains the same.
Terror (Class/Monster Ability) - When this ability is used the target(s) are filled with abject horror and must flee for 10
seconds, ignoring personal In Game safety (will run through traps, enemies, etc.). For 5 minutes afterwards, the caster of the
spell should be feared by all those affected. Terror is unique as there are no packets used and no general defenses able to be
used against it. Everyone who SEES AND HEARS the user of Terror is affected when the user calls "Terror".
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Chapter 4 - Production Skills
Production Skills allow a character to spend Production Points (PPs), coin, and possible special components at logistics to
create items at the characters production skill level or lower. Craftsmen also have skills beyond the ones represented here, as
makers of mundane arms and armor, mechanical contraptions, or simple charms. They might be scribes, doctors, tavernkeeps, chandlers, and nearly any profession you can imagine. There are no rules behind these abilities and they are not
generally be used for IG benefit, but you are encouraged to bring the physical representations or phys reps of your trade to
events and go through the motions of your work in character to increase game immersion.
Production Points (PP) - PPs represent the time and energy that the character must put into creating items during downtime.
Each level of production skills grants you 2 Production Points (PPs) which can be spent towards the creation of items from
that production skill. Having multiple production skills will give you different pools of PPs for use in creating items from
each of your production skills. All items must be made in a single logistics. PPs cannot be saved up from logistics to
logistics, and must be spent. Any unspent PPs are lost.
Coin and Special Components - Coin costs represents the materials, reagents, and supplies used by any craftsmen in the
creation of their goods, generally represented by large popsicle sticks. If you don’t have the coin to pay for base materials,
you won’t be able to make anything. Static items will also require a separate special component, which may be expensive
and must be acquired In Game.
Consumables - Basic consumable items such as potions, salves and scrolls are single use items that are generally
represented by popsicle sticks, scrolls, rune cards, or other semi disposable physical representations. Producing consumable
items costs 1 PP per level of the item and an amount of coin based on the level. All consumable items require a 5 count or an
incantation to use.
Static Items - Static items have a lasting effect rather than only being one use, and are generally represented by a more
complicated phys rep accompanied by an item card. This category includes plus make weapons and armor, as well as locks.
Producing static items generally costs twice the PP and coin of an equivalent level consumable item, as well as an additional
special component. Note also that any given item/weapon/suit of armor will generally only have a single enhancement, so
you may have to pick between better damage/health and other special abilities.
Duration - Each item created using a production skill only lasts for 6 months however, the creator of an item may choose to
pay twice the listed coin cost to increase the duration to a full year. You do not need to double your special component cost,
if any, to double the duration. All items are valid until the end of the month in which they expire.

Consumables (One Time Use)
Cost

Market Value

(In Copper)

(In Copper)

1

2

2

2

3

Level

PP

1

Static Items (Lasting Affects)
Cost

Market Value

(In Copper)

(In Copper)

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

30

3

-

-

-

20

60

4

8

40 + Component

120 + Component

40

120

5

10

80 + Component

240 + Component

Level

PP

6

1

5

15

3

10

4

4

5

5
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Special Components
Market Value

Name

Used By

Faderoot

+1 Silver Weapons

100
(5 Silver)

Onyx

Suit of Armor (Preservation),
Mage Bracers (Staunching),
Suit of Armor (Staunching)

200
(10 Silver)

Mythril

Suit of Armor (+2 Health),
Suit of Armor (+3 Health),
Weapon (Swift)

400
(1 Gold)

Dragon Dust

Mage Bracers (+2 Arcane Armor),
Mage Bracers (Scroll Storing)

600
(1 Gold, 10 Silver)

Adamantium

Weapon (+1 Damage),
Weapon (Grooved),
Weapon(+1 Damage / Silver)

800
(2 Gold)

Red Ruby Dust

Weapon (+1 Spell Power),
Weapon (Magic)

1000
(2 Gold, 10 Silver)

Prismatic Dust

Ritual Magic & Artificing
(Book of Secrets)

400
(1 Gold)

Prismatic Gem

Ritual Magic & Artificing
(Book of Secrets)

800
(2 Gold)

Philosopher’s Dust

Artificing
(Book of Secrets)

150
(7 Silver, 10 Copper)

Celestial/Tellurian Dust

Artificing
(Book of Secrets)

150
(7 Silver, 10 Copper)
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(In Copper)

Alchemy
Alchemy explores the dual arts of Potions and Poisons. Alchemical items are represented by popsicle sticks, which must be
broken or immediately returned to a Marshal when used. Anyone may use potions, but you must be trained in Alchemy to
use poisons. Anyone can identify any standard alchemical item by examining the popsicle stick. You can be under the effect
of any number of different potions or poisons at one time, but you can only benefit from the effect of one potion at a time of
the same type. You could not, for example, take 2 Potency Potions to increase and double your strength. The use of a second
potion or poison supersedes the first, resetting the effect and its duration.
Cost

Potions

Poisons

Market Value

(In Copper)

(Untrained)

(Trained)

(In Copper)

1

2

Purify Potion

Silence Poison

6

2

2

5

Potency Potion

Disease Poison

15

3

3

10

Wellbeing Potion

Betrayal Poison

30

4

4

20

Evade Potion

Paralyze Poison

60

5

5

40

Heroism Potion

-

120

5

10

80

-

Weapon (Grooved)
(Adamantium)

240 + Component

Level

PP

1

Potions (Untrained) - Potions may be used by any character by going through the motions as if drinking the popsicle stick
on a 5 count “I Drink 1, I Drink 2, etc...” Potions may also be force fed to an incapacitated character on a 5 count “I Force
Feed 1, I Force Feed 2, etc...”
Purify Potion - This potion removes all active poisons and diseases from the imbiber. This potion may also be used
to purify food and drink, and one application is enough to cleanse a single drink and plate of food. This potion does not
inform the user whether there was any poison present, or what type it may have been.
Potency Potion - This potion grants a character an effective +2 to their Strength level for purposes of Static Strength
effects for the next 5 minutes. It also grants the character a single ‘Bonus’ Feat of Strength, also usable within the next 5
minutes.
Wellbeing Potion - This potion acts as the Mystic spell Grant Wellbeing.
Evade Potion - This potion grants a character one ‘Bonus’ Evade to use within the next 5 minutes.
Heroism Potion - This potion acts as the Mystic spell Force Grant Heroism.

Poisons (Trained) - Poisons may only be used by a character trained in Alchemy, and someone else cannot ready/apply the
poison on your behalf. If a character not trained in Alchemy attacks with a poison currently applied to a weapon the poison
will not be used, instead be wasted. Poisons may be used in one of 3 ways.
● Ingested Poison - Poisons may be mixed into food or drink by representing sprinkling the poison into the food/drink
on a 5 count “I Apply 1, I Apply 2, etc...” Poison in food or drink is undetectable by non-magical means. Ingested
poisons may not be defended against with ‘Parry’, ‘Dodge’, ‘Evade’, ‘Sidestep’ or other similar defenses. The
duration on ingested poisons is increased from 10 seconds to 5 minutes. Poisons may be force fed to helpless
characters on a five count “I Force Feed 1, I Force Feed 2, etc...”
● Blade Poison - Poisons may be applied to a weapon by representing applying the poison to a weapon on a 5 count “I
Apply 1, I Apply 2, etc...” The next 2 attacks of the weapon during the next logistics will be called as the poison
name. e.g., if Paralyze Poison is applied, the next 2 attacks with the weapon will call “Paralyze Poison” this counts
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●

as a melee or ranged attack, and may be defended against normally. A weapon may only have one poison on it at a
time, and any new poison applied will supersede the first. Anyone may examine a weapon in their hand to determine
what poison, if any, is currently on it.
Thrown Gas - Poisons may be thrown as a gas representing fidgeting with the popsicle stick on a 5 count “I Ready
1, I Ready 2, etc...” then immediately throwing a spell packet and calling the name of the poison, e.g., “Disease
Poison”. This is a spell packet effect and as such it is successful if it impacts your person or any of your worn or
carried equipment.

Silence Poison - This poison makes the target unable to speak, cast spells, use items with an activation phrase, or use
other abilities that require speech for 10 seconds. The target may still make OOG calls such as calling damage, using innate
abilities or using abilities such as defenses without an IG activation. e.g., ‘Parry’ or ‘Dodge’.
Disease Poison - This poison makes the target unable to move any faster than a slow walk for 10 seconds. Additionally,
the character’s maximum health is reduced by half (round down) for the duration of 1 logistics or until the disease is cured.
Cause Betrayal Poison - This poison acts as the Necromancy spell Cause Betrayal. It is not a necromantic effect.
Paralyze Poison - This poison acts as the Necromancy spell Immobilize you. It is not a necromantic effect.
Weapon (Grooved) (Static Item, Trained) - Gain the ability to store a readied 'Poison' for later use. This allows each swing of
the 'Poison' to be used at a time of the wielder’s choosing, rather than just for the NEXT swings. Upon storing the 'Poison',
you must give it to a marshal, and the marshal must be told that the 'Poison' has been stored for later use. No more than 1
'Poison' may be stored at one time. While a 'Poison' is stored, the 'Identify' spell or the 'Mundane Identification Skill' will
reveal the properties of the stored 'Poison'. Special Component: Adamantium

Rare Poisons (Trained) - Some poisons are not creatable through conventional alchemy however, may still be
encountered in play. Many of these poisons are considered illegal in most lands. Details on crafting these poisons is found in
‘The Book of Secrets’.
Blood Poison - The target of this poison immediately falls into their bleed count.
Death Poison - The target of this poison immediately falls into their death count.
Drain Life Poison – The target of this poison has their death count reduced by 4 minutes, to a minimum of 1
minute. This effect does not stack with itself, and has no effect if you are below 1 minute in your death count.
Force Drako Venom (Necromancy) - The target of this poison immediately falls into their death count. The death
count is reduced to 1 minute.
Force Necrether (Necromancy) - The target of this poison no longer retains their free will, becoming slavishly
devoted to the user for 10 minutes. When a target is under the effects of Force Necrether the target will immediately attempt
to support the endeavors of the user, attacking those the user was attacking, defending the user against attack or aiding in the
user’s escape. The target will obey any and all commands given by the user to the ultimate best of their ability, though the
target will not follow an order to spend skill points or perform actions that break the Five Rules of Conduct.
Keep in mind that the target does not become a mindless drone when under the effect of Force Necrether, but rather
will use all their cunning and guile in the service of the user, as they are slavishly devoted to the user. In combat situations a
necrethered character will fight to the ultimate best of their ability, and use skills as dictated by the user. The user however,
must be sure to make their intent clear when issuing commands as it is not the responsibility of the character to interpret
vague or unclear orders. The necrethered character will not attack the caster unless directed to do so. The character will
reveal any and all secret information they possess, but will not reveal information held under the Disguise skill unless
directly ordered to do so.
While necrethered target will not hold any knowledge the character would normally have, they are a vessel for the
will of the user. By default the character will not remember any of their time under Force Necrether, or even that the poison
was used on them, unless the user chooses to order them to remember. The user may not modify or alter the memories, nor
order the target to remember specific moments of the time necrethered. The user must choose to have the target remember all
of the experience while necrethered or nothing.
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Armorsmithing
Armorsmithing creates short duration Polishes, long duration Buffs, and even improved Suits of Armor. Buffs and Polishes
are used on a 5 count “I Apply 1, I Apply 2, etc...” and are represented by popsicle sticks, which must be broken or
immediately returned to a Marshal when used. Static items are represented by an appropriate armor phys rep which must be
accompanied by an item card. Base armor will only have one permanent enhancement on it. A character may only benefit
from Armorsmithing items if the character is wearing actual armor, not the Arcane Armor skill. A character can benefit from
any number of different polishes and buffs at any one time, but you can only benefit from the effect of one polish or buff of
the same type at any one time. For example, a character cannot use a +1 Armor Buff and a +3 Armor Buff for a total of +4.
The use of the second polish or buff supersedes the first, resetting the effect and its duration.
Cost

Polishes & Buffs

Polishes & Buffs

Market Value

(In Copper)

(Untrained)

(Trained)

(In Copper)

1

2

Fortification Buff

Armor Buff +1

6

2

2

5

Dodge Polish

Shadow Polish

15

3

3

10

Armor Buff +3

Chameleon Polish

30

4

4

20

-

Evade Polish

60

4

8

40

Suit of Armor (+2 Health)
(Mythril)

-

120 + Component

5

10

80

Suit of Armor (Preservation)
(Onyx)

Suit of Armor (+3 Health)
(Mythril)

240 + Component

Level

PP

1

Buffs – Buffs are applied to armor representing buffing the targets armor on a 5 count “I Apply 1, I Apply 2, etc...” Buffs
have a duration of an entire logistics.
Fortification Buff (Untrained) - This buff allows the wearer of the armor to call “Resist” against the next
“Deathblow” used against them.
Armor Buff +1 (Trained) - This buff temporarily transforms the targeted armor into Suit of Armor (+1 Health) [Gear
Increase] for the logistics. This supersedes any improved health the armor normally may grant, and may be used in
combination with armor that grants special abilities.
Armor Buff +3 (Untrained) - This buff temporarily transforms the targeted armor into Suit of Armor (+3 Health)
[Gear Increase] for the logistics. This supersedes any improved health the armor normally may grant, and may be used in
combination with armor that grants special abilities.

Polishes – Polishes are applied to armor representing running the popsicle stick along the armor on a 5 count “I Apply 1, I
Apply 2, etc...” Polishes have a duration of 5 minutes.
Dodge Polish (Untrained) - This polish grants the wearer of the armor one ‘Bonus’ Dodge.
Shadow Polish (Trained) - This polish allows the wearer of the armor to use the Damage Ceiling of the armor against
‘Drain’, ‘Pass’, and ‘Siphon’ damaging attacks.
Chameleon Polish (Trained) - This polish allows the wearer of the armor to use the Hide level 2 skill for 5 minutes.
Evade Polish (Trained) - This polish grants the wearer of the armor one ‘Bonus’ Evade.
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Suit of Armor (+2 Health) (Static Item, Untrained) - This armor grants +2 maximum health [Gear Increase] to the wearer at all
times. Special Component: Mythril
Suit of Armor (+3 Health) (Static Item, Trained) - This armor grants +3 maximum health [Gear Increase] to the wearer at all
times. Special Component: Mythril
Suit of Armor (Preservation) (Static Item, Untrained) - This armor grants the wearer +30 seconds to the wearer bleed count.
Special Component: Onyx
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Medicine
Medicine is a unique production skill in that it allows the character to produce untrained use Salves however, does not
produce any trained items. Instead of producing trained items Medicine allows the character to use medical skills such as
“First Aid” and “Examination” to better understand flesh and blood anatomy.
Cost

Salves

Market Value

(In Copper)

(Untrained)

(In Copper)

1

2

First Aid Salve

6

First Aid / Status

2

2

5

Vitality 5 Salve

15

Faster First Aid

3

3

10

Grant Wellbeing Salve

30

Examination

4

4

20

Raise Dead Salve

60

Disease Resistant

5

10

80

Mage Bracers (Staunching) /
Suit of Armor (Staunching)
(Onyx)

240 + Component

Improvised Grant Wellbeing

Level

PP

1

Trained Skills

Salves (Untrained) – Salves are used on the injured and infirmed. Salves are applied on a 5 count “I Apply 1, I Apply 2,
etc...” and are represented by popsicle sticks, which must be broken or immediately returned to a Marshal when used.
First Aid Salve - This salve restores a character in their bleed count to 1 health, pausing their bleed count as the
salve is applied, as the first aid skill in Medicine.
Vitality 5 Salve - This salve acts as the Mystic spell Grant Vitality 5.
Wellbeing Salve - This salve acts as the Mystic spell Grant Wellbeing.
Raise Dead Salve - This salve restores nearly any target to full health, curing status effects, raising targets from their
bleed count or death count, even the undead and demons are affected by this salve. While this salve is applied the targets
bleed/death count is paused.
Suit of Armor / Mage Bracers (Staunching) (Static Item, Untrained) – This item can be created as either Improved Armor or
Improved Arcane Armor Bracers. This item grants the wearer +2 minutes to their death count. Special Component: Onyx

Medical Skills – These are active use abilities that adventuring characters are highly likely to use in the field. Like all
craftsmen medics may also have other healing skills beyond what’s represented here. The scope of In Game play is so fast
paced that most healing takes place in the few moments that magic would require rather than the days, weeks or months that
most natural healing would take. As such medics have no base ability to restore hit points during game time.
First Aid (Medicine 1) – You may restore a character from their bleed count to 1 health on a 10 count “I First Aid 1,
I First Aid 2, I First Aid 3…etc.” The medic must be touching the target to perform First Aid. Beginning the First Aid 10
count pauses the targets bleed count while First Aid is performed however, the bleed count will resume if First Aid is
interrupted. First Aid may be interrupted if either the medic or the target moves, or if the medic takes damage or uses another
skill. Medics are encouraged to phys rep bandaging the patient during their count.
Status (Medicine 1) – This ability allows the medic to immediately discern the status of another character. The medic
simply needs to touch the target and call “Status”. The target will quickly respond with one of the following status affects.
● Unharmed - Indicates that the target is conscious and at full health.
● Injured - Indicates that the target is conscious but at less than full health.
● Unconscious - Indicates that the target is unconscious but not in their bleed count or death count.
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● Bleeding - Indicates that the target is in their bleed count, but not how much time is left.
● Dying - Indicates that the target is in their death count, but not how much time is left.
● Obliterated/Final Corpse - Indicates that the target is a Final Corpse and cannot be revived.
Faster First Aid (Medicine 2) – First Aid now only requires a 5 count.
Examination (Medicine 3) – This ability may be used by touching the target and calling “Examination” then
performing a 30 second count, during which the medic must role play examining the target. At the end of the 30 second
count the medic may discover any or all of the following information.
● Information as if Status was used.
● Current and maximum health.
● Current level of Strength.
● Any potions, poisons, diseases, spells, or spell-like abilities in effect on the target.
● Time left on bleed count or death count, if applicable.
● The cause of wounds currently being suffered, if applicable.
● Precise cause of death, if applicable.
● Other information at a Marshal discretion.
Disease Resistant (Medicine 4) – The medic automatically removes any normal diseases from themselves at the end of
a short rest.
Improvised Grant Wellbeing (Medicine 5) – At this level the medic’s mastery of his art grants him the miraculous
ability to restore themselves or target to perfect health in only a few moments once per day by using improvised tools and
ingredients to replicate the effect of a Grant Wellbeing Salve. The medic using this ability in the same manner as applying a
normal Salve. This is not a magical effect.
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Runecrafting
Runecrafting creates powerful Runes that create or enhance spells, as well as magic weapons and armor designed for spell
casters. Runes are used on a 5 count “I Ready 1, I Ready 2, etc...” and are represented by business card size pieces of paper,
which must be torn or immediately returned to a Marshal when used. Static items are represented by an appropriate weapon
or bracer phys rep which must be accompanied by an item card. A target may benefit from any number of different runes at
any one time, but the target can only benefit from the effect of one rune of the same type at any one time. For example a
character cannot use a Rune of Power +1 and a Rune of Power +1 for a total of +2. The use of the second Rune supersedes
the first, resetting the effect and its duration.
Cost

Runes

Runes

Market Value

(In Copper)

(Untrained)

(Trained)

(In Copper)

1

2

Rune of Arcane Defense +1

Rune of Power +1

6

2

2

5

Rune of Elemental Sheath +5,
Rune of Empower Spell +5

Rune of [Element] 5

15

3

3

10

Rune of Power +2

Rune of Phase,
Rune of Transcend the Physical

30

4

4

20

Rune of Create/Destroy Ward

Rune of Energy

60

5

10

80

Weapon (+1 Spell Power)
(Red Ruby Dust)

Mage Bracers (+2 Arcane
Armor)
(Dragon Dust)

240 + Component

Level

PP

1

Runes - Runes are used on a 5 count “I Ready 1, I Ready 2, etc...” and are represented by business card size pieces of
paper, which must be torn or immediately returned to a Marshal when used.
Arcane Defense +1 (Untrained) – This rune grants an unarmored character level 1 Arcane Armor (if they do not
already possess the skill) and an additional +1 maximum health [Gear Increase]. The +1 maximum health does not stack with
the maximum health granted by improved Arcane Armor Bracers. This effect last for a logistics.
Rune of Power +1 (Trained) – This rune grants +1 damage/ healing [Stackable Increase] to the Elemental and Mystic
Spellcasting skills for 5 minutes.
Rune of Element Sheath +5 (Untrained) - This rune acts as the Arcane spell Elemental Sheath +5.
Rune of Empower Spell +5 (Untrained) – This rune acts as the Arcane spell Empower Spell +5.
Rune of [Element] 5 (Trained) – This rune is used to unleash 3 packets of “Freeze You 5”, “Burn You 5”, “Shock
You 5”, or “Stone You 5”. The element is chosen when the rune is created. Each spell packet must be thrown individually
and in quick succession.
Rune of Power +2 (Untrained) – This rune grants +2 damage/healing [Stackable Increase] with the Elemental and
Mystic Spellcasting skills for 5 minutes.
Rune of Phase (Trained) - This rune acts as the Arcane spell Phase.
Rune of Transcend the Physical (Trained) – This rune acts as the Arcane spell Transcend the Physical.
Rune of Create/Destroy Ward (Untrained) – This rune can be used either to create or destroy a Ward. Wards are
powerful magical shields around permanent structures which protect those inside from nearly all attacks. Certain rare or
unique abilities, such as Terror and Gypsy Curse, may pass through a ward however, any other person, spell, weapon or
other physical object may not. A spirit may pass out of a Ward on its way back to the Circle of Life, but may not pass into a
Ward unless the Circle of Life is on the inside of the Ward. Upon using this Rune, the user must provide phys reps for the
Ward keys.
• Creating a Ward - To create a ward the user must use a rope/ribbon no more than 500 feet in length to
completely encircle a structure at waist height. One opening door or window must be chosen when the Ward
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is created and all other entrances and exits are then considered sealed and impassable. The doorway must be
a natural opening used for exiting the tent or building, or a good-faith approximation of a standard-sized
door. This opening must have a section of blue rope/ribbon that may be raised and lowered as the entrance is
opened or closed. The used Rune of Create/Destroy Ward must be numbered and signed by the character
that used it and by a Marshal. The first Ward that a character creates during a weekender would be
numbered ‘[Player Name] Ward [Ward Number]’ (i.e., ‘James B Ward 1’). This card must then be attached
to the doorway.
• Ward Keys/Keyed People - Creating a Ward also creates two physical keys or keyed people. Physical keys
are popsicle sticks that are signed, dated and numbered with the number of the ward card by the user and
signed by a Marshal. Alternatively, a person may be keyed to the ward. In this case the name of the person
must be written on the used ward card which is attached to the doorway.
• Opening/Closing a Ward - A keyed person or anyone with the correct Ward key may open or close the
Ward by touching the correct ward key and calling “Ward Open” or “Ward Seal”. The character must raise
or lower the rope/ribbon across the doorway in this process. The character must be within five feet of the
opening to “Ward Open” or “Ward Seal” a Ward. If an item or creature is standing in the doorway when the
Ward is sealed, whomever is sealing the Ward will choose whether the item/creature is pushed into or out of
the structure.
• Destroying a Ward - The second use of Rune of Create/Destroy may destroy a normal Ward. The user must
touch the Ward and perform a 30 count, "I Destroy Ward 1, I Destroy Ward 2... I Destroy Ward 30”. At the
end of the 30 count the ward will be destroyed. This will destroy a normal Ward completely regardless of
how many Create Ward Runes were used to create it. All ward keys and ward cards that were used for the
destroyed ward must be turned into a Marshal.
• Creating Larger Wards - If another Create Ward Rune is used within a 30 count of the original Ward, a
second ‘Doorway’ may be designated. That ‘Doorway’ must have its own rune cards and keys. Alternately,
the second ward rune may also be used to increase the length of the rope used to create the Ward by 500
feet. Unlimited ward runes may be used in this fashion to add more ‘Doorways’ or lengthen the length of the
rope, as long as each additional Rune is used within a 30 count from the completion of the prior Rune.
Rune of Energy (Trained) – This rune makes At Will spellcasting from Elemental and Mystic Spellcasting 2 spell
packets instead of 1 for a duration of 5 minutes.

Weapon (+1 Spell Power) (Static Item, Untrained) - This improved weapon grants +1 damage/healing [Gear Increase] to the
Elemental and Mystic Spellcasting skills when wielded. Special Component: Red Ruby Dust.
Mage Bracers (+2 Arcane Armor) (Static Item, Trained) – These Improved Bracers grant +2 maximum health [Gear
Increase] to a character who is currently benefiting from Arcane Armor. This item takes up a character’s ‘Armor Slot’,
preventing the character from benefiting from other items which would take the character’s ‘Armor Slot’. Special
Component: Dragon Dust.
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Scrollmaking
Scrollmaking creates Scrolls that replicate spells, as well as Mage Bracers that aid in the use of scrolls. Scrolls are
represented by 3x5 inch sheets of paper with the incant and spell name printed the scroll, which must be torn or immediately
returned to a Marshal when used. Static items are represented by an appropriate bracer phys rep which must be accompanied
by an item card. Scrolls are different from other consumable items in that using them does not require a ‘5 Count’. Instead,
scrolls are used by reading the incant and spell name from the scroll as if the character were casting a magical spell. e.g. “I
Summon Scroll to Grant Parry”. Unlike other consumable items, there must be sufficient light to read the incant and the spell
name must be actually read directly from the scroll.
Cost

Scrolls

Scrolls

Market Value

(In Copper)

(Untrained)

(Trained)

(In Copper)

1

2

Scroll of Heal 5 / Drain 5 / Cleanse 5

Scroll of Make A Record

6

2

2

5

Scroll of Truevision 5,
Scroll of Identify

Scroll of Grant Dodge,
Scroll of Grant Parry

15

3

3

10

Scroll of Grant Wellbeing,
Scroll of Shadowform

Scroll of Grant Remembrance

30

4

4

20

Scroll of Identify Ritual

Scroll of Invisibility 5,
Scroll of Negate Ethereal

60

5

5

40

Scroll of Force Restore Your Spirit,
Scroll of Force Obliterate You

-

120

5

10

80

-

Mage Bracers (Scroll Storing)
(Dragon Dust)

240 + Component

Level

PP

1

Scrolls – Scrolls are represented by 3x5 inch sheets of paper with the incant and spell name printed the scroll, which must
be torn or immediately returned to a Marshal when used. Unlike other consumable items, there must be sufficient light to
read the incant and the spell name must be actually read directly from the scroll.
Scroll of Heal/Cleanse 5 (Untrained) – This scroll invokes a single packet of Heal 5 or Cleanse 5, chosen when the
scroll is created.
Scroll of Drain 5 (Untrained, Necromancy) - This scroll invokes a single packet of Drain 5.
Scroll of Make a Record (Trained) – This scroll invokes a spell which allows the caster to use an OOG camera to
take one photo, record 30 seconds of video, or alternatively to use a device to record up to 5 minutes of audio. If the media
device is visible while this spell is active, then it is apparent that the caster is using the Make a Record spell. An alternate use
of this spell is to trigger a pre-existing record in order to view the record or show it to others. The recorded media may be
displayed only by the original caster. The record may not be erased by conventional means.
Scroll of Truevision 5 (Untrained) - This scroll invokes the Mystic spell Truevision 5.
Scroll of Identify (Untrained) – This scroll invokes the Mystic spell Identify.
Scroll of Grant Dodge (Trained) – This scroll invokes the Arcane spell Grant Dodge.
Scroll of Grant Parry (Trained) – This scroll invokes the Arcane spell Grant Parry.
Scroll of Grant Wellbeing (Untrained) - This scroll invokes the Mystic spell Grant Wellbeing.
Scroll of Shadowform (Untrained, Necromancy) - This scroll invokes the Mystic spell Shadowform.
Scroll of Grant Remembrance (Trained) – This scroll invokes a spell which encourages memory after death. If the
target of this spell dies within the next logistics and draws marbles from the ‘Marble Bag’ the character the scroll was used
on will replace up to 3 white marbles from the bag with 3 blue marbles before drawing. This also prevents a character from
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losing their memory of events which occur while they are Force Enslaved, although memory is still lost due to Force
Necrether.
Scroll of Identify Ritual (Untrained) - This scroll invokes the Mystic spell Identify Ritual.
Scroll of Invisibility 5 (Trained) – This scroll invokes the Arcane spell Invisibility 5.
Scroll of Negate Ethereal (Trained) - This scroll invokes the Arcane spell Negate Ethereal.
Scroll of Force Restore Your Spirit (Untrained) - This scroll invokes the Mystic spell Force Restore Your Spirit.
Scroll of Force Obliterate You (Untrained, Necromancy) - This scroll invokes the Mystic spell Force Obliterate You.
Mage Bracers (Scroll Storing) (Static Item, Trained) – Gain the ability to store a readied 'Scroll' for later use. At any point
within the same logistics, you may call “Activate I Summon (Scroll X)”. Upon storing the 'Scroll', you must give it to a
marshal, and the marshal must be told that the 'Scroll' has been stored for later use. No more than 1 'Scroll' may be stored at
one time. While a 'Scroll' is stored, the 'Identify' spell or the 'Mundane Identification Skill' will reveal the properties of the
stored 'Scroll'. This item takes up a character’s ‘Armor Slot’, preventing the character from benefiting from other items
which would take the character’s ‘Armor Slot’. Special Component: Dragon Dust
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Tinkering
Tinkers produce Bombs, create, set up and unlock Locks and Bars, as well as create, set up and disarm Traps. Bombs are
used on a 5 count “I Ready 1, I Ready 2, etc...” followed by throwing a spell packet and calling the name of the bomb, and
are represented by popsicle sticks, which must be broken or immediately returned to a Marshal when used. Traps have a
variety of phys reps based on the trap type. Locks and Bars are represented by clothes pins. Static items are represented by
an appropriate phys rep which must be accompanied by an item card. The character may be under the effect of any number
of bombs at any one time, but only one bomb of the same type at any one time. The use of a second bomb supersedes the
first, resetting the effect and its duration.
Cost

Locks

Traps & Tools

Bombs

Market Value

(In Copper)

(Untrained)

(Untrained)

(Trained)

(In Copper)

1

2

Lock (Level 1)

Door Bar (Level 1)

Freeze Your [Limb] Bomb

6

2

2

5

Lock (Level 2)

Tripwire Trap,
Novice Lock Trap

Acid 5 Bomb

15

3

3

10

Lock (Level 3)

Novice Manacles

Trip Bomb

30

4

4

20

Lock (Level 4)

Spike Plate Trap

Daze Bomb

60

5

5

40

Lock (Level 5)

Poison Lock Trap

Knockout Bomb

80

Level

PP

1

Locks & Tools (Static Item, Untrained) - Locks are inexpensive static items represented by wooden clothes pins, with
the level of the lock on one side and a unique lock ID number on the other. An item card must be produced and stored
(usually taped up in a bag) near the lock. Keys are represented by popsicle sticks with the lock ID number written on one
side. A newly created lock includes 6 keys. Locks may be locked or unlocked on a 5 count “I Lock/Unlock 1, I Lock/Unlock
2, etc...” A lock may have one lock trap installed at a time. The trap item card must be located with the bar item card.
Door Bar - Door Bars are inexpensive Static Items represented by wooden clothes pins. An item card must be
produced and stored (usually taped up in a bag) near the bar. A Door Bar may be picked, installed, uninstalled, or forced
open with Strength equal to a Level 1 Lock. Door Bars may only be installed on a door, do not have keys, and may be
opened or closed by anyone on the inside of the door on a 5 count “I Bar/Unbar 1, I Bar/Unbar 2, etc...” A bar may have one
lock trap installed at a time. The trap item card must be located with the bar item card.
Novice Manacles – Novice Manacles are used to restrain a character in a chosen fashion, typically binding the
targets wrists to keep them from the ability to attack however, other methods may be used provided the method follows the
Five Rules of Conduct. Novice Manacles are constructed with level 2 locks built in, requiring Strength 10 and a Feat of
Strength to escape from. All manacles render the character wearing them 'Helpless'. The wearer may speak, use skills, and
move within the confines of the manacles, but they are vulnerable to ‘Killing Blow’ and ‘Deathblow’ as they are considered
‘Helpless’ similar to unconsciousness. Manacles may not have a Trap built into them.
Picking/Installing/Uninstalling Locks & Bars - In order to pick, install, or uninstall a lock or bar the Tinker must
have a physical set of Tinkering Tools (such as elaborate lock picks or a simple set of metal files) that must be touched to the
lock/bar for the duration of the action. If the Tinkering Tools are taken or otherwise unavailable, the character will be unable
to disarm traps, pick, install or uninstall locks. A Tinker may pick locks equal to their level of Tinker in 1 minute per level of
lock, either open or closed. While picking a lock, the Tinker must read the available item cards to see if there were any traps
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that may be triggered by the picking attempt. If the trap damages or affects the character in a way that would prevent the
character from finishing this action, the character fails to pick the lock. A Tinker may install a lock they could pick in a door
or chest in 5 minutes, or uninstall one in 10 minutes (destroying the lock in the process). The lock must currently be
unlocked to be installed or uninstalled.

Traps (Untrained) - There are three types of traps, Trip Wires, Spike Plates, and Lock Traps.

These traps deal ‘Normal’
‘Force’ damage, which bypasses damage ceiling and requires a ‘Sidestep’ to defend against. Traps in locks and chest are
often hidden by the ‘Conceal’ skill. Anyone may set up a trap, which requires a minimum of 60 seconds to setup, but
disarming a trap requires locating it and possessing the ‘Disarming Traps’ skill. A character must provide their own phys
reps when creating traps. Traps may be concealed by debris or other objects, but doing so may mean the trap is sprung
unnoticed, as the sounds of leaves or other debris put over your Spike Plate trap could mask the sound of the trap not alerting
the affected targets to the effects of the triggered trap. Characters choosing to conceal traps in this manner must accept this
possibility. To allow the game to run smoothly, please avoid calling holds for traps. Note, that there may be traps, other than
the examples given, which will generally be placed on locks and doorways and have large item cards identifying their
function.
Trip Wire Trap – This trap consists of a series of bells attached to a string which is anchored between two points in
a narrow area. The trap must be strung loosely for safety purposes and must be located between 6 to 18 inches off the
ground. The string must be no longer than 5 feet. A character that runs into the string will cause the trap to ring. The bells
produce a loud noise which allows others to identify that a trap has been sprung. The target that came into contact with the
trap immediately will take ‘Force 20 Normal’ points of damage. A Trip Wire trap is destroyed once triggered.
Spike Plate Trap – This trap is triggered by placing pressure on the surface of the trap. The trap consists of a piece
of bubble wrap or similarly safe but noisy material no less than 6x24 inches in size. The surface must be safely secured in
place to prevent sliding or any other possible safety issues. A Spike Plate trap must be marked with a proper large item card
so that it is clearly identifiable. A character that steps on or comes into contact with the trap will cause the trap to pop,
crunch or make other noise. The trap produces a loud noise which allows others to identify that a trap has been sprung. The
target that came into contact with the trap immediately will take ‘Force 40 Normal’ points of damage. A Spike Plate trap is
destroyed once triggered.
Novice Lock Trap - A Novice Lock Trap is represented by an item card attached to a lock item card. Unlike other
traps, this trap type is undetectable unless you have Conceal level 1. The Lock Trap is triggered thru attempting to burst or
pick open a lock, which the trap is attached, without first disarming the trap. Once triggered, a Lock Trap immediately deals
‘Force 20 Normal’ points of damage. A Lock Trap is destroyed once triggered.
Poison Lock Trap - A Poison Lock Trap is represented by an item card attached to a lock item card. Unlike other
traps, this trap type is undetectable unless you have Conceal level 3. The Poison Lock Trap is triggered thru attempting to
burst or pick open a lock, which the trap is attached, without first disarming the trap. Once triggered, a Poison Lock Trap
immediately delivers the effect of a specific poison (listed on the large item card) to the character who attempted to open the
lock. This poison is delivered as if it had been ingested (refer to ingesting poisons in Alchemy). A Poison Lock Trap is
destroyed once triggered. Special Component: Chosen Poison

Disarming Traps Skill
At the first level of Tinkering, a character gains access to the ‘Disarming Traps’ skill. The character using this skill must
first locate the trap. This is done by finding the physical trap (trip wire / spike trap), or by using the ‘Conceal’ skill when
performing a standard search (60 seconds) of a lock / chest. Once the Tinker has located the trap, they can disarm the trap on
a 60 count. The character must use a physical set of Tinkering Tools (such as elaborate lock picks or a simple set of metal
files) that must be touched to the trap for the duration of the disarm attempt. If the Tinkering Tools are taken or otherwise
unavailable, the character will be unable to disarm traps. After disarming a trap, the trap is destroyed.
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Bombs (Trained) - Bombs are represented by popsicle sticks, which must be broken or immediately returned to a Marshal
when used. Using a bomb requires a 5 count “I Prime 1, I Prime 2, etc...” after which the user may throw a spell packet and
call the effect name. e.g. “Knockdown Bomb”. As a spell packet type effect bombs are effective even if they impact the
targets equipment.
Freeze Your [Limb] Bomb – This bomb replicates the Arcane spell Freeze Your Limb.
Acid 5 Bomb – This bomb is thrown as a ‘Mass Packet’ effect. The user may throw up to 10 packets in a single
throw and call “Acid 5 Bomb”. Each target which is struck by at least one packet takes 5 points of ‘Acid’ damage. There is
no additional effect if the target is struck by more than one packet.
Trip Bomb - This bomb replicates the Fighter Combat Skill Trip.
Daze Bomb - This bomb replicates the Rogue Combat Skill Daze.
Knockout Bomb - This bomb replicates the Rogue Force Combat Skill Force Knockout, except that it is not a
‘Force’ effect.
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Weaponsmithing
Weaponsmithing produces short duration Stones, long duration Oils, and improved weapons. Stones and Oils are used on a 5
count “I Apply 1, I Apply 2, etc...” and are represented by popsicle sticks, which must be broken or immediately returned to
a Marshal when used. Static items are represented by an appropriate weapon phys rep which must be accompanied by an
item card. Base weapons may only have one permanent enhancement on it. Characters with claws will benefit fully from
Oils and Stones. A character may benefit from any number of oils and stones at any one time however, you only benefit
from the effect of one oil or stone of the same type at any one time. For example, you cannot use a Sharpening Stone +1 and
a Sharpening Stone +2 for a total of +3. The use of the second oil or stone supersedes the first, resetting the effect and its
duration. Stones have a duration of 5 minutes, while Oils have a duration of a logistics.
Cost

Stones & Oils

Stones & Oils

Market Value

(In Copper)

(Untrained)

(Trained)

(In Copper)

1

2

Silversheen Oil

Sharpening Stone +1

6

2

2

5

Parry Stone

Ambush Stone +2

15

3

3

10

Sharpening Stone +2

Defender Stone

30

4

4

20

Magicsheen Oil

-

60

4

8

40

-

Weapon (Swift)
(Mythril)

120

5

10

80

Weapon (+1 Damage)
(Adamantium)

Weapon (+1 Damage / Silver)
(Adamantium + Faderoot)

240 + Component

Level

PP

1

Stones & Oils - Stones and Oils are used on a 5 count “I Apply 1, I Apply 2, etc...” and are represented by popsicle
sticks, which must be broken or immediately returned to a Marshal when used. Stones have a duration of 5 minutes, while
Oils have a duration of a logistics.
Silversheen Oil (Untrained) - This oil changes the ‘Damage Type’ of a weapon to ‘Silver’ for a logistics.
Sharpening Stone +1 (Trained) - This stone increases the weapons base damage by +1 [Stackable Increase] for a
duration of 5 minutes.
Parry Stone (Untrained) - This stone grants the wielder of the weapon one ‘Bonus’ Parry that must be used within the
next 5 minutes.
Ambush Stone +2 (Trained) - This stone grants the wielder of the weapon +2 [Stackable Increase] backstab damage
as the Rogue skill Backstab for a duration of 5 minutes.
Sharpening Stone +2 (Untrained) - This stone increases the weapons base damage by +2 [Stackable Increase] for a
duration of 5 minutes.
Defender Stone (Trained) - This stone grants the wielder of the weapon one ‘Bonus’ Defend that must be used within
the next 5 minutes.
Magicsheen Oil (Untrained) - This oil changes the ‘Damage Type’ of a weapon to ‘Magic’ for a logistics.
Weapon (+1 Damage) (Static Item, Untrained) -The improved weapon increases damage by +1 [Gear Increase]. Special
Component: Adamantium
Weapon (Swift) (Static Item, Trained) - This improved weapon grants its wielder one ‘Bonus’ Parry per day. Special
Component: Mythril
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Weapon (+1 Damage / Silver) (Static Item, Trained) - This improved weapon increases damage by +1 [Gear Increase] and
changes the ‘Damage Type’ of the weapon to ‘Silver’. Special Component: Adamantium & Faderoot
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Chapter 5 – Rules
General Rules
In Game vs Out Of Game
Two phrases that you will hear quite frequently at a Mythic Realms event are “In Game” (IG) and “Out Of Game” (OOG).
Being IG means that you are playing a character created for Mythic Realms. Once you start an event, please do not go OOG
unless absolutely necessary. Mythic Realms is considered exceptional by most players because our events allow you to stay
IG almost constantly, so please allow the best atmosphere possible by staying IG during events. Certain places will be
designated as permanently OOG. These are bathrooms, the kitchen area of the tavern, the logistical area, the parking lot, all
vehicles, etc. When in doubt, ask a Marshal. Remember, this game has been specifically designed to limit the need for going
OOG. Designated OOG items and areas are marked by orange rope, orange ribbon or have a sign in plain view stating it is
OOG.
If you ever need to go OOG, you must wear an orange colored headband. It hurts the game when a PC or NPC
quietly stalks someone for ten minutes only to find out that his or her victim just “forgot” to put on the OOG headband.
Also, when appropriate, if you are heading to an OOG area place the headband on before you get there. If you are heading
to the bathroom and do not want to have to bring a weapon for the trip, you should secure your weapon somewhere or with
someone (do this IG, as your weapon is always available to theft), place your headband on, then head to the bathroom. Do
not worry about your money, components etc. when going to the bathroom, you can take anything with you as long as you
are not avoiding someone by doing so and you bring the item back IG with you unchanged.
If you wish to go OOG on a full weekend or other event before the event officially ends, you must first leave the
town or active event area. Then calling in a louder than normal voice “I am going Out Of Game, unless I am being
pursued,” if there are no objections, then calling in a louder than normal voice “I Go Out Of Game 1, I Go Out Of Game 2,
I Go Out Of Game 3, I Go Out Of Game 4, I Go Out Of Game 5, I Am Out Of Game” then place an orange headband
about your head. At this point, your items and you are OOG. To satisfy justice, you cannot go OOG if you are being
pursued. Please use common sense and follow the spirit of this rule. If you are in town and OOG for some reason, do not
lessen the experience for the other players by talking to IG people, gathering in a visible place or otherwise distracting the
PCs and NPCs from role-playing.
Another acceptable designation for being OOG (headbands are preferred) is placing your weapon or hand (if you
do not have a weapon) on your head, parallel to the ground. This will mainly be used by NPCs when in a situation that a
headband would be difficult to see (at a distance or at night).
It should be noted that, if for some reason you wish to sleep OOG, the preceding rules apply. Just remember
that it would be cheating to hear a battle and decide that it must be time to come back IG.
If you bring anything with you to the weekend (or event) that you may want to use IG, ensure that you do NOT leave
it in your car or put in the OOG section of your tent (see the Stealing and Searching section of the rulebook). You must leave
these items on your person, in the IG section of your tent, or go bury it in the woods if you want. Any place is fine, as long as
it is IG. Just remember the spirit of the rule.

Honesty and Cheating
Remember that this game is all about having good, clean fun. Be honest with your skills, damage, etc. This game could not
exist without personal integrity. We at Mythic Realms have tried diligently to create a game that has almost no need of
Marshals and we would prefer to keep it that way. If you feel that someone is cheating (PC or NPC), breaking a rule, or
otherwise acting inappropriately for a Mythic Realms event, please report it to a Marshal. If it is discovered that you did not
report known violations, actions may be taken against you as well as the violator. Don’t be worried about ‘telling on’
someone. We all want an honest game. If necessary, you may give an anonymous note to a Marshal, if you prefer.
One inconsistency with IG and OOG talk and activity is meta-gaming. This is when someone chooses to use OOG
information for IG purposes. The easiest way to avoid this is to not share information OOG that might come back to hurt
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you. It is quite difficult to remember if something you heard a year ago was told to you IG or OOG. Therefore, the more
information you share OOG, the greater the chances are that someone will use that information against you whether
intentional or not. It is cheating to meta-game however, typically difficult to prove. Keep this in mind when you are chatting
about IG stuff while you are OOG. To simplify this during events, always stay IG and you will not have to worry about it.
To reduce Meta-Gaming and other complications, if you have more than one character in Mythic Realms, these
characters should never know one another nor ever come to know one another, at any point.
There are known gray areas or interpretations in the rules due to this please follow the spirit of the rules. Always
ask if you have any questions. If you are found cheating or otherwise being dishonest, you may or may not be given a
warning before you are dismissed from the game. For minor offences (as deemed by the Rules Marshal), you may be given
official or unofficial warnings. Both are serious. You may also find that a Marshal has been assigned to accompany you
during an event to help you remember the rules. You should not, of course, take this personally as we want to make sure
that the game is equally fun and fair for you and everyone else.

Stealing and Searching
Many items you will find at an event are open to theft, and some are not. Anything of IG value may be stolen, including:
magic items, IG money, weapons, armor, shields, scrolls, potions/poisons, components and various other IG role playing
materials such as maps, letters, etc. Many items have physical representations of that item (phys reps) that belong to the
OOG player. These phys reps must be returned OOG to the player within 15 minutes of the IG item being stolen. If you
ever have a question about whether you can steal something or not, please ask a Marshal. There is no leniency for
mistakenly stealing someone’s personal OOG items. If you are caught stealing OOG at a Mythic Realms event, the police
will be called.
Many items have both a phys rep and an item card explaining the items powers. An important thing to remember is
the item card is not the item, merely the rules that explain the item. If the item card is taken without the phys rep, it would
mean nothing. The phys rep must always be taken when stealing an item. Do not forget to obtain the item card of any item
you steal. You may ask a Marshal to recover the item card for you if you did not want your identity to be known.
Spell packets cannot be stolen or taken. NPC weapon/armor phys reps may not be taken long term, but if
accompanied by an item card, the card may be kept. Magic item phys reps are provided by the game and must be returned as
soon as the item is expended or expired. Make sure your name is on any item of yours that might be stolen (just in case of a
mix-up) so it will be returned to you. Remember that all magic items are open to theft.
Whenever searching any personal belongings you must have a Marshal present. If you take items that are fully
OOG to a weekend (this would not include extra weapons or scrolls, for example), please mark them accordingly.
Remember, when in doubt, ask a Marshal.
Using other people’s phys reps - If someone picks up someone else’s weapon they should take the responsibility of
remembering who it belongs to. Returning it back to the owner after combat and remembering where it was if they used it. If
you throw a ranged weapon, it is your responsibility to find it, and we encourage our players to work with the owner of a
weapon if they are responsible for losing it. Once a phys rep is brought into game, it may be used by any player, without
obtaining the owner’s permission however, the item must be returned to the player after the encounter, as it is the property of
the owner, or after 15 minutes if stolen IG. For example, if you personally own an extremely expensive LARP approved
weapon that you are not comfortable having anyone else touch, consider using a different weapon for situations that you feel
you may lose the weapon.
Searching a Tent/Structure: If a character is searching a tent or structure, they must find a Marshal BEFORE the
search is started. Players have two options for storing their belongings in tents or structures. In either case, you are not
required to keep your items separated while you are in your room however, must do so when away. NPCs may use
either method on modules. If you do not have a clearly marked IG or OOG container you are assumed to be using
Option 2.
• Option 1 - IG Container - Put all IG items in a clearly marked container to the RIGHT of the door. This
indicates that the room is not to be disturbed in any way when searched. It will take 5 minutes to search a
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normal sized room, and the searchers are to wait in the entryway for the duration, then take the contents of the
IG box. Quick Search may reduce this time.
Option 2 - OOG Container - Put all OOG items in a clearly marked container to the LEFT of the door. If you
choose to separate your OOG items, this indicates that the owner of the tent consents to let you search through
their belongings to get whatever you can find however fast you can find it so long as you do not disturb the
container marked OOG. Care must be taken to ensure that personal possessions, such as sleeping bags, etc. are
not damaged in the search. If you do not have a clearly marked IG or OOG container you are assumed to be
using Option 2.

Sleeping Characters - If a character is sleeping in the structure you are searching, that character will wake up as soon
as the search begins. Unless given explicit permission to fight inside the tent by the owner of the tent, all players must
move outside of the tent if a fight ensues. Any character that was asleep may take anything on their person or within
arm’s reach when the fight moves outside. After being woken, that character has approximately 30 seconds to gather
any items they desire to take outside. If the character takes longer than the approximate 30 seconds to gather their items
and move outside they fall immediately to unconsciousness, representing that the attackers have successfully ambushed
the character while they were sleeping.
Concealed Compartments - Some areas may have secret compartments with a given level of Conceal. These
compartments must be clearly marked with the level of Conceal used. You may only take the contents of these
compartments with an appropriate level of the Conceal skill.
Large Areas - Marshals may rule that larger areas or rooms may take longer than 5 minutes to search. In these cases
multiple searchers may pool their efforts to search the area faster. Each additional searcher reduces the search time by 5
minutes, to a minimum of 5 minutes. The group will use the lowest level of Conceal possessed by any member of the
group for purposes of finding concealed compartments.
Searching a Character/Monster - Searching individuals is done by calling “I’m searching you.” This can be done to
conscious or unconscious characters however, when the conscious character is willing or ‘Helpless’ (paralyzed, bound, etc.)
you should attempt to represent the search by going through the motions of searching. Please remember the Fives Rules of
Conduct when searching.
Described Search - You can quickly search someone by calling out a specific location and exactly what you are looking
for. This will give you the items without a count needed, but you may miss other items on the search. For example, if
someone says, “I am searching you for the rings on your fingers”, you would give them, as swiftly as possible, the rings off
your fingers. You cannot use the described search option to take the entire contents of a pouch or pocket, but could request
specific items from that pocket. A described search cannot find items hidden with the Conceal skill.
Full Search - A full search is done by saying “I’m searching you.” A sixty-second search will give you all IG items of
value on the target. If you have the Conceal skill, you should announce that you are using the Conceal skill and the level in
order to find any items that are hidden with Conceal. After the full minute search you must surrender up all items of IG
value to the searcher as swiftly as possible. The Quick Search skill reduces the time it takes for a full search, but does not
work in conjunction with the Conceal skill. Only a full search may find items hidden with the Conceal skill.

Life and Death
This section informs you of what to do when you lose health points in combat, whether from a trap, spell, a sword swing,
etc. An important note is to role play losing health points well. If you were stabbed in the gut with a sword, should you
really act as if nothing happened, as long as your health points were above zero? Role playing damage and death are two of
the easiest ways to improve the atmosphere and realism within the game of Mythic Realms. Please keep this in mind as you
learn about life and death.
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0 Health, Bleed and Death Counts - When your health reaches 0 you fall unconscious. You will awaken when you have
any number of health restored to you. After 5 minutes you will awaken with 1 health point restored as well. If you drop
below 0 health you enter a bleed count. While in a bleed count you are unconscious. Bleed count is 1 minute. During the
bleed count time you may receive first aid, or another form of healing. If you do not receive healing during your bleed count
or you are ‘killing blow’, you would then enter your death count. Death count is 5 minutes. In the time of your death count
you may have your life restored by greater magic or items. Characters in their death count are subject to very few effects.
Once the five minute death count has passed, you have officially taken a death. Your body disappears and you become a
spirit.
Spirits - When you are dead, you immediately appear as a Spirit and must put on a Pink Spirit headband. All IG items,
with item cards if appropriate, are left on the ground where you had died and turned to a spirit. Next, inform a Marshal
that you have taken a death and allow the Marshal to assist you with drawing from the ‘Marble Bag’. Then move quickly
and directly towards a Circle of Life. Informing a Marshal quickly is important if you died in an obscure location and do
not believe anyone will find your equipment. Spirits are not recognizable as specific characters, and move at normal
player speed. Spirits cannot stop their progress towards the Circle of Life, do not make any noise while moving, and you
may not attempt to communicate in any way, either through speech or gesture. Similar ethereal creatures, spirits do not
interact with the physical world, and may be able to move through some walls and doors. Generally these unpassable
barriers will be the barriers represented by rope or tape. A Commune spell cast on a spirit will halt their progress towards
the circle for 5 minutes, and allow speech, but does not compel answers. Until the spirit reaches a Circle of Life, spirits
always have full memory of the events before their death, and any sights witnessed while traveling as a spirit, regardless
of the outcome of their draw from the ‘Marble Bag’. Spirits may exit a warded area to move towards the Circle of Life,
and may enter one if the Circle of Life is contained within a ward. Spirits must travel directly towards their chosen Circle
of Life, although they generally experience no fatigue and do not require rest, food, water, or air when doing so. As such,
it is generally impossible to pursue a spirit IG.
Circles of Life - Circles of life are wondrous fonts of Mystic power that allow cyclic creatures to return from beyond the
bounds of death. Most major settlements have them, including the PC town. In order to use a given Circle of Life a character
must be aware of its location. Upon death, the player may choose which circle to return from. If there is not a nearby circle
that the character has visited, or if the character wishes to, they may choose to use a natural circle. Natural circles appear in
locations that change constantly. On most modules away from town, if a PC takes a death they will be encouraged to pass
through a natural circle. Generally this will mean working with a Marshal, who will inform you a direction to head to for the
natural circle. Ultimately this will bring the character back into game faster than would be possible if heading back to a
normal circle far from adventure.
Choosing a Circle- Picking which circle to return through is a wholly an OOG choice, and the player is encouraged to
choose a circle that is ‘Safe’ for them, to avoid possible repeated deaths referred to as ‘Cycling’. For example, if you know
OOG that Uno the Killer is waiting for you at the town circle and will likely jump you when you crawl out you should
choose another circle, even if your character considers Uno a friend. This is the one area of the game where something akin
to meta-gaming is not only permitted but encouraged. Players may not be called into question over their choice of which
circle to return through. Once a player has decided which Circle of Life their character’s spirit will return to, they must
proceed directly to that Circle of Life with haste. If the player sees who is waiting there and then changes their mind about
which Circle of Life they have chosen, they must first step into the original Circle of Life, taking the effect of their marble
draw, and possibly washing away their memory of their death, and then may quickly proceed to the second chosen Circle of
Life, possibly necessitating a trip to a Marshal.
The Marble Bag - Most commoners, craftsmen and noblemen are able to return through the Circle of Life 0-1 times. Most
experienced soldiers are able to return 1-2 times. Most elite body guards and magi are able to return 1-4 times. Legendary
artificers, war heroes, deadly villains, and adventurers like the PCs draw from the Marble Bag. This bag contains the
following marbles: 9 White, l Blue. For each death taken, including the first, 1 Black marble replaces 1 White marble. You
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will replace the marbles before making your draw. By this, then on your first death Marble Bag draw you will have 1 Black,
1 Blue, and 8 White marbles. On the 4th death (the first death after the character’s 3 ‘Safe’ Deaths) you will have 4 Black, 1
Blue and 5 White marbles. There will always be ten marbles in your bag. If you draw a White marble you are restored
normally, but will permanently forget the time spent as a spirit and the 30 minutes before entering your bleed/death count. If
you draw a Blue marble you will retain your memory of the 30 minutes prior to death, but not your spirit memory. When
you draw the Black marble your character loses both memories and is either obliterated or forced into retirement, as decided
by the player’s choice. If a character that is already retired draws the black the character is automatically obliterated from
game. If a player does not have any retirement slots and draws the black, the character is obliterated from game. If
obliterated, your spirit immediately walks back to the exact location your body was when it became a spirit and reforms into
your final corpse. A marshal must always be present for a marble draw.
3 ‘Safe’ Deaths - The first three deaths that a character takes are generally referred to as ‘Safe’. Even if a character draws a
Black marble during the first three times they pass through the circle, the character is still returned to life, although they
return feeling as if their spirit was nearly torn to obliteration. Treat the ‘Safe’ Black marble return as if they had drawn the
White marble.
Exiting the Circle - After performing your marble draw, and assuming you are not obliterated, you may begin to exit the
circle. 15 minutes after arriving at the circle, your restoration is complete and you may crawl out at 1 health point. If a
character attuned to the Circle of Life is present they may choose to pull you out at any time during the 15 minutes before
you would crawl out on your own. Pulling from a Circle of Life is accomplished by asking the spirit if they are willing to
return to the world of the living. The spirit must answer this inquiry affirmatively three times consecutively to return, or
must answer negatively three times to become permanently obliterated. If you are pulled out you are restored to life with full
health. Once you are restored, whether by crawling out of the circle or by being pulled, you regain any per day skills or
spells you had used for the day.

Obliteration and Retirement
Skill Points after Obliteration/Retirement - When you have a character that is obliterated/retired, you do not
automatically lose your skill points. Any allocated skill points, that is points earned and assigned to the character but not
from membership bonus may come back. You have two options of how to reclaim the skill points from that character.
• Option 1 - Skill Point Vault - 100% of the skill points that were allocated to the previous character can be
retained, and are placed in a Skill Point Vault. As you invest newly earned skill points into another character, your
skill point additions are matched by skill points taken from your vault. So even an extremely experienced player
will still start a new character at starting SP, but they will grow at 2x speed until they earn back all the points they
once had. Each skill point may be withdrawn from the vault one time, and assigned to a different character
however, when the new character is obliterated/retired the skill points will be returned to the vault, along with any
other new skill points that had been allocated to that character.
• Option 2 - Skill Point Refund - 20% of the skill points that were allocated to the previous character will be
retained, and may be spent immediately on any character. The remaining 80% of the skill points are lost
permanently.
Money/Items after Obliteration: All money and items not currently found in the In Game area must be given to a Marshal
as soon as possible.
Character Retirement - Any player may retire up to 1 character per campaign per 3 Mythic Realms memberships the
player has paid (e.g., 1 every 3 years, on your 1st year, 3rd year, 6th year, etc.). The character to be retired cannot have been
obliterated before. Retired characters may play up to 4 events per year, plus as many role play only events as they wish.
When a character is retired, the player may reallocate skill points as if the character had been obliterated. This system is
designed to give experienced players the opportunity to keep the big, beloved hero (or villain) they have played for years
and who has attained most of the characters goals. At the same time, the player gets the chance to start over with a new
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character, try a different personality and skill set, and advance toward a new set of goals.
Voluntary vs. Forced Retirement - Players who chose to retire their characters before drawing the Black forces the
decision on them are rewarded by having their characters death totals reset to 0, including ‘Safe’ deaths. Remember that a
retired character may still take deaths, and may still be obliterated using the normal death rules.
Items after Retirement - When a character retires, they may take the three bonded items with them. Plot approval is
required for all bonded items, and many items will be reduced in power if bonded to a retired character. These three items
will no longer decay, and will have their legacy costs paid automatically when they are due to expire. If bonded items are lost
or stolen they will return to the owner upon the next logistics or the end of the event, whichever comes first. Other items may
be kept and expire normally.
Money after Retirement - At retirement, the player has two options on what to do with their coin. Both options are designed
to allow the game to use the coin phys reps for future adventures. In either case the character may gain and keep more coin
after the turn in, but may receive IOUs for large amounts.
• Option 1 - Money Investment - The player surrenders all their coin to the game for investment. Perhaps the
character owns a business, collects a pension, has a royal dispensation, or simply chooses to leave the majority
of their wealth behind when they visit. Each logistics they attend which is not a role play only event (one of
their 4), they will receive 10% of the total money invested (e.g., a character which invests 10 gold would get 1
gold at each of the 4 logistics). This gives the character a 40% annual return on their money, and ensures that
the ‘Hero’ does not suddenly become penniless. Note that the money invested is set upon retirement, and the
player may not invest more at a later date.
• Option 2 - Money Refund - The character may give 20% of their money to a character they play or a new
character, which they can spend on items plot approves. The other 80% is lost permanently.
Resurrection - Most of the time if the rare and powerful Resurrection Ritual is cast, it does not work, for both PCs/NPCs.
Most of the time that a Resurrection Ritual is cast on a PC the ritual will only work if the player agrees that the PC will
return as a Retired Character or in unique cases, as an NPC.

Mentoring
The Mentoring system allows higher skill point characters to temporarily increase the skill level of lower skill point
characters when both the high level character ‘Mentor’ and the low level character ‘Pupil’ are attending an event together.
Lower level characters often seek to become a Pupil to a higher level Mentor in order to increase their skill, while higher
level characters often Mentor other characters in order to curry favor with their Pupils, to attain the service of an apprentice,
or to simply encourage newer players to become more involved in the game. Characters who participate in mentoring are
heavily encouraged to actively role play their participation in mentoring, and Mentors who are lax in roleplaying their
mentoring may find that they will be able to mentor less often (as enforced by a Marshal).
Mentors must have achieved twice the Skill Point Total of a prospective Pupil in order for the Pupil to gain any
direct benefit from mentoring.
Mentoring is designated at a logistics. Mentoring may be designated during an event at the approval of a Marshal.
Once the Mentor and Pupil have agreed to participate in mentoring, the two characters designate a single non-Force Combat
or Utility Skill in which both characters must possess to be enhanced by the Mentor.
The Mentor temporarily loses up to 5 levels of the skill and grants those levels to the Pupil. These must be levels that
the pupil does not possess.
The Pupil’s enhanced skill is only able to be increased up to the skill level of the Mentor’s existing (now
surrendered) skill. A Mentor may decide to grant the full 5 skill levels or reduce the levels as the Mentor chooses.
A Mentor may also instruct a Pupil in a Force Combat Skill as well however, in this case the Mentor may only lose
and grant a maximum of 1 level of their skill.
Mentors may take on as many Pupils as often as they would like however, a Pupil may only have one Mentor at a
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time. Both Pupil and Mentor must be present at the same event for the Pupil to benefit, though in special circumstances
Marshals may waive this requirement.
Example - Thomas has been playing his character, Berek, for almost six years and Berek has reached 520 skill points. David,
a comparatively new player, has been playing his 100 skill point character, Silk, for just over a year. While Berek is a
Fighter, Silk is a Rogue. Even though both of these characters have very little in common, after roleplaying with one another
Berek and Silk realize that they both actively use the ‘Elemental Sheath’ spell and the ‘Grant Dodge/Parry’ spell, and Silk
asks Berek if he will become his Mentor.
As they check in at a logistics before the next event, the players check to make sure that they are eligible for
Mentoring. Thomas takes a look at his character sheet, which shows that Berek has ‘Elemental Sheath’ level 9 equipped, and
‘Grant Parry/Dodge’ level 2 equipped. David checks his character sheet, which shows that Silk has ‘Elemental Sheath’ level
3 equipped and ‘Grant Parry/Dodge’ level 3 equipped. Berek’s skill point total is well over twice the skill point total of Silk.
The only two non-Force Combat Skills which they share are ‘Elemental Sheath’ and ‘Grant Parry/Dodge’, but Silk’s ‘Grant
Parry/Dodge’ is higher level than Berek’s. They talk about which skill they should designate for Mentoring and decide to go
with ‘Elemental Sheath’.
Berek has Elemental Sheath level 9 compared to Silks level 3, so Berek could surrender up to 5 levels to Silk
however, Thomas decides that Silk and Berek don’t know each other very well yet, and that he wants to encourage Silk to be
a better Pupil by slowly offering to increase the Mentoring benefit as the Mentoring process continues. Instead of granting
the full +5 Skill Level Mentoring benefit, Berek only grants Silk +1 Skill Level to ‘Elemental Sheath’. Now Berek has
Elemental Sheath level 8 and Silk has Elemental Sheath level 4. If all goes well, and Berek is pleased with his new Pupil he
may choose to increase the number of levels he grants at the next logistics.
Apprenticeship - Once each year, a character may take on a single character as an Apprentice, which allows a Mentor to use
the regular Mentoring system increased effectiveness for a single pupil.
The Apprentice must qualify to be a pupil within the regular Mentoring system. As long as that character continues
to qualify, the Apprentice may be mentored in skills that they do not possess, even if those skills can normally only be
accessed by a Class. The Apprentice does not need to have an available skill slot open in order to benefit from this form of
Mentoring. Additionally, an Apprentice may receive Mentoring in up to 2 levels of a Force Combat Skill, rather than the 1
level allowed within the normal Mentoring system.
A PC Mentor may withdraw their tutelage at any time however, may only choose a new Apprentice once each year,
after paying their membership. A PC Mentor cannot have more than one Apprentice, and a PC character cannot become the
Apprentice of more than one Mentor.
As per the normal rules of Mentoring, both the Mentor and the Apprentice must be in active attendance during the
same event in order to use Apprenticeship. Please note that choosing a different Apprentice during the year is not normally
permitted. Plot may permit a character to change Apprentices under extraordinary circumstances (such as character
retirement, character obliteration, or a complete and prolonged cessation of attendance by the Apprentice).
Apprenticeship Restrictions - While Apprenticeship allows a character to be mentored in skills they do not possess,
there are a number of restrictions which apply. An Apprentice cannot be mentored in Lore Advancement, Ritual Magic, or
Artificing. An Apprentice can certainly be mentored in Class Combat Skills and Class Utility Skills, but cannot be mentored
in Class Abilities which do not normally occupy a Combat or Utility skill slot.

PVP Combat
In Mythic Realms Player Versus Player (PVP) combat is not the focus of the game, although it is allowed. Mythic Realms
is considered a more traditional Player Versus Environment (PVE) adventure game however, there may be circumstances
that cause characters to turn against each other. Characters may get into fierce arguments, or find themselves drawn to
opposing sides in important conflicts. Characters may choose to rob, attack, and even kill one another. When this occurs,
it is often easy for players to feel Out Of Game crossover from their In Game character conflict, even though absolutely
none is intended. Conflict between characters should never be the result of an OOG disagreement or conflict. It is very
important for players to treat each other with respect and civility, even though the characters that they play may be
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enemies.
Mythic Realms heavily encourages players to create characters that are heroic, and driven to cooperate with one
another. While PVP is certainly not forbidden, players who create characters with the primary goal of instigating combat
with other heroic characters will be asked to halt these activities if their actions interfere with the general fun and structure
of the game.

Equipment
There are vast numbers of powerful items that may be acquired and equipped during the course of an adventures career.
Masterwork armor, magical swords, powerful potions, restorative salves and enchanted scrolls are only a few of the many
treasures that a character may discover when playing Mythic Realms.
The majority of consumable ‘One-Shot’ items are represented by popsicle sticks with the name of the item written on
one side, the expiration date and authorizing signature appearing on the other. Scrolls are represented by small papers, while
Runes are represented by small cards. Nearly all consumable items require a 5 Count to activate, such as “I Use 1, I Use 2,
etc.” Please read the Production Skills section of Chapter 3 for more information on the appropriate count to use. Once the
item has been expended, we ask that it be turned in to the nearest Marshal. If a Marshal is unavailable, the player can then
instead destroy the phys rep by breaking or tearing it. Please be responsible; please do not throw torn up or broken items
down to the ground. Save the items on your person until proper disposal may occur.
Items which can be used more than one time are nearly always represented by a physical item in game. A magic
sword would be represented by a soft foam replica of a sword, while a magical amulet would be represented by an actual
amulet that your character would wear. The powers and abilities of these lasting ‘Static Items’ are always written on an item
card, which should always be in the possession of the character who possesses the item.
Please note that the phys rep (the foam sword, or physical amulet) is the representation of the item. An enemy cannot
steal your magical sword by taking the item card; they must actually take the sword from you. If they do so, you should
attempt to give them the item card as soon as possible. If you accidentally lose the amulet that represents a magical item
possessed by your character, then the item is considered lost even though you still have the item card. If this occurs, you
must surrender the item card to a Marshal at your earliest convenience.
Using Consumable Items - In Mythic Realms, most consumable items require a 5 count to use. Potions take time to
drink, Salves take time to apply, and the power of a Rune must be harnessed before it can be released. These items are used
by holding the item in hand and counting “I (Drink/Use/Prime/Apply) 1, I (Drink/Use/Prime/Apply) 2, I
(Drink/Use/Prime/Apply) 3, I (Drink/Use/Prime/Apply) 4, I (Drink/Use/Prime/Apply) 5.” Such items are used and expended
instantly at the end of the count when targeted upon oneself however, when these items are used upon an ally or an enemy,
the user may choose to ‘hold the charge’ and wait up to 10 seconds before triggering the item. For instance, an adventurer
throwing a Tinker Bomb or activating a Rune may perform the 5 count, and then call the effect of the item up to 10 seconds
later, once they have the chosen target in their sights.
Please note that the character can use no other skills, abilities, or items while they are ‘holding the charge’ in this
way. If the character takes the count but does not use the item before the 10 seconds has passed, they must begin the count
again in order to use the item.
Commoner Equipment and how it is free - In addition to the 20 copper coins that all adventurer characters start
the game with, players may also choose to start with as many regular weapons or suits of armor as they can carry. In the
world of Cyrillia, commoners often have to defend themselves against monsters, and so people are likely to own a simple
weapon or suit of basic armor.
Because of this dynamic, unimproved ‘Commoner Equipment’ is available to adventurers at no cost. It is generally assumed
that adventurers can acquire basic unimproved equipment between their adventures by doing favors for a smith, by winning
them in a hand of cards, or by scavenging from fallen enemies. Players must always provide their own phys reps for all
Commoner Equipment. Commoner Equipment is also a term that is used to describe completely unimproved Artifice
Implements as well. These might be inexpensive potion bottles for elixirs, plain carved wooden wands and simple quartz
pendants for Spell Foci, or blank moleskin journals for Spell Books. Such Commoner Equipment is unimproved, granting no
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direct benefits to a character, and is always available to adventurers at no In-Game cost. However, carrying Commoner
Equipment Implements can come in handy, as they can be enhanced and augmented during the course of an adventure.
Once an Implement has been enhanced through use of Items or Infusions, it is no longer considered Commoner
Equipment. See the section on Using Implements for more information about how these Implements can be utilized.
Advanced Adventuring Equipment (Implements) - Implements are tools that an adventurer can use to fight, survive, and
excel during the course of an adventure. They are important pieces of equipment that can be enhanced through crafting skills,
and which characters attune themselves to during their adventures. Many implements are inherently superior pieces of
equipment which were improved during the original creation process, while others might be Commoner Equipment which
has been enhanced through the installation of an Artifice Augment items.
With the exception of Weapons and Shields, all Implements require attunement by the user. Attunement occurs
instantaneously the moment that a user benefits from any properties listed on an Implement’s Item Card. This prevents the
user from using another implement of the same type at any point during the current logistics.
There are seven different categories of Implements, one for each of the seven crafting Production Skills.
• Alchemy Implement: An Elixir. These are a special type of potion which benefits the user whenever they carry it.
Elixir Phys Reps- An elixir Phys Rep is usually a Potion Bottle or Alchemical Vial.

•

Armor Implement: A Suit of Armor, or alternatively, a set of Mage Bracers. Additionally, Shields are also
considered Armor Implements. These are defensive pieces of equipment which protect the user. A character can
never benefit from a suit of Armor and from Mage Bracers simultaneously.
Armor Phys Reps: Armor and Shield Phys Reps should follow the guidelines listed in the Armor section within Chapter 4 of the
Core Rulebook. Mage Bracers, on the other hand, are an alternative option for characters who do not wear armor. As such, they can be made
from cloth, as well as leather or even steel. The Phys Rep for Mage Bracers must be full Bracers, rather than bracelets or other forms of
jewelry.
Note: Shields, unlike other implements, do not require attunement by the user. This means that a character may switch between shields
throughout the course of an adventure. The benefits of a Shield are only gained while the shield is actively being wielded.

•

Medicine Implement: A FleshWard. These are medicinally crafted items, empowered through harnessing the power
within the blood, bone, hide, or feathers of magical creatures.
FleshWard Phys Reps: A FleshWard Phys Rep is usually a band of leather, a piece of bone, a phylactery of blood, a gathering of
intricate feathers, or even a patch of fur.

•

Rune Implement: A Spell Focus. These are items which empower spell casting, primarily used by mages of all
kinds to improve their damaging spells.
Spell Focus Phys Reps: A Spell Focus Phys Rep is usually a Wand, an Orb, or a Crystal. The most common type of Spell Focus is a
Crystal Amulet, although characters sometimes use a ring with a very large jewel.

•

Scroll Implement: A Spell Book. These are items which alter the way that mages cast their spells, often unlocking
secrets to entirely new forms of magic. Spell Books are also useful to warriors, rogues, and artisans as they can be
used to gain insights into knowledge of all kinds.
Spell Book Phys Reps: A Spell Book Phys Rep is usually a small book, a blank tome, or even an intricate 4” x 6” photo album.

•

Tinkering Implement: A TinkerTwist. These are strange pieces of equipment which seem to slightly bend reality,
manipulating gravity and tweaking the user’s capabilities to give them an extra edge. TinkerTwists are often utilized
by Fighters and Rogues, allowing them to gain access to new abilities in the same way that Spell Books grant Mages
access to new spells.
TinkerTwist Phys Reps: A Tinker Twists Phys Rep is usually a clockwork amulet, a set of steampunk goggles, or a bracelet with
dangling gears.
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•

Weapon Implement: A Weapon, such as a Sword or a Crossbow. These are offensive pieces of equipment which
allow a user to attack their enemies. It is worth noting that larger weapons such as Long Bows, Great Swords,
Staves, or Pole Arms are more easily enhanced than smaller weapons.
Weapon Phys Reps: Weapon Phys Reps should follow the guidelines listed in the Weapons section within Chapter 4 of the Core
Rulebook.

Note: Weapons, unlike other implements, do not require attunement by the user. This means that a character may switch between weapons throughout
the course of an adventure. A character may even benefit from two weapon implements if they possess the Dual Wield skill. The benefits of a Weapon
are only gained while the weapon is actively being wielded.

Expending skills and how they have to be skills that you have - Many Artifice Implements (and even some
Wondrous Items) require that a character expend a use of one ability in order to gain some kind of added power or ability. In
all cases, when an item requires that a skill be expended, characters are only able to expend their own personal skills in order
to gain the benefits. For example, if a player utilizes a Spell Page which requires that they expend one use of the Phase Spell,
the character cannot expend a Rune of Phase or a charge of Phase from a magic item. They must possess the Phase Spell as a
skill on their character sheet, and the spell expended must come directly from the character’s own abilities
Bonding Equipment to Your Character - Nearly all items expire over time, usually within six months to a year of
when you discover them. Most people in the World of Cyrillia must submit to the forces of entropy as their equipment
decays over time, but your character is a heroic adventurer and has learned to maintain their equipment so that it performs
years later, just as well it is did the day it was acquired. This is represented through bonding items to your character. A
character can possess a bond with up to 3 items at a time, preventing those items from being destroyed upon expiration.
Bonding is performed at logistics by writing your character’s name on the ‘Legacy Character’ line of the item card and
informing a Marshal that the item has been bonded. Once a bonded item expires, it becomes inert and no longer grants any of
the benefits or abilities that it granted before expiration however, a character may renew a bound item by paying the Legacy
Cost listed on the back of the item card. The Legacy Cost is a number of Silver pieces that the character must pay at logistics
or at an open house in order to renew the powers of a bound item for another 6 months. The Legacy Cost can be paid in an
equivalent number of Mythic Points rather than Silver during an Open House. The new expiration date, accompanied by an
authorizing signature, must be written on the back of the item card under ‘Legacy Renewal Dates’.
Once the legacy cost has been paid, a bonded item becomes fully active again however, it is the connection with the
bonded character that powers a bonded item, and so all bonded items become inert again immediately if they are checked in
at logistics in the possession of someone other than the character that bound them. If the inert item is not returned to the
bonded character before the new expiration date, then the item is destroyed forever.
A character can decide to un-bond an item during logistics, which they may choose to do so that a new item can take
an old item’s place. The item which is unbound is immediately and permanently destroyed, even if it would not have expired
for many months.
Items cannot be traded off-screen – When you bring anything with you to the weekend (or event) that you may
want to use IG, ensure that you do NOT leave it in your car or put in the OOG section of your tent (see the stealing and
searching section of the rulebook). You must leave these items on your person, in the IG section of your tent, or go bury it in
the woods. Any place is fine, as long as it is IG. Just remember the “spirit of the rule.”
During full weekend events, players are required to bring all of their character’s IG possessions to the event. Traditionally,
characters are required to bring everything they possess into game with them on Full Weekend Events. However, sometimes
it makes sense for a character to keep some of their possessions in a different location. With plot approval, players can create
a separate bag of IG possessions which their character has stored in an alternate location, and take that bag to NPC Camp so
that it can be held by the Plot Team. Note that this DOES NOT guarantee the safety of such possessions. There is a very real
chance that the Plot Team could decide for some of these items to become lost or stolen as part of the story. As a general
rule, the location where the possessions have been stored (along with the names of the characters which have access to the
possessions) should be written on the bag ahead of time.
Note that all In-Game items (such as coin, magic items, crafted production, etc.) may only ever be exchanged between PC
characters during an active event, unless the characters have the express permission of the Plot Team. With plot approval,
characters can create a specific box or bag of IG items which any of them may access at any point, so that all of their group
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resources are available regardless of which characters are in attendance. As a general rule, the names of the characters which
have access should be written on the box/bag ahead of time.
Physical Representations – Mythic Realms will most likely provide all their players with high quality physical
representations for equipment and currency to help create a completely immersive game. These items are lent to the player
to hold onto as they adventure in the game, accumulating power and wealth. Due to player inactivity or Marshal / Plot
discretion any or all of these Phys Reps may be requested back by a Staff Member of Mythic Realms.
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Weapons
Our number one rule at Mythic Realms is safety. With that in mind we use padded or boffer weapons in our simulated
combat. Boffer weapons are safe, padded weapons that can be used for actual combat without leaving a bruise. To
encourage a safe playing environment, the safety criteria on our boffer weapons can be quite stringent. If your weapon fails
to pass a safety check, you will have to adjust it or find another weapon. NPC weapons can be rented or bought if needed.
We suggest you always bring extra weapons and weapon making materials to Mythic Realms events.
Weapons are split into four categories. Light, Medium, Heavy and Ranged. Light weapons require only one hand to
use, receive no benefit from being wielded with two hands. Medium weapons can be wielded with one or two hands (using
the first number for damage one handed, and the second for damage two handed.) Wielding two weapons requires the Duel
Wield Utility skill. Heavy weapons require you to have both hands on the weapon any time you are swinging for damage.
You do not need to have both hands on a heavy weapon when blocking. You may not Dual Wield a heavy weapon or use a
heavy weapon and a shield. Doing so will cause you to take any damage dealt to either weapon or shield. Ranged weapons
may not be used to attack in melee. You do not need the Dual Wield skill to use a ranged weapon in conjunction with a
melee weapon. As a general rule, ranged weapons may not be used to strike as melee combat.
In the following chart, the weapon column indicates the name of the weapon and the group it belongs to. The min
length column is the minimum total length of the weapon. The max length is the maximum total length of the weapon. The
max grip is the maximum grip area of the weapon. Special characteristics indicate special requirements for a weapon. The
base damage column indicates the base damage of the weapon depending on how many hands are used to wield it.
Foam crafting is a delicate and subtle art, and creating safe weapons that stand the test of time can be difficult.
There are a wealth of resources available online to aid in this task. Check the www.mythicrealms.com forums for more
help with weapon construction. Remember that you may create your weapons any way you wish, as long as they pass our
safety standards. Also, do not be offended if we deny your weapon or ask you to repair a certain aspect. We just want to
ensure that everyone and everything is as safe as possible. Please note that all weapons are considered unapproved for
stabbing until approved by a marshal.
Slashing and Thrusting - Each weapon will be inspected for safety on all striking surfaces. The safety check will determine
what kind of attacks may be made with the weapon. Some weapons will only be suitable for slashing attacks, while only
weapons with an approved thrusting tip may be used for thrusting attacks. Do not assume that just because your latex
weapon is shaped like a sword it is approved for thrusting, many latex weapons are not suitable for thrusting. Similarly, a
Warhammer or Staff may have a thrusting spike on them, which if appropriately padded will allow the weapon to be used in
thrusting attacks. Players are encouraged to create their weapons in a way that makes it clear that they may be used for
thrusting attacks if they are.
Note - This chart is designed with traditional insulation and PVC pipe weapons in mind. There are many other ways
of making safe weapons that will result in weapons that are slightly different from the weapon specifications listed here.
These weapons will be approved on a case by case basis.
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Weapon

Min
Length

Max
Length

Max
Grip

Special Characteristics

Light Weapons

Base
Damage
1 or 2 H

Dagger

10”

< 20”

6”

-

1

Light Blade

20”

< 36”

8”

-

2

Light Axe/Blunt

18”

< 26”

10”

6”x 4” Striking Head

3

Medium Weapons

1H/2H

Spear

42”

58”

30”

10”x 4” Striking Head

2/3

Medium Blade

36”

< 50”

12”

-

2/3

Medium Axe/Blunt

26”

< 42”

14”

10” x 4” Striking Head

3/4

2 Handed
ONLY

Heavy Weapons
Staff

60”

72”

14”

Not Considered a Heavy Weapon

2

Polearm

60”

72”

40”

12” x 8” Striking Head

4

Heavy Blade

50”

66”

20”

-

5

Heavy Axe/Blunt

42”

52”

24”

12” x 6” Striking Head

6

2 Handed
ONLY

Ranged Weapons
Small Thrown

4”

< 12”

-

2” wide on ends

2

Large Thrown

12”

36”

-

2” wide on ends

4

Short Bow*

24”

26”

-

35 lbs at a 28” draw

4

Long Bow*

> 36”

72”

-

35 lbs at a 28” draw

6

Hand Crossbow**, +

8”

12”

< 24”

80 lbs at a 5.5” draw; light weapon, can’t
use shield

3

Crossbow**, +

> 12”

24”

24”36”

30 lbs at 15” draw

5

Arrows / Bolts

6”

35”

-

2” diameter head

N/A

Arrow / Bolt

6”

35”

-

2” Diameter Head

-

* Bows cannot exceed a powerstroke (draw weight X draw length) of 980. The listed weight and length are given as recommended values.
** Crossbows cannot exceed a powerstroke (draw weight X draw length) of 450. The listed weight and length are given as recommended values.
+ The crossbows minimum and maximum blade length refers to both limbs of the crossbow. The grip refers to the length from the front to the back.
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Special Weapon Descriptions
Claws - Claws are red colored weapons used to represent attacks with natural extensions of the player or creature’s body.
The length and base damage are be based on their size, whether Dagger sized, Light Blade sized, or Medium Blade sized.
Staff - Staves may have a single grip at the center, 2 grips (totaling no more than 14”), or no grips at all. If a staff has
grips, the user must have both hands on the grips when attacking with the staff.
Small Thrown and Large Thrown - These weapons can be of any shape, so long as no part of the weapon may pass
through a 2” round hole. No thrown weapon may have a solid core.
Small Archery - Small archery weapons are crossbows with a crossbar falling within the weapon length. The crossbar
need not be the actual propelling force (single shot air foam weapons using large arrows are acceptable). Their draw
weight may not exceed 20 pounds when knocked.
Large Archery - Large archery weapons are bows or a crossbow that’s length or crossbar falls within the weapon length
on the table. The bow or crossbar need not be the actual propelling force (single shot air foam weapons using large arrows
are acceptable). The draw weight on bows may not exceed 35 lbs. when drawn at 28 inches for normal or recurve bows,
or 20 pounds for crossbows and compound bows. Remember that bows must only be half drawn when firing in close
quarters. You cannot use a bow or crossbow to block attacks of any kind, and players repeatedly found doing so will have
their archery privileges revoked.
Arrows and Bolts – Arrows, bolts or ranged ammunition must generally have a head equal to or greater than 2” in
diameter and must contain open cell foam to absorb impact. The shaft must be capped with a proper flat surface such as a
penny or washer before the foam is added to stop piercing through the foam on impact. For arrows there must be a line
marking the 28 inch draw point if the arrow is longer than 28 inches. All arrows and bolts must have at least 2 full
fletching’s. All characters using bolts or arrows must allow a Marshal to take apart an arrow for safety check purposes
as/if requested. Note that while nerf style arrows are regularly approved and perfectly safe, building more traditional bolts
and arrows that pass safety check is one of the most complex and precise tasks in foam crafting. You are encouraged to
seek out an experienced fletcher foam crafter and review the wealth of online tutorials on this subject before undertaking
this task.

Shields
Shields may not be greater than 36 inches or less than 8 inches in any dimension. A shield must be padded on the front and
all edges so that it may be struck painlessly. You MAY NOT strike with a shield or wield a weapon with the hand/arm a
shield is worn on. Shields are not broken by conventional attacks however, the ‘Shield Cripple’ ability of Strength will
cause the shield to be disabled for 10 seconds. During these 10 seconds any attacks that strikes the carried shield will pass
through to the wielder.

Armor
Armor provides two benefits. A damage ceiling based on what type of armor worn and extra hit points based on what
locations the armor covers, regardless of type. In order to receive hit points for a location, the location must be at least half
covered by the armor and the armor must also attempt in appearance to be of appropriate medieval construction. In order to
gain the benefit of armor, at least two hit points worth of locations must be covered. Additional points are available based on
coverage, appearance, and materials.
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Damage
Armor Categories Ceiling

HP
Bonus

Notes/Description

Light Armor Types

7

The below descriptions for light, medium and heavy armor, are to qualify for period materials.

Leather Armor

7 -

Pure Leather Armors cannot be made with suede. Must be at least 6 oz leather to qualify.

Studded Leather Armor

7 -

Studs must be 1" wide and set roughly 3" apart on unboiled leather backing.

Ring Mail

7 -

Rings edges must be close to touching, can be made of either suede or a cloth gambeson

Brigandine (Leather)

7 -

small 6 oz leather plates that don't overlap riveted to suede, leather or a cloth gambeson.

Medium Armor Types

6

Hardened Leather

6 -

Hardened Leather Armor that is rated at 12 oz or has multiple layers

Chain Mail

6 -

Interlocking chains of iron/steel rings

Brigandine (iron/steel)

6 -

small 2mm iron/steel plates that don't overlap riveted to suede, leather or a cloth gambeson.

Splinted Armor

6 -

Long splints of 2mm iron/steel riveted to Leather Armor

Heavy Armor Types

5

Scale Armor

5 -

Scales/Leafs of iron/steel stitched to a backing of chain or Leather

Coat of Plates

5 -

Large bands of overlapping 2mm iron/steel plates riveted to suede, leather or cloth.

Plate Armor

5 -

Solid 2mm iron/steel interlocking plates of armor

Arcane Armor Levels

Arcane Armor and Mage Bracers are inert when wearing physical armor.

level 1

8

3

level 2

7

4

level 3

6

5

Mage Bracers

This item takes up a character’s ‘Armor Slot’, preventing the character from benefiting from other
items
which would take the character’s ‘Armor Slot’.

See relevant craft skills

HP Modifiers

Location must be 50% covered to receive armor benefits, and appear to be of medieval construction

Head

-

1

immunity to waylay 1

Torso (front)

-

1

Determines damage ceiling and armor type

Torso (back)

-

1

Determines damage ceiling and armor type

Arms (pair)

-

1

This area is defined by your forearms

Legs (pair)

-

1

This area is defined by your shins

all locations covered

1 Head, chest, back, arms, legs

extra coverage

1

Extra coverage locations include thighs, upper arms, feet, hands and neck. 3/5 locations must be
covered to qualify

exceptional
appearance*

1

*This is determined on a case by case basis by the Master at Arms or the Quartermaster. Rule of
thumb is
generally historically accurate armor or armor of exceptional design qualify.

2

Armor is made of actual iron, steel or leather. no synthetic/faux materials used.

period/authentic
materials

Light Armor - These armors encompass leather armor, studded leather armor, or other generally flexible light materials. To
qualify as period materials this must be leather armor, not only leather clothing. The damage ceiling on Light Armor is 7.
Medium Armor - These armors are typically mail or leather with metal bonding or metal slats that do not touch (such
as in a corset). To qualify as period materials for mail this must be tight weave steel, or for other armors it must be real
leather with steel plates, or fully battle-ready hardened leather. The damage ceiling on Medium Armor is 6.
Heavy Armor - This grade of armor is comprised of solid plates that totally cover the areas worn. Usually this is plate
or scale mail. To qualify as period materials this must be actual steel or iron plates. The damage ceiling on Heavy Armor
is 5.
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Hybrid Armor - Some armors will be a combination of different armor types. When wearing armor of different types, the
Damage Ceiling is determined primarily by the armor used for Chest and Back coverage.
Damage Ceiling - An armors damage ceiling provides a maximum amount of damage that may be taken from any single
attack. Heavier armors provide a tighter damage ceiling. Anyone can use any armor, but only a character proficient in that
armor gains the benefit of the armors damage ceiling. Note that some attacks may bypass this ceiling, such as powerful
Force attacks, Necromantic Drain, Pass and Syphon damage types as well as Pierce and Dire keywords.
Extra Bonus Points
• All Locations Covered - Wearing armor in all locations.
• Extra Coverage - For that suit of armor that covers significantly more than the half coverage required to receive
points.
• Exceptional Appearance - For particularly impressive looking armor.
• Period Materials - Using authentic materials in the construction of the armor. To receive the second point, the
armor must cover all locations with armor of period make.
Normal vs. Arcane Armor - The Utility skill Arcane Armor provides extra hit points and damage ceiling to characters
who have it, without requiring them to actually wear armor. You cannot benefit from Normal and Arcane Armor at the
same time. There are magical armors of both types, and you can only benefit from one or the other at any given time.
Helmet Benefit - In addition to the hit point gained by wearing a helmet for the All Locations Covered bonus, you also
receive protection against Waylay. A helmet provides immunity to Waylay 1
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Chapter 6 - Combat
Safety is a primary concern in any physically demanding activity, and this is no less true at Mythic Realms. We have done
our best to design rules that allow players to feel the thrill of combat, without subjecting one another to the physical
discomfort normally associated with battle. We have created a general outline of all the rules that govern combat, and ask
that all players read them carefully so that we may participate in a safe and exciting game together.
Before reading this section of the rulebook, we ask that you examine the Five Rules of Conduct at the very beginning
of the Rulebook. Specifically, the rules about Body Contact and Hold are very important to the combat system of Mythic
Realms.
It is important to note that a Hold should never be called to dispute rules, or to gather spell-packets, although it is
usually permissible to quickly gather nearby spell-packets during a hold as long as the players who do so return to their
original location immediately. Generally, if a rules dispute cannot be resolved within approximately 5 seconds, a Marshal
should step in and make a temporary call, and then the issue should be discussed after the battle has been resolved.
The only contact allowed between opponents during battle is by weapon, or ‘Claw’. Rather than using weapons,
creatures often attack using red colored weapons, which generally represent claws or other such natural weapons. ‘Claw
Weapons’ cannot be taken from a creature by any means. Any other type of fighting contact such as grabbing someone,
hitting, or kicking is strictly forbidden. Violation of this rule is strictly forbidden and will result in immediate disciplinary
action. Some abilities and powers (including healing abilities) are activated by touch, though these abilities are generally not
intended for active use against an opponent in battle.
The one exception to physical contact during battle is when players explicitly grant one another “Permission to
Grapple” in a particular encounter. This signifies that the players will allow each other to make friendly, harmless physical
contact such as light pushing and careful grappling. It does not grant a player permission to kick, punch, or seek to harm
another player.

Weapon Damage Types
•
•

Normal - This is the standard type of damage dealt by weapons, traps, and falling rocks.
Earth, Fire, Air, Ice, Silver, & Magic - These weapon damage types may bypass defenses or the damage ceilings
of certain creatures. There is no additional IG affects.
• Pass - The Pass damage type bypasses the damage ceiling of all creatures, including PC adventurers. Pass is
Necromantic.
• Cleanse - This damage type bypasses damage ceilings and only harms the undead and demons.
• Siphon - This damage type bypasses damage ceilings and only harms living creatures. The creature using Siphon
damage heals an amount of personal health equal to the amount of damage that is dealt with the attacks. The creature
using Siphon damage heals whenever the player using this damage type perceives that they have harmed an
opponent, even if the target believes they successful deflected an attack. The creature using Siphon also heals even if
their opponent uses a defense such as Parry or Sidestep after a successful attack. Siphon is commonly used by
powerful Demonic or Necromantic creatures.
Note - A weapon attack can only have one damage type at a time, with the more recently applied damage type always
superseding the former.

Keyword (if any) + Number + Damage Type = Call
Calling Attacks - Whenever an attack is made with a weapon, the attacker must call out the effect of the attack at the same
moment that the weapon makes contact with the target, not before or after. If you make a damaging attack with a weapon,
you must call the amount of damage that you are dealing immediately followed by the type of damage that your attack is
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using, e.g., “Four Normal”. Most damaging attacks are made with the ‘Normal’ Weapon Damage Type, although certain
items and spells can bestow different Damage Types upon weapon attacks.
Taking Attacks - Attacks can target any part of the body; however, head, neck, groin and hands are not valid hit locations in
combat and targeting these locations is not allowed. Also, attempting to block with any of these locations is illegal.
Sometimes, an attack with a weapon will strike the target after it has been partially deflected by a weapon or shield.
In many circumstances, it is appropriate for the target of the attack to take the effect of the attack even though it was partially
deflected. As a rule of thumb, if the player who was hit felt that their attempt to block was mostly unsuccessful and feels that
the attack made contact with approximately half of the intended force then the target should take the effect.
Note - A player must have at least one hand on a weapon or shield in order to use it to block an attack.
When attacking an opponent, a firm slash will usually provide enough force for the target to know that they have
been struck. If your weapon swings are causing pain, then you are swinging with too much force however, if your opponent
seems to be ignoring your hits, then it is considered acceptable to politely inform them of any attacks which you have
delivered. If the problem continues, you may wish to inform a Marshal that a particular opponent is having problems
successfully accounting for attacks which they should have taken.
It is the responsibility of the targeted opponent to determine if they have successfully hit with an attack or not. We
strongly encourage players to verbally confirm that they have successfully been hit by saying “Taken” or yelling “Ouch.” In
large battles this is not always possible, but it nearly always helps your fellow combatants feel that you are acknowledging
their attacks, and it can do a great deal to improve the dramatic tension of a battle if you are roleplaying the damaging effects
of an attack.
Stacking Bonuses – There are several key terms when reviewing bonuses or increases to abilities like health and damage.
These key terms indicate what you can stack and what you can’t combine in your grand totals. Must stacking key terms will
be labeled in [XXXXX Increase] and you can only benefit from one source of that increase (take the best). For example, if
you have a sword with a weapon damage +1 [Gear Increase] and you get a magic item with a weapon damage +2 [Gear
Increase], you can only add +2 to your weapon damage, but if you were to also get an augment of weapon damage +1
[Power Increase], that would stack with your magic item for a +3 weapon damage total.
• [Gear Increase] – This is generally granted by implements or your primary adventuring gear.
• [Power Increase] – This is generally granted by augments or magic items and rituals.
• [Stackable Increase] – This is generally granted by temporary spells and buffs. This is the only one of the Increases
that can stack with itself.
Spell Packets - Ranged weapons such as thrown daggers or archery are subject to the same valid hit locations as melee
weapons, but Spell Packets take effect if they even graze any part of the target’s body, including clothing and equipment.
Packet attacks include poisonous gas, spells, and certain monstrous abilities.
Pinning – ‘Pinning’ a weapon is forbidden in Mythic Realms combat. This occurs when a player applies force to an
opponent's weapon, capturing the weapon by holding it against a door, wall, tree or other stationery object in a way that does
not allow your opponent to pull their weapon straight back towards themselves in order to free it. Pressing against an
opponent’s weapon is not pinning if your opponent would be able to free their weapon by retreating from you.
Note - Some weapon designs may be disallowed if the weapon is prone to cause Pinning with high frequency.
Charging - Another form of physical contact which must be avoided is ‘Charging’. Charging occurs when a player
physically rushes their opponent in such a way that the opponent must retreat or come into physical contact with you. This
behavior is unsafe as it can easily cause injury, and as such the determination of whether or not Charging has occurred is
usually determined by the person who feels that someone has charged them however, there is a fine line between dynamic,
mobile combat and charging. During the chaotic, high speed flow of a battle it is possible for toes to be stepped on and
players to be jostled without charging occurring. We ask that our players be as careful with one another as possible, and we
also ask that everyone treat one another with the highest degree of respect and civility, even when one’s personal space may
have been violated.
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Machine Gunning - As a general rule, players should attempt to direct successive weapon swings to alternate parts of the
body. If you must target the same location with successive swings, then the weapon must be withdrawn a minimum of 45
degrees before another attack is made. There should be plenty of time to call out the effect of each attack as it is delivered. If
your opponent is not observing these rules, it is appropriate to immediately inform them that they are “Machine Gunning”
and to take their barrage of attacks as a single hit. Players are strongly encouraged to change hit locations with each strike,
and to not hit faster than once per second.
Failed Attacks - When a character makes a special attack, whether from a skill, item, or spell, and fails to successfully
deliver the attack for any reason, the attack is considered expended. This means that swings granted by the element sheath
spell are expended even if they are blocked, and attacks with skills and poisons are used even if they are not delivered
successfully. There are some skills that do not follow this rule which is stated clearly in their descriptions.
If you use a skill against a creature and the creature calls “No Effect” against the skill, then the skill is automatically
restored to you once you have taken a short rest. Items are used up when the attack is made, and are not restored.
Helpless Opponents - A character who is ‘Helpless’ is unable to defend themselves, and may be targeted with ‘Killing
Blow’, ‘Deathblow’, and any number of other effects. Characters who have been made unconscious by an attack are always
considered ‘Helpless’, however, a character who naturally falls asleep is not a valid target for these abilities. A creature is
also made ‘Helpless’ if they are locked in manacles, when they are affected by the ‘Immobilize You’ spell, and when they
are targeted by the Paralyze Poison. An enslaved character automatically becomes ‘Helpless’ the moment the caster attempts
to kill them.
Killing Blow - A ‘Killing Blow’ is used to ensure that a creature is dead. If a creature is ‘Helpless’ that creature may be
targeted by a ‘Killing Blow'. This represents killing the creature. A ‘Killing Blow’ is performed by placing a weapon, claw,
or other suitable object upon the creature’s torso and calling a 5 count “Killing Blow 1, Killing Blow 2, Killing Blow 3,
Killing Blow 4, Killing Blow 5 (damage type)." This puts the ‘Helpless’ target in the death count, and the target must say
"Taken".
Although not common, creatures do exist that require a specific type of damage to ‘Killing Blow’. If the damage
type used to ‘Killing Blow’ a given creature is not sufficient to put the target into their death count, the player who was
targeted must call "No Effect". If the damage type was sufficient and did put the target into their death count they must say
“Taken”. It does not matter how many times you are successively targeted by a ‘Killing Blow’, you must always say “Taken”
if it would have put you in your death count, or “No Effect” if it would not.
If the weapon is removed from the torso of the target during a ‘Killing Blow’ count (forcibly or willingly) then the
‘Killing Blow’ is interrupted and fails to put the target in its death count.
A ‘Killing Blow’ must be performed upon the torso of the target. Limbs are considered less valid targets and should
be avoided in preference for targeting the actual torso, although the upper legs and upper arms are technically considered to
be within acceptable limits for a ‘Killing Blow’ (most players will call “No Effect” to a ‘Killing Blow’ targeted at their feet,
knees, forearms, or elbows). All characters may attempt to perform a ‘Killing Blow’ At Will.
Stances - Stances are demanding fighting styles which allow a character to gain a specific set of advantages and
disadvantages for a limited duration, usually five minutes. Many stances involve a trade-off of some kind, requiring a
character to sacrifice power in one area in order to gain it in another. Stances can be attained through skills, class abilities,
and advanced adventuring equipment. Certain characters may be able to utilize many different types of Stances, but it is
never possible for a character to use multiple stances simultaneously.
For example, Hunker Down is a Fighter Skill which grants access to a stance that increases defensive ability and sacrifices
damage output. Spell Blade Stance is a Spell Blade Class ability which grants access to a stance that increases spell damage
and allows for spells to be channeled through a weapon. Spirit of Light is White Knight Class ability which grants access to a
stance that grants the character access to a whole suite of powers, and which fills the character with so much radiant energy
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that the White Knight must wear a tabard signifying the visible transformation. Rage is a is a Fighter Skill which grants
access to a stance that increases damage output and sacrifices defensive ability.
Characters initiate a stance by calling the name of the stance aloud. Entering your death count or even falling unconscious
will not end a stance prematurely. The character can properly end a stance early by performing a five count. For example, to
end the Rage Stance, a character would count aloud “End Rage 1, End Rage 2, End Rage 3, End Rage 4, End Rage 5.” The
most common stances in Mythic Realms are as follows – Rage, Hunker Down, Nature Form, Spirit of Light, Spell Blade
Stance, Armor of The Wall Infusion, & Weapon of The Wall Infusion.
Shields - A character may use a shield they are proficient with to block ranged or melee attacks. If a player is wielding a
shield, they may not use 2 hands to swing a weapon (ranged, medium, or heavy). If a spell packet hits a shield, that spell
affects the character holding the shield. If the wielder of the shield is not holding the shield (e.g., the shield is strapped to the
wielder’s back, etc.) and the shield is struck for damage the shield’s wielder takes the full damage of the swing. Shields may
not be used to physically strike another player. Shields cannot be destroyed by conventional means, but the Feat of Strength
use ‘Shield Cripple’ will render the shield useless for 10 seconds. During this time any attacks delivered to the shield will
affect the wielder, as long as the shield is carried. You may drop the shield to prevent this, but may not drop it in a place
where someone would be likely to trip over it.
Page Rules - Players may wear a red sash & headband, both clearly labeled ‘Page’ in order to avoid more rigorous combat.
This informs all other players that the ‘Page’ does not wish to be physically struck with any weapons. Striking someone who
is wearing a red ‘Page’ sash and headband is out right against the rules. Instead of striking the character with a weapon, an
opponent’s attack must only get within arm’s length of ‘Page’. The moment a ‘Page’ is within arm’s reach of any combat
(damage call, damaging spell packets aimed at them, etc.) the ‘Page’ must call out “Down!” and becomes immediately
rendered unconscious (and therefore ‘Helpless’) for 60 seconds.
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Magic
Magic is a large part of Mythic Realms, it is what makes it a high fantasy game. Best of all, magic is available to PCs.
There are three ‘Schools’ of magic. Arcane Magic deals with magical defenses, powerful elemental attacks, enchanting
weapons, and even invisibility. Mystic Magic deals with the forces of life and healing, calming emotions, and the ability to
see things as they truly are. Necromantic magic deals with the forces of death and decay, inflicting negative emotions, and
taking on the dark aspects. It is worth noting that the School of Necromancy is illegal in most lands and will result in
execution if your character is caught casting it. When a mage grows knowledgeable enough, she may even choose to learn
Ritual Magic. Learning even the most basic forms of Ritual Magic is a task that takes many years, but rumor has it that
Ritual Magic can accomplish marvelous feats. Greater details of this skill may be learned IG and in the Book of Secrets.
When a spell is cast, it has certain visible effects. Any character that sees and hears a spell being cast knows what
the spell is and what it does. Spell packets represent the magical energy used to cast a spell. These are represented by small
‘bean bags’ made from cloth and rubber filings. If you are holding a spell packet, your hands glow slightly. Anyone may see
the energy represented by a spell packet when it is in a caster’s hand. Someone who cannot cast magic may not hold spell
packets, except when casting from a scroll or activating an item. A player may ask others to gather used spell packets for
them, but may not call a hold to retrieve spell packets. You MAY NOT use another player’s spell packets unless you receive
permission from the owner. Because spell packets represent energy they are considered an OOG item, so they may not be
taken from a spell caster. All spell packets must be approved before they are used. When creating spell packets please do not
use Orange cloth, as Orange is strictly used for NPC spell packets.
Magic plays an important part in combat. All players should try to learn the spells (at least the more common ones)
so they know what effect a particular spell has. The more powerful spells have the keyword ‘Force’ in their name (e.g.,
‘Force Restore Your Spirit’), require a ‘Sidestep’ to be defended against.

Casting Spells
Normal Spells - When you wish to cast one of the spells you have, you must call out the spell’s incantation before
announcing the effect (i.e. “I Summon Fire to Burn You 10”). You must say the incantation loud enough for someone
standing five feet away to hear you clearly. Within three seconds, you must then throw a spell packet at the target. Be
prepared to explain a spell effect to a target that has been hit.
Counted Spells - Some spells require you to say multiple incantations in order to cast them, such as most At Will spells. For
these spells you must say the incant and then a number, counting up to the number of incants required for the spell. e.g., “I
Summon Fire 1, I Summon Fire 2...I Summon Fire 5 to Burn You 5”. Using another skill, using an item, or taking damage
during the incant breaks the spell, though the spell is not expended and may be cast again.
Timed Spells - Some spells have a specific casting time, commonly 30 seconds. These spells do not require you to actively
incant them for the whole duration. To cast one of these spells you must touch a spell packet to the target and state the full
incant (e.g. “I Summon Life to Healing Touch”) and then begin a count. Using a watch is highly recommended. At the end of
the casting time you state the spell name again and any additional effect (e.g. “Healing Touch, Heal 12”) using another skill,
using an item, taking damage, or removing the spell packet from the target during the casting time breaks the spell, though
the spell is not expended and may be cast again.
Multiple Packet Spells - Some spells require multiple packets to be thrown. Each packet must be thrown immediately and
individually, with the spell’s effect called before each packet is thrown but the incant called only once. The spell is
considered cast after the first packet is thrown. Damage does not interrupt the packets, but using another skill or item does.
Footplant Spells - When a ‘Footplant’ spell is performed, the caster must ‘Freeze’ one foot to the ground. If the caster takes
damage, uses skills (other than using shields or weapons to block attacks) or if the ‘Frozen’ foot is moved, then the spell is
broken. Otherwise, for a maximum duration of the spell, the caster may use multiple uses of the ‘Footplanet’ spell one spell
packet after another.
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Mass Packet Spells - A mass packet spell allows you to throw more than one packet in a single throw. You may hold up to
10 spell packets in one/two hands, throwing them all at once when casting the spell. Regardless of how many packets hit the
target, they only take the effect from one of them.

Spell Damage Types
•
•

•
•

Stone You, Burn You, Freeze You, & Shock You - These spell damage types may bypass defenses or the damage
ceilings of certain creatures.
Drain You - The Drain spell damage type bypasses the damage ceiling of all creatures, including PC adventurers.
Drain damages living creatures and heals the undead and demons. Creatures such as Elementals and Golems are
usually immune to Drain.
Cleanse You - This spell damage type bypasses damage ceilings, and only harms the undead and demons.
Heal You - This spell damage type is always beneficial, bypassing damage ceilings to heal damage that has been
done to either living creatures or Abyssal creatures. Heal has no effect on Undead, Elementals, or Golems.

Defenses
Calling Defenses - There are a number of defensive skills and spells that a character might utilize in order to avoid an attack.
These include ‘Sidestep’, ‘Dodge’, ‘Parry’ and ‘Evade’; but may also include others such as ‘Reflect’, ‘no effect’, or ‘Resist’
or possibly ‘Defend’. All defenses must be called within 3 seconds of an attack. Once the 3 seconds has passed, it is too late
to call the defense, the target MUST take the effect of the attack, even if they could have used a skill or power to defend
themselves.
Parry - This defense may protect a character from a single non-force attack delivered by a melee weapon.
Dodge - This defense may protect a character from a single non-force attack delivered by a spell packet or ranged weapon.
Evade - This defense may protect a character from any single non-force attack, melee or ranged.
Sidestep - This defense may protect a character from a spell, melee or ranged attack, including ‘Force’ attacks.
Damage Ceiling - Various creatures and most armored opponents will possess a Damage Ceiling. Players may attain a
Damage Ceiling by wearing armor with which they are proficient, or by obtaining the Arcane Armor skill. A Damage
Ceiling limits the maximum amount of damage that will be taken from any single attack. Damage Ceilings are bypassed by
‘Force’ attacks, as well as ‘Heal’, ‘Cleanse’, ‘Drain’, ‘Pass’ and ‘Siphon’ damage types.
Note - It is not required, but we strongly encourage both PCs and NPCs to call ‘Reduced’ when a damaging attack is
mitigated by a Damage Ceiling.

Refreshing Character Skills
Heroic Characters in Mythic Realms are very different from most people that they encounter. They return from death easily,
they gain power and skill rapidly, and they recover from battle quickly in comparison to everyone else. Where the majority
of people (opponents, villains, and powerful allies) may take days or weeks to recover from a single battle, the heroic
characters receive a full reset of all their skills at the beginning of each logistics. This is the primary reason why the
adventurer characters of Mythic Realms are able to accomplish so much more.
Characters may refresh a number of their skills by participating in a Short Rest. This refreshes all ‘Battle’ uses of
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skills that the character possesses, and enables a character to utilize new ‘Bonus’ uses of their skills. A Short Rest is an
uninterrupted period of five minutes that may begin at the end of a battle. This is an important definition, because even
though two combat encounters may be experienced as fully separate encounters, they are not treated as battles for the
purpose of refreshing skills unless the character has participated in a Short Rest.
In order to achieve a Short Rest, a character must be completely remove themselves from combat. This is done by
moving 50 feet away from any fighting, or by placing oneself on the other side of a barrier (such as a door or a ward) behind
which no combat is occurring. Simply ducking around a nearby corner, or out of line of sight, is not sufficient to begin a
Short Rest.
Very long battles may occur from time to time, sometimes in the form of a single extended combat, or sometimes in
the form of many small battles between which a Short Rest cannot be achieved. A character participating in a Short Rest will
not have their rest interrupted by using non-combat skills or items.

Effects Guide
Effects - This is a brief list of the offensive effects that you may hear called against you in combat. A more detailed
description of each of these effects may be found in the skills section of the Rulebook.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assassinate – Drop you immediately drop to your death count. This skill cannot be defended against using Parry,
Evade, Dodge or Sidestep skill.
Betrayal - Attack the nearest creature, regardless if they are friend or foe, for 10 seconds.
Blood Poison - Drops you immediately into your bleed count.
Charm - Become ‘Dazed’ for 10 seconds, and become friendly to the caster for 5 minutes.
Daze - You may not use any offensive skills, offensive items, or offensive abilities for 10 seconds. May still defend
yourself.
Death Poison - Drops you immediately into your death count.
Deathblow - Drops you immediately into your death count, only if you are Helpless.
Disease - You are unable to move any faster than a slow walk for 10 seconds. Additionally, the character’s
maximum health is reduced by half (round down) for the duration of 1 logistics or until the disease is cured.
Draco Venom - Drops you immediately into your death count, and your death count is reduced to 1 minute.
Drain Life – The target’s death count reduced by 4 minutes, to a minimum of 1 minute. This effect does not stack
with itself, and has no effect if you are below 1 minute in your death count.
Enslave You - You become an utterly devoted servant of the caster for 30 minutes.
Fear - You must flee away from the caster for 10 seconds, in panicked fright.
Freeze Your Limb - Your targeted limb is considered useless for 10 seconds.
Immobilize/Paralyze - Your entire body is frozen in place. You cannot speak, use skills, or items for 10 seconds.
Trip - You must touch a knee to the ground for 10 seconds.
Repel - You must take 10 quick steps away from attacker.
Knockout / Sleep - You are knocked unconscious for 5 minutes.
Maim - You must drop objects held by the targeted limb, and may not use the affected limb for 10 seconds.
Necrether - Acts as a Force Enslave You that also makes you willing to give up your secrets.
Negate Ethereal - You cannot use Phase, Transcend the Physical, Invisibility, nor become Ethereal for 5 minutes.
Negate Magic - All your spells stop working, and you cannot cast spells or otherwise use magic for 5 minutes.
Restrain - Your wrists are pinned at your waist for 10 seconds.
Silence - You are unable to speak, cast spells, use items with an activation phrase, or use other abilities that require
speech for 10 seconds.
Slay/Obliterate - Drops you immediately to your death count.
Terror - If you hear and see someone yell the word “Terror” you must flee from them for 10 seconds, as per ‘Fear’.
Waylay - You are knocked unconscious for 10 seconds.
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•

Weaken You – All your damage is reduced to 1 and you cannot use any ‘Force’ skills for 10 seconds.

Keywords - These keywords are called immediately before an effect and change the way that effect may be defended
against.
• Force - This ability cannot be defended against by using ‘Parry’, Dodge, ‘Evade’. ‘Sidestep’ must be used instead.
• Pierce - This ability is delivered via a weapon, but affects the target as if it were a spell packet. This means that the
attack is successful even if the weapon strikes the target’s shield, cloak, or even if it is blocked by their weapon.
Pierce attacks delivered by ranged weapons must be dodged while pierce attacks delivered by melee weapons must
be parried.
• Dire - This ability cannot be defended against by using ‘Parry’, ‘Dodge’, ‘Evade’ and ‘Sidestep’. Dire abilities are
extremely rare, and represent some of the most powerful abilities in the game.
Reduced Effects - When you attempt to use an ability against a creature, the creature may be resistant to that ability. This
happens when a very powerful creature, capable of battling an entire group of adventurers, is targeted with an effect that
would outright kill a normal opponent. The player of the creature will call “Reduced” to let you know that the effect has been
mitigated. The following is a list of effects and corresponding ways that these effects may be reduced.
Knockout - Reduced to Trip AND Daze
Obliterate - Reduced to 20 points of damage.
Slay - Reduced to 20 points of damage.

Headbands
There are various colors of headbands which a player will wear to designate a particular ability or status. Headbands are Out
Of Game items which represent In Game effects. Much like spell packets, they cannot be taken from a player.
Yellow Headband - Designates that a character is invisible, as per the Invisibility spell. The character cannot be
seen or heard. After 6 pm (or after dark, ask a Marshal) a glowing yellow headband must be used.
Blue Headband - Designates that a character is completely hidden as per the Hide skill. The character cannot be
seen. After 6 pm (or after dark, ask a Marshal) a glowing blue headband must be used.
White Headband - Designates that a character possesses the Truevision effect. The white headband visibly
manifests in game as a slight magical shimmering of the character’s eyes. Note - Many magical creatures are able to
utilize Truevision without any visible effect (and thus do not wear headbands).
Green Headband – Designates that the character is Ethereal. After 6 pm (or after dark, ask a Marshal) a glowing
green headband must be used.
Orange Headband - Designates that a character is Out Of Game.
Note - Light which emanates from glowing headbands should only be ‘noticed’ by in game characters when the headband is
not actively being worn. For example, a character who is holding a glowing yellow headband in their hand may use it as a
light (as long as it does not give the illusion of being worn). Once headbands are actively worn, then the ambient light is not
noticeable by In Game characters.
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Arcanist Spells by Incant
“I Summon
______ to”

Spell Name

“I Summon
______ to”

Spell Name

Air

Shock You #

the Wisdom of the Ages

Detect Magic

Air

Air Sheath #

the Wisdom of the Ages

Illuminate Us

Air

Repel You

Time & Space

Grant Dodge

Earth

Stone You #

Time & Space

Grant Parry

Earth

Earth Sheath #

Time & Space

Phase

Earth

Earthquake Force Stone You 40

Time & Space

Transcend the Physical

Fire

Burn You #

Time & Space

Grant Planar Transcendence

Fire

Flame Sheath #

Time & Space

Empower Spell #

Fire

Holocaust Force Burn You 100

Time & Space

Force Anticipate Blow

Water

Freeze You #

the Wisdom of the Ages

Grant Invisibility 5,
Grant Invisibility 30

Water

Ice Sheath #

the Wisdom of the Ages

Negate Ethereal

Water

Freeze Your [Limb]

the Wisdom of the Ages

Negate Magic

-

-

Time & Space

Magic Sheath #
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Mystic Spells by Incant
“I Summon
______ to”

Spell Name

“I Summon
______ to”

Spell Name

the Wisdom of the Ages

Detect Magic

the Wisdom of the Ages

Detect Affliction

Life

Heal You #

Death

Drain You #

Life

Cleanse You #

-

-

Life

Grant Vitality #

Death

Cause Fear

Life

Restrain You

Death

Immobilize You

Life

Charm You

Death

Cause Betrayal

Life

Force Heroism

Death

Force Enslave You

Life

Force Restore Your Spirit

Death

Force Obliterate You

Life

Healing Touch,
Heal #

Death

Necrotic Blade,
Disease Blade,
Wraith Blade,
Vampiric Blade

Life

Font of Life

Death

Font of Death

Life

Grant Wellbeing

Death

Shadowform

Life

Lay On Hands,
Restore Your Spirit

Death

Grant Necrotic Revival

the Wisdom of the Ages

Truevision 5,
Truevision 30

the Wisdom of the Ages

Identify,
Identify Ritual
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Appendix
Membership
Players who choose to create characters of their own are encouraged to purchase a yearly membership. Memberships
provide players with a number of benefits, and can be renewed each year on April 1st.
A Membership costs $20.
Players who wish to purchase a membership for the current year after April 1st may do so at a prorated discount price. The
discount is equal to $5 for every quarter that has passed since April 1st.
April-June $20
July-September $15
October-December $10
January-March $5
A player does not need to purchase a membership in order to play Mythic Realms however, there are definitely excellent
advantages for doing so.
Membership benefits are as follows:
● Each time a player pays their membership, all existing PC characters played by that player permanently gain a
number of skill points equal to the total number of memberships which have been purchased by the player. New
characters that the player creates will also receive this benefit, although it is granted slowly over time as the new
character gains additional skill points through play.
● PC Characters which have purchased the Disguise skill may reassign one level of Disguise to a new persona per
year, when they purchase a membership.
● PC Characters which have purchased a skill which grants Static Damage, Strikes or Heightened Strike may
retrain their selections. Normally, when people choose Static Damage or Heightened Strike upon choosing these
options, the decision is permanent however, a player may retrain their Strikes each year when purchasing a
membership.
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Mythic Realms Character Form
Please use the following form to submit important information to the plot team and storytellers of Mythic Realms.
1. What is your character’s full name?

2. What currently motivates your character to live each day as an adventurer? Why do you explore ancient elemental tombs,
search for treasure in old caverns, hunt legendary monsters, and seek out the forgotten ruins of ages past?

3. Where does your character come from? Where has your character lived since then? Is your character an oath bound citizen
of any kingdom?

4. What might you encounter that truly terrifies your character? (Trolls, Undead, Elemental Magic, etc.)

5. What is your character’s greatest aspiration?

6. What is your character’s greatest secret, and who knows it?

7. What has been the most significant moment of your character’s life? Why?

8. Please concisely describes your character’s back-story. (In less than 400 words)

9. What types of plot-lines would you like your character to become involved in?

10. What is the best phone number and email address for the plot team to contact you by?
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Mythic Realms Quick-Start Character Planning Sheet
Player Name: __________________________ Phone: _________________ Email: _______________________________
Character Name: ________________________ Race: __________________ Available Skill Points: 20
Talent & Starting Proficiencies (Circle One Talent)
Arcanist

Begin with the ability to cast the ‘Detect Magic’ and ‘Illuminate Us’ Universal Spells at will

Mystic

Begin with the ability to cast the ‘Detect Magic’ and ‘Detect Affliction’ Universal Spells at will.

Fighter

Begin trained in the use of Shields, as well as Medium and Heavy Armor.

Rogue

Gain +1 damage to all attacks made with Daggers, and trained in the use of Medium Armor.
Skill

Level SP Spent _

Racial Utility Skill: ________________________ ____

________

Skill Notes___________
______________________________

Talent Utility Skill: ________________________ ____ ________
______________________________
Note: A Maximum of 8 Skill points (40%) can be spent on Utility Skills
Talent Combat Skill: _____________________ ____

________

___________________________

Additional Combat Skill: __________________ ____ _________
____________________________
Note: All remaining skill points (0-20) may be spent on Combat Skills
Important Statistics
Starting Health: 6

Bleed Count: 1 Minute

Additional Health from Armor: ______

Death Count: 5 Minutes
Weapon Damage: __________

Character Notes
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This is not an official character sheet.
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Mythic Realms Waiver
Mythic Realms Participation CONTRACT, WAIVER, AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY (Read before signing. Initial each clause)
In consideration of being allowed to participate in any way in the Mythic Realms program, related events and activities, the under signed
acknowledges, understands, and agrees to the following:
X_____ 1. Intellectual Property: All characters, modules, stories, backgrounds and histories used by Mythic Realms staff or volunteers
at any Mythic Realms events, websites, forums, or produced materials shall be considered the sole property of Mythic Realms, LLC. Such
characters, modules, stories, backgrounds and histories may not be reproduced or used elsewhere without the express written permission
of Mythic Realms, LLC.
X_____ 2. The risk of injury from the activities involved in this program is significant, including the potential for permanent paralysis and
death, and while particular rules, equipment, and personal discipline may reduce this risk, the risk of serious injury does exist.
X_____ 3. I KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY ASSUME ALL SUCH RISKS, both known and unknown, EVEN IF ARISING FROM
THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE RELEASEES or others, and assume full responsibility for my participation.
X_____ 4. I willingly agree to comply with the stated and customary terms and conditions for participation and will follow the instructions
of the individuals designated as marshals, event runners, or Mythic Realms staff. If, however, I observe any unusual significant hazard
during my presence or participation, I will remove myself from participation and bring such to the attention of the nearest official
immediately. I also acknowledge and understand that if I feel uncomfortable or unsafe I may choose to not participate in any activity
without penalty.
X_____ 5. I agree to follow all laws and city ordinances while participating in Mythic Realms events. I acknowledge that it is illegal to
provide alcohol, tobacco products, and/or drugs to minors.
X_____ 6. I, for myself and on behalf of my heirs, assigns, personal representatives and next of kin, HEREBY RELEASE AND HOLD
HARMLESS Mythic Realms LLC, their officers, officials, staff, agents, and/or employees, other participants, sponsoring agencies,
sponsors, advertisers, and if applicable, owners and lessors of premises used to conduct the event (“RELEASEE”), WITH RESPECT TO
ANY AND ALL INJURY, DISABILITY, DEATH, or loss or damage to person or property, WHETHER ARISING FROM THE NEGLIGENCE
OF THE RELEASEES OR OTHERWISE. I HAVE READ THIS RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK AGREEMENT,
FULLY UNDERSTAND ITS TERMS, UNDERSTAND THAT I HAVE GIVEN UP SUBSTANTIAL RIGHTS BY SIGNING IT, AND SIGN IT
FREELY AND VOLUNTARILY WITHOUT ANY INDUCEMENT.
X_____ 7. If I do not understand any portion of this release it is my sole responsibility to discover the meaning of any unknown terms or
portions. I also understand that I may seek outside legal advice before signing this Release.
X______________________________________
(Participant’s/Guardian’s Signature)

___________________
(Date Signed)

________________________
(Recruited By)

_______________________________________
(Print Your Name)

___________________
(Phone Number)

_________________________
(Email Address)

FOR PARTICIPANTS OF MINORITY AGE (UNDER AGE 18 AT THE TIME OF REGISTRATION). Minors may only participate with a
supervising adult who will be present with the minor at all times and is responsible for their wellbeing.
X_____ 1. I as parent/guardian with legal responsibility for this participant, do consent and agree to the release as provided above for all
indicated, and/or implied, Releasees, and, for myself, my heirs, assigns, and next of kin, I release and agree to indemnify and hold
harmless the Releasees from any and all liabilities incident to my minor child’s involvement or participation in these programs as provided
above, EVEN IF ARISING FROM THEIR NEGLIGENCE.
X_____

2. I, or another adult I designate, will be present with the minor at all times and will be responsible for their wellbeing.

X______________________________________
(Parent/Guardian Signature)

___________________
(Date Signed)

_________________________
(Emergency Phone Number)

For More Information Contact The Executive Staff Officer (www.mythicrealms.com)
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